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From the Publisher
Human needs are complex and, surely, amazing in
their range. Today we desperately need things that
we did not need yesterday; in fact that did not even
exist yesterday. While technology and technology
related products lead in this area, it is equally true
of financial products too.
Changing needs reflect changes in the
environment. Pensions have acquired a new
significance because of the way our society is
transforming itself and the traditional community
and family ties are loosening while longevity is
increasing. Health insurance is critical because of
the myriad risks we face increasingly due to lifestyle.
Liability insurance for businesses including for top
corporate management is needed because
individuals and institutions are asserting their
rights, and seeking redressal of wrongs, through
litigation if need be. The list could go on …
As the consumer of insurance is waking up to
newer needs, the Indian insurer is also getting there
to meet them. Through product and market research
and no doubt through observation of consumer
behaviour, changes are effected in the kind of
products and features coming out into the market.
In this issue of IRDA Journal we bring you an

overview of how products, benefits, features, or even
product presentation are changing. Innovation is
not only when a new risk can be covered or a financial
need is met. It can be, at one level, a simple product
like a critical illness ignored for long but dusted up
and offered with renewed vigour now. Or it can be
the way you describe and illustrate a product that
irons out the wrinkles in the sale process, improving
chances of a well-informed sale.
In a sense this topic is a subset of what we
focused on last month – customer expectations. New
trends in product and its marketing also throw light
on what the company does internally and to the
process of conveying it to the customer in terms of
the latter’s understanding and acquisition.
And we follow the topic through in the next
month. The next issue will be on alternate channels
of distribution. Assuming that agency, including
the corporate kind, brokerage and bancassurance
are ‘traditional’ channels, we will try to look at new
channels in rural and urban markets that the
insurance companies are using or creating and the
peculiar opportunities and challenges of each one
of them. As always, we welcome your participation
wholeheartedly.
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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

Where Dreams are Born...
We have heard enough about the pent up demand for insurance products in India. ‘Low insurance penetration’
and ‘a highly underinsured country’ are two of the phrases that crop up regularly when the insurance market
is discussed. This issue of IRDA Journal looks at new trends in products and product features that the
industry is seeing.
While many totally new products have not been introduced there is a distinct trend towards some types of
features and benefits gaining prominence. Health related riders for one. And definitely in a bull market such
as the one we have been seeing, unit linked products. On the non-life side there has been more interest in
liability insurance of the corporate kind, reflecting both Indian corporates’ entry into the world capital
markets and hence, their area of scrutiny and required level of protection, and also reflecting the new needs
dictated by the stress on good corporate governance.
We bring you some articles that outline what’s happening in the market and some inferences for the near
future. Ms. Nirmala Ayyar uses new products, riders and features of some private sector companies to
illustrate how the industry is getting more user friendly while Mr. Dinesh Khansili, Deputy Director (Actuarial)
of IRDA focuses on a new policy of LIC to bring out similar lessons.
We bring you the product imaginings of a common, prospective insurance buyer, Corporate Creativity
Consultant, R. Sridhar. And in an effort to ground those dreams in reality we present an imaginary sketch of
how a product is born, through the eyes of an Appointed Actuary, Dr. R. Kannan of SBI Life Insurance
Company.
A new section, Pension Page, seeks to give a snapshot of the reform process in the pensions sector in the
country.
In the Follow Through section this month is an interview with Mr. Karl Wittmann, Member of the Board
of Management, Munich Re, who oversees the company’s activities in Asia, Australasia and Africa, outlining
his company’s association with the Indian market.
Mr. M. Arunachalam, Advisor, Insurance, HCL Technologies Ltd. starts a four part series in this issue on
the application of information technology (IT) in the insurance industry bringing in his long experience with
the LIC and as a domain expert on insurance for the IT industry.
We do hope you will find the issue useful and illuminating. Our next issue will be about the newly
emerging distribution channels for insurance and their challenges and the potential they hold.

K. Nitya Kalyani

VANTAGE POINT

The Ever Shifting Road...
K. Nitya Kalyani

Think of insurance and the first thing
that comes to mind is the pesky agent
who won’t take no for an answer. He
tempts you with tax benefits, scares you
with the thought of dying and leaving your
family on the streets or steps in to get
your medical policy just in time for you to
leave on that holiday abroad.
Add to that your bank trying to sell
you some insurance when you take a
housing loan. Or when they find that you
have surplus money in your account and
could do with more life insurance! And
soon brokers will get to the point where
they will offer individuals a range of
policies from different insurers and find
us the one that fits just right.
But these are the well known, by now,
channels of reaching insurance as a
product to the customer. The new ones
that are emerging slowly present an
interesting picture.
Take the Internet for instance.
Companies are willing to provide quotes
for certain types of policies through their
website. Not just Life policies or Motor,
but Marine Cargo policies….. Go to a bank
automatic teller machine (ATM) and you
don’t come away with just cash. You are
bombarded with questions on whether
you would like insurance policies… did
you check that option? It’s right there
below the internet hours!
Call your bank’s phone banking
service and, after telling you your balance
or whatever it is you seek, they will try to
interest you in a policy or two, or at least
in playing host to an agent who is eager
to come in and say his piece.

Or these calls out of the blue asking if
you are interested in insurance or a
personal loan or a housing loan in three
days flat!?
In the rural areas there is a different
kind of intermediation emerging. The
approach there is very community based.
The local community’s thought leader
has been roped in to spread the good word.
They could be non-governmental
organisations (NGOs) working in
education or microfinance in that area, or
a company with consumer contact outlets
– like one selling fertilisers or consumer
goods of varying kinds, or buying the
produce of the land for that matter.
They take on the work of distributing
insurance adding value to their customers
and adding a fee based income to their

The new channels that are
emerging slowly present
an interesting picture.
own revenue streams. Some have met
with good success and others are in the
process of settling down to what is
essentially a tremendous task.
What does all this add up to? Other
than more apparent marketing activity
for a product that was mostly bought
rather than sold? Other than being
pursued for something that you sought
out and tried to buy with great difficulty?
Other than intermediaries more willing
to tell you about the product than before
when they just expected to get your
signature on a mostly blank proposal
form and run?!

Marketers and market theory
proponents say that it means better
service. That it means better product
definition and hence the development of
more suitable products for the end
customer. That it means that the insurer
and his intermediaries work at efficient
costs since someone else is always
breathing down their necks. …
But it can also mean a loss of privacy.
Not just in a personal way, but also in
that the confidentiality of your financial
data is being shared with people you have
not authorised for access. Even if it is the
insurance company owned by your bank
or represented by your bank. In future it
could mean that your financial status could
dictate your insurance premiums – as it
does in many western countries now – and
that your financial status is being shared
without your consent or knowledge right
now as you read this.
Is this such a big change? Certainly!
As big a change as having an insurance
agent come to you to sell a policy is from
the very early days of insurance when
the board members of an insurer
personally interviewed new applicants
once in six months to decide whether to
insure him or not!
And in the pipeline are policies from
your local post office and perhaps through
your mobile phone! During an important
meeting or an engrossing movie your phone
beeps. It’s an SMS from your mobile phone
service provider. Just SMS ‘I want
endowment’ to the specified number, it
says, and download your custom made
policy!
Come to think of it, kind of reminds
you of that pesky agent doesn’t it!

Changing channels ...
How Insurance delivery is
finding new paths
Thats what our June issue is about
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IN THE AIR

GIC’s Commission Rates Changed
IRDA, in consultation with its reinsurance advisory
committee, has changed the commission rates for
reinsurance placed with the National Reinsurer under
the compulsory cessions. While there has been an
upward revision in some cases, rates for Motor and
Workmen’s Compensation have been brought down by
five per cent to make the new rate 20 per cent.
The new rates for Fire is 35 per cent (the old rate
was 30 per cent), Marine Cargo 25 per cent (22.5 per
cent), Marine Hull carries a five per cent commission
for net rated risks and 17.5 per cent for gross rated
risks (17.5 per cent for both).
Reinsurance commission rates for War and Strike,
Riot and Civil Commotion (SRCC) as well as the SRCC
cover continue at 10 per cent each, Aviation Hull at 10
per cent, Aviation Liability at 15 per cent, Oil and
Energy at 2.5 per cent, Public Liability and Product
Liability 25 per cent, other Miscellaneous Engineering
risks reinsurance will continue to be given a commission
of 25 per cent. Rates for Engineering, Machinery

LICENSED BROKERS
P.H. YYadav
adav
Bajaj Capital Insurance Broking Ltd.
5th Floor, Bajaj House, 97, Nehru Place,
New Delhi-110019
Ph: (011)26418903
K . Anand
KS Insurance Broking Pvt. Ltd.
New No. 15, Venkatraman Street,
R.A. Puram, Chennai-28.
Ph: (044)24937911
S. Balwinder Singh
L & G Insurance Brokers Ltd.
30-Prakash Nagar, Model Town,
Jalandhar, Punjab
Ph: (0181)2274336
Uday Kumbhare
United Risk Insurance Broking Co. Pvt. Ltd.
9, Vee Nimbkar Society, Near Sakai Nagar,
Baner Road, Pune-411 007
Ph: (020)5674148
Sandhaya Arora
ACE Insurance Brokers Pvt. Ltd.
B-17, Ashadeep Bldg., 9 Hailey Road,
New Delhi-110001
Ph: (011)23713898

Breakdown, Boiler Explosion, Loss of Profit,
Construction All Risk, Erection All Risk, Advanced
Loss of Profit and Delayed Start Up have been reduced
from 30 per cent to 25 per cent.
The method of computation of profit commissions
has also been revised. While earlier profit
commissions were computed for the entire portfolio
of an insurer as a whole, the new system is to
calculate profitability for each class of business and
pay a differential commission for each. Accordingly
the profit commission rates payable are 20 per cent
for Fire, 10 per cent at the end of 36 months for
Marine Cargo and 20 per cent at the end of 36
months for Oil and Energy. Other classes of business
are not eligible for any profit commission.
IRDA has also urged all insurers to try to utilise
the domestic capacity for reinsurance through
facultative placements of reinsurance with other Indian
insuters and with the National Reinsurer, before
seeking coverage in markets abroad.
C. Chandra Sekaran
New Era Insurance Services Ltd.
102, Siva Sai Sannidhi,
Opp. Shiridi Saibaba Temple,
Hindi Nagar, Punjagutta,
Hyderabad-500034
Ph: (040)55787878
Harsh Singhal
Marsh Brook Insurance Brokers Pvt. Ltd.
F-8/15, Vasant Vihar,
New Delhi-110 057.
Ph: (011)26156482
P.N. Bhat
Berkeley Insurance Services Ltd.
SCO 42, Sector 26, Madhya Marg,
Chandigarh-160 019.
Ph: (0172)5089999
S.S. Agarwal
RBA Insurance Brokers Pvt. Ltd.
32-F, Opp. L.I.C. Building, Sanjay Place,
Agra-282 002.
Jeprish Gandhi
Sigma Insurance Broking Pvt. Ltd.
303,Somnath Commercial Complex,
33/37, Karan Para, Opp. Hotel Samrat,
Rajkot-360 001
Ph: (0281)2238937

LAW
UNIVERSITY
National Academy of Legal Studies and
Research (NALSAR) University of Law,
Hyderabad, has launched a Post
Graduate Diploma in Insurance Law.
The course would include the detailed
study of various insurance related laws
and touches upon the global scenario of
insurance and international insurance
regulations based on several conventions
and organisations.
The one year course has ten papers,
five in each of its two semesters.

Dinesh Vashisht
SREI Insurance Services Ltd.
“Viswakarma”, 86C Topsia Road(South),
Kolkata-700 046.
Ph: (033)22850124
Sanjay Singh
Vision Insurance Risk Analysis Management
& Brokers Pvt. Ltd.
A10/30, Aziz Manzil Shanti Nagar,
Kanpur-208012
Ph: (0512)24221710
.K.. Goyal
D.K
Madhav Insurance Brokers Pvt. Ltd.
Gandhi Chowk, Ahmedgarh, Distt. Sangrur,
Punjab-148021
Ph: (011)242656
Umesh Narang
Apple Insurance Brokers Pvt. Ltd.
D-10, 1st Floor, Green Park,
New Delhi-110 016
Ph: (011)51755370
Shaker
V. Shak
er
Nandi Insurance Broking &
Risk Management Services Pvt. Ltd.
215/216, Kamer Bldg., 38,
Cawasji Patel Street, Fort,
Mumbai-400 023
Ph: (022)22886915
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PENSION PAGE

A New Face for Pensions

- An Overview of the Proposed System

Beginning this issue IRDA Journal brings you a new
section on the Pensions sector. Pension Page will,
from time to time, give a snapshot of developments
in the sector to keep readers informed as reform
parameters are decided and new systems put in
place. These include norms for various participants
in the sector like pension fund managers (PFMs),
annuity providers, sales outlets, the clearing house
and, of course, the customers.
The story thus far:
The Union Government has introduced a new
pension system for its employees joining service after
January 1 this year (except in the armed forces.)
They will come under a new system of defined
contribution rather than defined benefit pensions as

The System
This system will offer two types of accounts
(a) a Tier-I non-withdrawable and tax
deferred pension account, and (b) a Tier-II
withdrawable savings account with no tax
advantages.
This pension system is based on personal
retirement accounts (PRAs) created by
individual members. Each account created
in this system will be allotted a unique account
number. A member will accrete savings
towards his retirement into his PRA through
his working life.
This PRA will stay with the member
regardless of where he stays or works –
including spells of unemployment, selfemployment, changes in jobs or location.
He will be able to use a nation-wide
network of competing pension service
providers (POPs) to access this system for
opening a PRA, accreting new contributions,
receiving account or system information and
for obtaining retirement benefits.
A member will have complete control on
how his contributions and savings in his PRA
are managed. He will be able to select a
professional Pension Fund Manager (PFM)
from a pool of competing pension fund
managers.
Each PFM in this system will offer a
choice of three simple and standard pension
schemes with different risk and return
profiles. If he desires, the member will be
free to allocate his savings across multiple
PFMs and schemes. If a member is unable to
select a PFM, his savings will be directed to a

8
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has been the practice. Further pensions have been
placed under a newly formed separate regulatory
body. The Pension Fund Regulatory and
Development Authority (PFRDA) started functioning
on January 1 this year and Mr. Vinod Rai, Additional
Secretary, Finance Ministry, Department of Economic
Affairs (Financial Sector), has been appointed as its
first Chairman.
State governments and public sector units are
expected to join the new pension system in due
course, as are members of the general public
employed in the private sector and the self-employed.
The interim authority  whose status is to be
established through a statute  is being advised by
‘Default’ scheme. He will also be free and
able to switch his savings seamlessly between
fund managers and products as and when
he desires.
With individual accounts and complete
freedom of choice, a member will be able to
easily alter his risk profile in an optimum

the Invest India Economic Forum (IIEF,) which has
been advising the Finance Ministry on pension sector
reforms.
IIEF has released consultative papers concerning
various aspects of the proposed new pension
system. We bring you in this issue what they have
to say about the proposed Central Recordkeeping
Agency (CRA) which will serve the pension account
holder as a one stop shop for account information
and transactions including contributions, switching
between funds and switching between pension fund
managers. The full version of this consultative
paper in PDF format is available at http://
w w w. i r d a i n d i a . o r g / i r d a j o u r n a l . h t m .
Extracts:
In this process of accumulating
retirement savings, the Pension Fund
Regulatory and Development Authority
(PFRDA) will provide the members of this
scheme with a sound regulatory framework
and an umbrella of safety with respect to
prevention of fraud and malpractice.

The Participants

A member will accrete
savings into his personal
retirement account while he
is working and use the
accumulations at retirement
to procure a pension for the
rest of his life.

fashion over time – he will be able to move
from a high return scheme with relatively
higher risk at a young age, to a low or near
zero risk, modest returns portfolio when
approaching retirement if he desires. The
member will receive periodic, consolidated
statements of his PRA which will reflect his
notional wealth in his PRA across various
products and PFMs. This will be the sum total
of his contributions at that point of time and
the returns that these contributions have
earned.
On retirement, the member will be able
to use a part of the savings accumulated over
the years in his PRA to buy a pension which
will finance his post-retirement consumption
for the rest of his life.

1. Members : This scheme will target
two categories of individual participants
(members):
a) It will be applicable to employees of
the central government (excluding Armed
Forces) who join service after January 1,
2004. For these employees, participation and
contributions to the Tier-I account will be
mandatory. Every month, the government
will deduct 10 per cent of the salary (basic
plus DA) of these new employees, match it
with an identical contribution from its side,
and transfer this full 20 per cent contribution
into the relevant employee’s PRA. The
employee will select the PFM(s) and
scheme(s) to which this 20 per cent monthly
contribution will flow.
These employees will also be eligible to
open and operate a Tier-II savings account
(which will allow withdrawals) on a voluntary
basis. The amount and periodicity of
contributions into this Tier-II account will be
decided by the employee and will be over
and above the mandatory contributions into
the Tier-I pension account. The government
will not contribute to this account.
If a government employee decides to
resign from service, he will be able to move
into any other service along with the full

PENSION PAGE

balance in his PRA on that date. However,
once he ceases government service, he will
no longer be eligible for the 10 per cent
government contribution and will thereafter
be free to contribute voluntarily into his PRA.
b) The second category of members will
include all other citizens of India who will
participate in this scheme on a voluntary
basis. This category of members will also be
allowed to operate the Tier-I and Tier-II
accounts which will be identical to the
accounts for central government employees.
However, voluntary investments into the
Tier-II (withdrawable) account will be
permitted only after a minimum annual
accretion into the Tier-I account is achieved.
These members will be free to decide the
amount and periodicity of their contributions.
For these members, there will be no
matching contribution by the Government.
However, employers (including private
firms, state governments, PSUs and others)
will be free to make contributions into the
PRAs of their workers if they wish. Unlike in
the case of the government, these
contributions by employers may not be
mandatory.

For central government officers, the Pay
& Account Offices (P&AOs) will perform
some of the POP functions.
3.The recordkeeping, administration and
customer service functions for all members
of this pension system will be centralised and
performed by the Central Recordkeeping
Agency (CRA). The CRA will issue a unique
account number to each member, maintain
a master database of all personal retirement
accounts and record the transactions related
to each member’s PRA. The CRA will receive
and consolidate member contributions and
instructions and transmit them to the
relevant PFM and scheme on a daily basis.
The CRA will provide periodic, consolidated
PRA statements to each member. The CRA
will also enforce operational guidelines of the
PFRDA as well as mandatory contributions
by government employees.
4. An initially limited number of
competing, specialized professional pension
fund managers (PFMs) will manage the
retirement savings of members. The CRA
will reconcile and collate all instructions and

In both categories of members and
account types, the members will a receive a
unique account number, accrete
contributions into this account, select a PFM
and product, switch between PFMs and
products, and receive consolidated account
statement.

An initially limited number
of competing, specialised
professional pension fund
managers (PFMs) will
manage the retirement
savings of members.

2. Points of presence (POPs) will be
the service providers for members and will
offer a host of services. POPs will open new
PRAs with unique account numbers; collect,
verify and transfer contributions and/or
instructions regarding PFMs and schemes to
the CRA with relevant and correct member
account information; collect and transfer
complaints from members to the CRA;
provide performance data as well as account
information and statements to members; and
communicate changes in personal
information of members to CRA. Once a
member retires, the CRA may use this same
network to deliver the lump sum terminal
accumulations to the bank account of
relevant member.

funds received from members through the
POP network or the Internet. Once all
balances are determined, the CRA will remit
a single, netted amount to the PFM (which
be the sum total of the netted amounts across
all three schemes of the PFM) along with a
statement specifying the exact amount to be
invested under each of the three schemes.
PFMs will comply with the investment
guidelines issued by the PFRDA for allocating
these assets under each scheme. Firms with
requisite fund management experience and
which satisfy the eligibility criteria specified
by PFRDA will be eligible to apply for a PFM
license.

Banks, post offices, depository
participants and other secure entities which
are capable of electronic connectivity with
the CRA will serve as POPs.

5. When a member retires, he will be
mandated to use a specified part of his
terminal accumulations in his PRA to buy an
inflation indexed annuity from a pool of

competing annuity providers who will be
responsible for delivering a regular monthly
pension to the member for the rest of his life.
Life insurance firms which are registered with
the IRDA will serve as annuity providers.
6. Authorised Retirement Advisors
(ARAs) will help in marketing the new system
to potential members. They will advise and
assist members with opening retirement
accounts, as well as with selecting appropriate
pension fund managers and products.
The ARAs will conform to a uniform code
of conduct and ethics and will have to pass a
certificate examination prescribed by the
PFRDA in order to obtain a periodically
renewable work license. The ARAs may be
affiliated to specific PFMs, POPs or may work
as independent advisors. Existing agents and
financial intermediaries of mutual funds and
insurance firms will also be able to serve as
ARAs by passing this certification
examination.
7. In this entire process of accumulations
and withdrawals, a sound regulatory
framework would give individuals an
umbrella of safety with respect to problems
of risk management and prevention of fraud.
The PFRDA will regulate the POPs, ARAs,
CRA and PFMs during the the accumulation
phase of this pension system. The process of
delivery of pensions to members by annuity
providers will be regulated by the IRDA.
However, if a member chooses to not
withdraw his savings as a lump sum and
decides to instead phase out his withdrawals
from his PRA, he will continue to interact
with the POPs, CRA and PFMs and will
thus remain the responsibility of the PFRDA
as wel.
CRA Responsibilities
The CRA will serve as the central
administrative entity and will be directly
responsible to the PFRDA and members for
record keeping, reconciliation, netting and
funds transfer, customer services,
interconnectivity and access, enforcement
and compliance. The CRA will interact with
the POPs, PFMs Annuity providers and the
PFRDA.
The rationale for CRA are lower
transactions costs through centralising
the administration and recordkeeping
process, efficient customer services by
providing a unique account number for
portability across jobs and locations (which is
only possible with central recordkeeping) and
regulatory efficiency.
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STATISTICS - LIFE INSURANCE

Report Card:LIFE
Life industry grows at 10.5 % in 2003-04
With a spurt in business underwritten in

followed by Birla Sunlife at 2.40 per cent.

March, 2004 at Rs.5,670.07 crore, the life
insurance industry underwrote first year
premium of Rs.18,710.15 crore during the
fiscal 2003-04, recording a growth of 10.48 per
cent over the previous year.

LIC underwrote premium of Rs.16,284.68
crore during the year under reporting. LIC’s
market share for 2003-04 was 87.04 per cent.
The business underwritten by LIC under the
Varishtha Pension Bima Yojana, announced
by the Government of India in July, 2003, was
Rs.6070.50 crore towards 3,32,748 policies.
This premium has not been included in the
first year premium figures. In terms of number
of policies, LIC contributed 94.21 per cent.
Interestingly, 30 per cent of the business for
the year was underwritten in the month of
March, 2004, with private insurers and LIC
underwriting business of 31 per cent and 30
per cent respectively in the said month.

In terms of policies, the insurers exhibited
a growth of 12.83 per cent with 286.27 lakh
policies. The shares of premium of private
insurers increased to 12.96 per cent as against
5.66 per cent in the year 2002-03. Individually,
all the private insurers increased their market
share over the previous year. Further, the
private insurers recorded a growth of 153 per
cent in terms of first year (including single)
premium underwritten by them.
Cumulatively the twelve private players
underwrote premium of Rs.2,425.46 crore.
Amongst the private players, ICICI Prudential
led with a market share of 4.01 per cent

The premium underwritten by the private
players for 16,57,636 individual policies stood
at Rs.2,048.66 crore. In case of LIC, the
premium underwritten under 2,69,51,919
individual policies was Rs.12,636.86 crore.

A comparison of the individual single premium
underwritten by the private players and LIC
reveals a decline of 3.42 per cent and 61.29
per cent at Rs.287.97 crore and Rs.1,164.71
crore respectively. The decline was on account
of the impact of the change in the provisions
of section 10 (10D) of the Income Tax Act.
Under the group schemes, the premium
underwritten by the private players and LIC
stood at Rs.376.79 crore and Rs.3,647.82 crore
with lives covered at 17,35,315 and 45,10,429,
respectively. The market share of the private
insurers and LIC, in terms of premium
underwritten for group insurance, was 9.36
per cent and 90.64 per cent respectively. LIC
covered 72 per cent of the lives under the
various group schemes. Amongst the private
players, SBI Life covered 12.38 per cent of the
lives. The total number of lives covered under
the various group schemes was 62,45,744.
(Rs. in lakhs)

First Year & Single Premium – Financial Year 2003 - 04 (Provisional)
Premium

Market
Share

Insurer
March 04
1

2

3

4

5

10

Allianz Bajaj
ISP
INSP
GSP
GNSP
ING Vysya
ISP
INSP
GSP
GNSP
AMP Sanmar
ISP
INSP
GSP
GNSP
SBI Life
ISP
INSP
GSP
GNSP
Tata AIG
ISP
INSP
GSP
GNSP

2003-04

6,573.59 17,970.51
1,952.51
2,228.92
4,572.63
15,629.14
0.76
48.45
111.69
2,740.59 7,260.66
53.86
82.26
2,643.45
7,088.81
24.52
68.29
18.76
21.30
688.07 2,788.16
541.45
2,433.27
107.93
107.93
38.69
246.96
8,068.07 19,590.08
1,148.05
3,149.27
2,487.14
5,308.71
2,828.66
7,381.00
1,604.22
3,751.10
3,728.36 18,015.47
2,013.12
54.68
1,660.57

12,387.07
485.92
5,142.47
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No. of Policies/Schemes

Market Lives covered Market
Share Group Schemes Share

2002-03 % Growth 2003-04 2002-03 March 04 2003-04 2002-03 % Growth 2003-04 March 04 2003-04 2003-04
6,338.89

1,765.92

631.52

7,188.08

5,220.84

183.50

311.15

341.50

172.54

245.07

0.96

0.39

0.15

1.05

0.96

0.37

0.10

0.04

0.42

0.31

43,092 1,85,350 1,15,964
2,388
3,099
40,699 1,82,194
1
5
56
31,751 90,976 10,976
7,935
12,115
23,813
78,853
1
3
7
9,439 46,282 16,344
9,423
46,250
5
5
11
27
26,374 86,495
1,791
7,847
24,417
78,099
4
26
162
523
24,977 1,61,967
24,969
8

1,61,897
1
69

17,746

91,487

59.83

45,829 1,01,797

1.63

0.32

45,829
5,401

781
1,01,016
6,613

0.11

183.17

0.16

91
5,310
1,772

163
6,450
60,341

0.97

387.41

1,189
1,189
583
59,152
0.30 2,01,947 7,73,223

12.38

77.04

24,232
73,109
1,77,715 700,114
19,428 1,89,587

3.04

728.86

0.65

0.57

9,581
9,847

95,939
93,648

STATISTICS - LIFE INSURANCE

(Rs. in lakhs)

Premium

Market
Share

Insurer
March 04
6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

HDFC Standard
ISP
INSP
GSP
GNSP
ICICI Prudential
ISP
INSP
GSP
GNSP
Birla Sunlife
ISP
INSP
GSP
GNSP
A viva
ISP
INSP
GSP
GNSP
OM Kotak
ISP
INSP
GSP
GNSP
Max NewYork
ISP
INSP
GSP
GNSP
MetLife
ISP
INSP
GSP
GNSP
Private Total
LIC
ISP
INSP
GSP
GNSP
Grand Total

2003-04

2002-03

%
Growth 2003-04 2002-03 March 04

5,377.56
1,296.59
3,974.79
106.18

20,933.26
6,252.06
13,045.08
1,636.12

12,931.38 61.88

17,364.23
2,372.03
14,461.00
10.50
520.70
20,233.76
702.58
10,580.59
35.82
8,914.77
1,778.53
65.12
1,685.61

75,091.03
12,005.00
62,211.00
167.33
707.70
44,986.19
1,941.33
26,741.57
392.90
15,910.39
7,713.84
495.45
7,154.35

36,410.67 106.23

27.80
5,763.08
2,125.80
3,232.17

64.04
12,710.19
2,414.74
9,273.18

405.11
2,638.08
24.59
2,600.41

1,022.27
13,148.80
178.35
12,560.37

13.09
509.95
9.97
478.03

410.08
2,338.16
50.49
2,236.42

12,956.79 247.20

1.12

4.01

2.40

0.76

2.15

0.77

1,346.63 472.83

0.41

0.08

3,520.96 260.99

0.68

0.21

6,731.37 95.34

0.70

0.40

769.88 203.70

0.12

0.05

21.95
51.25
75,463.88 2 , 42,546.35 95,812.93 153.15
4 , 91,543.76 16
16,, 28,468.67 15
15,, 97,676.15 1.93
65,669.85
1,16,471.78
2,87,125.35 11,47,214.80
1,38,748.56
3,64,782.09

12.96
87.04

2003-04

2002-03

35,442
2,600
32,832
10

2 , 03,205
38,581
1,64,523
101

1 , 24,837

95,683
1,414
94,235
28
6
43,591
5,729
37,806

4 , 36,196
10,417
4,25,694
73
12
1 , 55,598
28,454
1,26,990

2 , 44,434

56
14,523
80
14,434

154
71,001
722
70,252

9
12,232
343
11,884

27
51,071
590
50,453

5
27,681
31
27,640

28
1 , 45,581
203
1,45,298

10
5,627
52
5,563

80
25,124
273
24,832

64,758

%
Growth
62.78

78.45

140.28

2003-04 March 04 2003-04 2003-04
0.71

20,142

58,335

20,142

58,335

1.52

18,194

45,926

0.74

0.54

12,083
38,852
6,111
7,074
53,595 1 , 98,313

3.18

3,107
1,95,206
88,857

1.42

88,857
52,924

0.85

11,565
52,924
17,879**
2,693 1 , 17,879

1.89

17,023

317.09

0.25

314
53,281
36,921

32,767

55.86

0.18

36,921
11,565

77,531

87.77

0.51

11,227

123.78

0.09

2,693
22,982

1,17,879
41,520

12
19
22,982
41,520
-----5.66 3 , 70,412 16
8 , 25,094 101.05
5.79 4 , 40,469 17
16,, 58,846
17,, 35,315
94.34 76
9.87
94.21 9 , 43,823 45
76,, 26,362 2 , 69
69,, 68,069 2 , 45
45,, 45,580
45,, 10,429
1,36,894
2,30,607
74,85,574 2,67,21,312
3,894
16,150
9,43,823 45,10,429
- - - - - -

5 , 67,007.64 18
18,, 71,015.02 16
16,, 93,489.08 10.48 100.00 100.00 79
79,, 96,774 2 , 86
86,, 26,915 2 , 53
53,, 70,674

Note:
1) LIC’s business figures do not include Varishtha Pension Bima Yojana.
2) % Growth has been computed over previous year.

Market Lives covered Market
Share Group Schemes Share

No. of Policies/Schemes

12.83

100.00 13
13,, 84,292 62
62,, 45,744

ISP - Individual Single Premium
GSP - Group Single Premium

0.93

0.66

27.78
72.22

100.00

INSP - Individual Non-Single Premium
GNSP - Group Non-Single Premium

* The figure for February 2004 was revised by the insurer. Hence the cumulative figure
for 2003-04 is not comparable with the figure for upto February 2004.
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‘Waiting for a Change’
- Interview with Mr. Karl Wittmann, Munich Re
Mr. Wittmann, responsible for Munich
Re’s activities in Asia, Australasia and
Africa (AAA), attended the 14th
Insurance Congress of Developing
Countries in New Delhi on his fourth
visit to India during the last four
months! As his office is quick to point
out, this shows the importance the
world’s leading professional reinsurer is
attaching to the changing Indian
insurance sector.
IRDA Journal asked Mr. Wittmann
some questions:
IRDA Journal: What has Munich Re’s
association with India been like. How
has it changed over the years?
Mr. Karl Wittmann: Munich Re has
been dedicated to the Indian insurance
industry for more than half a century.
We were part of the market even long
before nationalisation.
We enjoyed a fruitful co-operation
with the public insurance industry,
providing capacity and security but also
creating jointly new classes of business,
e.g. engineering insurance. Generations
of Indian insurance experts were
participating in numerous seminars we
organised in India as well as in Munich.
Since the opening of the market we
are of course providing our professional
co-operation also to the newly
established private insurance sector.
Nevertheless, our concrete business
opportunities became limited over the
last years. This has to be seen in
connection with the increasingly
unbalanced and exposed nature of the
business accessible international
reinsurers and with the fact that the still
strongly regulated environment in India
makes it difficult for international
reinsurers to contribute.
In this regard, to answer your
question “has it changed?” we are still
waiting for change to come or in other
words: “we hope for a level playing field
in Indian reinsurance.”

Q: Give us an idea of your operations
and experience in markets in similar
stages of opening up like China…

12
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A: I hesitate to directly compare your
situation and our experience in other
countries, especially China. India faces
challenges and has great opportunities
of its own and has all the resources to go
ahead in its own way.
But to answer your question: The
process of opening and liberalisation in
China’s economy – initiated only few
years ago – has indeed reached an
advanced stage. The authorities there
appreciate the fact that primary
insurers and reinsurers need two
different sets of regulations.
Reinsurance is by definition a global
business. China has acknowledged that
and, accordingly, specific regulations for
reinsurers are already in place.
Well
selected
international
reinsurers were invited to establish
operations in China. Munich Re was the
first company to be granted a

“I am absolutely convinced
that the market does not
need overprotection.”
countrywide licence for Life and NonLife business. We opened our branch
already last year. Our business
perspectives are very significant, to the
benefit of the local market and the
consumers.

Q: What’s the knowledge, regulatory or
operational gaps between these markets
and India? And between India and the
more developed markets? How (and
why) should they be bridged?

A: Apart from the restrictive regulatory
environment for reinsurers, there is in
my view no specific gaps compared to
other countries.
There is certainly no knowledge gap
as we know from our regular exchange
with representatives from both the
public and the private insurance sector.
Having said this, one can of course
always learn and benefit from the

experiences of others – be it regarding
products, statistical database, value
based management tools you name it.
We are all living in a truly global world.
Understanding the global aspects of our
business and operating locally – this is
how I feel.
I am absolutely convinced that the
market does not need overprotection.
For a self-confident and professionally
acting Indian market there is no reason
at all to fear competition, even on
international levels. On the contrary:
India will succeed! Just take the ITsector as an example!

Q: What’s your view of the Indian direct
insurers’ position today. All are new to
managing reinsurance programmes as
individual entities and the market is
undergoing considerable churning
(tariffs, economic downturn in the last
couple of years….) Where does that place
reinsurers like Munich Re given the
additional backdrop of the changes in
the international market from the
September 11 incident onwards…?

A: Possibly the capital bases of direct
insurers will have to be further
strengthened as they continue to grow
and to expand their market share. Of
course, unsatisfying technical results
due to given restrictions and compulsory
tariffs would not encourage fresh
investments of capital, which is
expected to produce an adequate return.
And there lies a real problem : the
fast growing Indian economy needs a
strong, well developed insurance
industry to support investment. I feel
there is only one way – a rather
simplistic one – to improve this
situation : the insured and the insurers
need to understand that each risk has
its price eg. the direct insurers will have
to charge risk adequate prices for their
products and services. The focus should
be on competitiveness in respect of
quality and service rather then just on
lowest prices.
We at Munich Re are doing exactly
that on an international scale and so we
did long before 11 September.

FOLLOW THROUGH

Q: About detariffing. India is already
looked at as a market where the direct
premium rates are not adequate. In a
situation where detariffing is being
uneasily debated, what would its
possible effects be. There is a fear that
a rate war will be inevitable and even
traditionally profitable portfolios will
suffer.
As a reinsurer how do you view these
possibilities and rate them in terms of
effects on your business?

A:

Detariffing is inevitable and will
ultimately be in the best interest of the
consumer and the insurance industry.
It will of course affect insurers. They have
to prepare for this and in effect Munich
Re is offering to assist insurance
companies in this process as we have
done in many other countries before.
In a free market environment,
compulsory tariff rates, deductibles etc.
will have to be replaced by more
sophisticated instruments based on
experience and well structured
statistical data. The primary insurers
will then be responsible for their own
prices and efficiency as well as for their
ultimate results. Their shareholders, be
they from the private or public sector
will ultimately ensure that their
operations will be profitable - or else…!
The solvency of course will have to be
strictly monitored by the relevant

•

-.\.

Indian authorities in the interest of the
consumers
A more efficient primary market –
whose operation is based on professional
risk assessment, pricing and selection
– will master these challenges. This will
not necessarily lead to increasing rates
but it will lead to more efficiency.

In a free market
environment, compulsory
tariff rates, deductibles etc.
will have to be replaced by
more sophisticated
instruments based on
experience and well
structured statistical data.

We are aiming to set up a branch
office in India with full access to the
international experience and backed by
the financial strength of our group in
order to accompany our clients in this
process. We want to become a reliable
local partner for our Indian clients.

Q: What were your expectations from
liberalisation of the sector in India and
have they been realised?

A: As said before, beside a certain
opening of the market for private players
with
limited
involvement
of
international partners – the real
liberalisation of the market still needs
to be realised. This means in the first
place the inevitable abolition of
compulsory tariffs but also the opening
of the market for selected international
insurers and reinsurers, based on
specific regulations.
I foresee a fully liberalised Indian
insurance industry which plays its
rightful role in supporting your strongly
growing economy. I see the insurance
industry as a necessary basis for local
and foreign investment in India. I see
the insurance industry assisting an
increasing number of private individuals
and families to secure their possessions,
their lives, to make provision for
childrens’ education and for old age.
I foresee local and international
reinsurers providing the necessary
capacity in cooperating with the primary
insurers in the Indian market as they
do elsewhere. But all this can only
happen with the consent of the
authorities and the regulators. In am
confident that this consent will
eventually be forthcoming . I believe that
ultimately they see it the same way!
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On the Shopfloor...
K. Nitya Kalyani

There is an appropriate time for a
product. At that time the customer
wants it, the service provider provides
it and the price is just right! Each could
be the chicken, or the egg.
The time today is for unit linked
products. The equity markets are
booming and interest rates are falling.
The life insurance buyer, who has been
accustomed to looking for investment
returns from his policy jumps at the
chance.

The

time today is also for liability
products for corporate clients prompted
by corporate governance issues, sexual
harassment dangers, lenders’ liability,
accountability to shareholders,
professional indemnity coverage as a
licensing condition (for insurance
brokers!) or market pressure
(malpractice insurance for medical
practitioners and hospitals.)

Only, the product is less of a risk
cover than a market instrument. In a
traditional insurance policy, the
insurance company takes two risks. One
on the life of the insured, and the other
on the investment returns. In the case
of a unit linked product, the insurer
passes on the investment risks in
entirety to the insured.

Most of these continue to be customer
driven, and the customer is driven by
statutory requirements or in turn by his
litigious customers!

Premiums in unit linked policies
case do not form part of the controlled
funds under section 27 of the Insurance
Act, 1938 that seeks to protect the
policyholder’s interest by ensuring a
predominantly safe and relatively
liquid portfolio mix with a specified
exposure to more volatile investments
such as the equity markets.

The Appointed Actuary
has to endorse that “the
terms of the product are
workable and sound.”

In the case of traditional life
products a lion’s share of the
investments should be invested in
Government securities under various
categories with a maximum of 35 per
cent being allowed to be invested in
capital market instruments.
Unit linked policy funds are invested
according to IRDA’s investment
regulations for this class of products.
Here, up to 75 per cent of the funds can
be invested in approved investments
(which include equity and debt
instruments in the capital markets
which conform to the norms under
Section 27 A and 27 B) while the
remaining 25 per cent can be deployed
in other than approved investments.

14

It’s a product that the customer has
to go into with his or her eyes open, just
as the insurer does!
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Some products extensions and
innovations are being experimented
with and require marketing anyhow.
Like the weather insurance product that

ICICI Lombard has been testing out
with Agriculture Insurance Company of
India not far behind.
One of the recent product extensions
is the introduction of third party
administrators (TPAs) to handle
hospitalisation insurance claims. The
system is going through teething
troubles yet and the feedback is that
‘cashless’ policies, where the hospital
bills are directly paid by the insurer to
the healthcare provider rather than the
pay and seek reimbursement model
that was prevalent till now, has not yet
materialised in full.
With customer pressure driving
hospitalisation premiums upwards,
these support services and the creation
of preferred provider network (PPN)
hospitals are bound to find their rightful
place and receive due credit in the
short term.

B ehind

any new product (or the
withdrawal of an existing product) sits
the file and use procedure devised by
the IRDA. An insurer has to file
extensive product information including
terms, benefits, exclusions and pricing.
Depending on the type of policy (for
example, unit linked) charges also
should be given with details. For nonlife products information on reinsurance,
excess, overinsurance and the like will
also have to be given. Both categories
have to give financial projections
including pricing assumptions from the
point of view of claims, expenses and
capital and solvency requirements.
Moreover, the Appointed Actuary of
the company has to endorse that “the
premium rates, advantages, terms and
conditions of the product are workable
and sound, the assumptions are
reasonable and premium rates are fair.”
The Appointed Actuary is a special
kind of employee of an insurance
company (in a general insurance
company in India today he can be a
consultant). The AA is bound by his
profession as an Actuary to follow the
code of conduct of his professional
institute, the Actuarial Society of India
(ASI). Morever his appointment to the
company is cleared by the IRDA under
its ‘fit and proper’ procedure – a
screening for certain top level
appointments in any insurance
company. He has the duty to be the eyes
and ears of the IRDA inside the
company and has the responsibility to
keep the board of directors fully briefed
on the workings of the company relating
to
pricing,
solvency,
capital
requirements, profitability and related
compliance matters.
Coming back to the file and use
procedure, in the case of general
insurance today in India, about 80 per
cent of the products come under the tariff
set out by the Tariff Advisory
Committee (TAC). So it is only for
products that do not come under a tariff
that new product filings need to be done.
For new tariff products or modifications
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to existing tariff products, it is the TAC
that goes through the file and use
formalities just like any other insurance
company.

acceptable with some minimum
standards being prescribed for some
benefits.

The file and use procedure, followed
by most insurance regulators the world
over, serves several purposes. The end
objective of most of them is to see to it
that the policyholders’ interests are
protected.

Pricing is evaluated from the point
of view of whether it will be a
remunerative product for the insurer. It
may be puzzling that the regulator
should be bothered whether a product
makes profits or not. But an insurance
product, unlike a manufactured item for
instance, is really delivered only at the
time of a claim. And sufficiency in
pricing is what will determine whether
the insurer will have the money to pay
the claim as and when it arises. For the
policyholder to receive his benefits, the
company should be and stay healthy.

The regulator does this by checking
if the product terms and benefits are

Another advantage of a file and use
procedure is that the regulator can check

The Tariff rates should be certified
by an Actuary appointed by the TAC
together with policy wordings including
exclusions at least 30 days before
implementation of these rates. Similar
formalities apply to the TAC, as for the
companies, relating to withdrawal of
products.

pricing and benefits across the board.
This acts as a natural balance (but
possibly secondary to the one provided
by a competitive market where the
customer has a choice of insurers) for
companies to charge premiums and
other charges on an even keel rather
than being distinctly out of line with
what his costs justify.
Over time, the information got
through the file and use procedure
accumulates pricing and cost
information
and
profitability
indications about the industry that help
the system understand the nature of the
market.
After all, it is past trends and
experience that form the backbone of the
insurance business!

“I wish…”
R. Sridhar

The other day I was looking for a book in
my collection. I searched for three days
and I still could not find it. I have had the
book for 15 years and it is currently out of
print. I cannot get this book for love or
money. Either, it will take a lot of time or
cost me a lot of money.

told me. The current range of insurance
products is no different from what we have
had for the last several decades. Therefore,
read the list as the naïve wish list of a
customer. If you are an insurance expert,
apply your insurance expertise to see how

How do I make up this loss?
Could I have insured the book?
I wondered. I then realised that I had
several things that were dear and
valuable to me. I could lose them. Can I
insure those?

If you are an insurance
expert, apply your
insurance expertise to see
how many of these can be
introduced.

This thought led me to a new trail. If a
genie were to appear in front of me and
ask, “If you had wish that I will grant,
what kind of insurance product would you
like?”

many of these can be introduced. Do not
use your expertise to explain why these
wishes cannot be fulfilled!

Therefore, here is my wish list. I do
not know how insurance products are
conceived and launched. The only thing
that I know is what an insurance expert

1. I would certainly like an insurance
cover for my book collection.
(Individual as well as collection).
2. If I was a politician, I would like a policy

to cover the risk of my losing the
election.
3. If I was applying for a US visa, I would
like a policy to cover the risk of not
getting the visa.
4. I had a laptop I would like a policy
covering the risk of the battery running
out on me at the most critical moment.
5. If I had a cell phone, I would like a
policy covering the risk of my missing
critical conversation because of poor
network coverage.
6. I would like an insurance policy
covering internet downloads without
interruption.
7. If I was a film producer, I would like a
policy covering the risk of the film
becoming a flop.
8. I would like my computer/laptop
insured for my business worth and not
just the hardware. (Here is an
interesting
story.
Nicholas
Negroponte well known author of the
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book Digital was once asked to declare
the value of his laptop, at the entrance
of a scientific facility. When he
mentioned a couple of million Dollars,
the attendant apparently remarked
that the model of laptop that Mr.
Negroponte carried retailed at just
US$1,000. Why was he talking about
amillion Dollars? Mr. Negroponte
explained that content on his machine
was worth much more than the
hardware !
9. If I was a student, I would like an
insurance cover for exam papers not
leaking on the exam day and creating
havoc.
10. If I was organising a wedding in my
family I would like a policy that covers
the risk of the whole function being
derailed because of poor attendance,
rains, riots etc.
11. I would like a policy to protect me from
flight delays that not only cause
inconvenience and anxiety but also
result in loss of business
opportunities.

12. If I were a young parent, I would like
a policy to protect how my child will
grow up. We do not know what they
could become in their later years !
13. I would like a policy that covers my
allergy risks. Most people do
not know what they are allergic to,
until they are hit by a severe
bout. (I recently met some one who

Make insurance more
accessible, inexpensive
and easy to use. By doing
so, you would get several
million people coming into
the net for a variety of
reasons.

is allergic to the sun’s ultra-violet
rays!)
14. If I were a young girl in Delhi, I would
like an insurance policy that covers

It should be possible to insure just about anything - as
long as a company is able to quantify the risk and charge
the appropriate premium. The whole underwriting
business is logic, understanding risk and deciding where
the exposure is. Insurance companies don't pick numbers
out of thin air. There has to be data to support it.

You must have heard of Bruce Sprinsteen's voice or US pianist Liberace's
hands being insured for millions of dollars. Or that businessmen in
places like South America taking out kidnap and ransom insurance.
These out of the way, one of a kind, risks are actually covered by
specialised companies called surplus lines insurers. Regular insurance
companies do write these policies too, once in a way. In India, insuring
cricket matches against rain washing out play, or major entertainment
events have become more familiar in the recent years.
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the risk of eve-teasing and perhaps
gang rape.
15. If I were a journalist, I would like a
policy that protects me from
influential politicians, authorities
and rich men.
16. If I were a breadwinner for my family,
I would like a medical insurance,
which not only pays my expenses but
also covers my loss of income.
17. I would like to insure my holiday from
being ruined because of poor attitude
and service from travel agents,
airline staff, hotel staff etc.
18. I would like an insurance policy that
covers the risk of illnesses like
Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s disease etc
that make me dependent on others.
19. I would like an insurance policy
covering the risk of my suddenly losing
my eyesight or hearing or speech.
20. I would like an insurance policy
covering the risk of paralytic attack.
21. I would like an insurance policy
covering the risk of my not being able
to eat all that I like because of
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conditions
cholesterol.

like

diabetes

and

22. I would like an insurance policy
covering the risk of my favourite film
star or sports stars losing their
popularity and talent.
23. I would like an insurance policy
to cover the risk of my losing valuable
relationships
due
to
misunderstandings.

I know the fancier my wish gets the
more it will cost me. Here is where I wish
insurance companies applied the ‘hotmail’
logic. Make insurance more accessible,
inexpensive and easy to use. By doing so,
you would get several million people
coming into the net for a variety of reasons.
I find two books on the subject of new
product design very interesting and
inspiring.

24. I would like an insurance policy to
cover the risk of my prematurely going
grey, baldor, losing my teeth.

1. The Art of Innovation : Lessons in
Creativity from IDEO, America’s
Leading Design Firm by Tom Kelly

25. I would like an insurance policy to
cover the risk of premature burnouts
in the high-pressure fields like films
and advertising.

2. Blockbusters – Five Keys to developing
Great New Products by Gary S. Lynn,
Richard R. Reilly

I could go on to create a list of at least
100 such wishes.
As I run through my list, I realise that
my wishes seem to be falling into two
broad categories. Fear of losing my
physical or mental abilities that would
render me disabled. Fear of losing things
that I hold dear. Some very basic, and
some very fancy.

Here is one more wish. I wish some
one from the insurance industry would
read and apply the principles in these
books. Develop new insurance products
that makes insurance interesting, user
friendly and meaningful to the customers.
Part of the product design must cover
the process as well. One big step would be
to make the insurance form simple and
easy to use. What if I do not need to fill up
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an elaborate form if I have a credit card?
My submission is that you need
innovation not just in the product design
but also in the marketing and sales
processes. How about using the Internet
and ATMs more effectively? Why not
reduce dependence on agents for policies
less than a certain amount?
My favourite quote these days is: “One
man’s bug is another man’s business.”
All that the insurance companies have
to do is to meet their customers and listen
to what bugs them most in life. What do
they hold dear and fear to lose?
Insights that can lead to some great
new insurance products, will be their
instant reward.
The author has been in advertising, direct
marketing and brand consulting for over
30 years now. His professional consulting
firm, Ideas-RS (www.ideasrs.com), works
in the area of corporate innovation and
creativity and focuses on “helping
individuals and organisations benefit
from the power of ideas.”

A Hawaiian insurance com
pany sought coverage
from Lloyd's to cover the
transport of a giraffe
from the Honolulu Zoo
being exchanged with an
elephant from India. Unfor
tunately, the giraffe died
on the way here.

A subtle but apparently widespread corporate practice came to light
recently when the family of a deceased warehouseman of a famous
chain store in the US learned that the company had taken out a
$64,000 life-insurance policy on him, naming the company as beneficiary.
Companies often buy policies for their top executives, but so-called
"dead janitor" policies are usually purchased in secret, as tax dodges.
Critics say that such companies lose the incentive to make their
workplaces safer if they stand to collect on employees' deaths. This
company purchased about 3,50,000 such policies but cancelled them
after the practice was exposed.
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Behind the Scenes
R. Kannan

- How an Insurance Product is Born

Monday, April 2: Ramlagan, Insurance
Advisor with Nakula Life Insurance
Company Ltd. which has substantial life
business in both eastern and western
India, is returning thoughtfully to his
office after his third meeting with a
leading businessman in Ranchi.

Meanwhile PDC also collects
necessary details about reasonably
similar products (one may not always
find exactly comparable products)
available in India, which are offered by
other insurance companies.

The businessman has categorically
told Ramlagan that unless he is offered
a healthcare rider, in particular one that
covers, interalia, the risk of heart attack,
he would not buy his company’s famous
endowment insurance product from him.
Ramlagan does not want to lose business!
On reaching office he calls his
Regional Chief and explained the
position. The latter calls central office’s
Product Development Cell (PDC) for a
detailed discussion. The Chief of the
PDC immediately puts him at ease
saying that other requests for this
product have been there and that the
issue is already engaging his attention!
Tuesday, April 3: The PDC Chief calls
for a meeting in his department to
discuss the basic features of this rider
product. The PDC also discusses another
health related rider, this one for covering
non-surgical hospitalisation expenses.
The views that emerge make their way
to the Marketing Department.
Saturday, April 7: Marketing discusses
these two riders and likes the ideas! It
even adds one more new rider to the list,
to cover advanced dental and eye
treatment. This is not uncommon in the
insurance companies, that they start
discussing one product and finally end
up with a number of products.
Opinion from the joint venture
partner’s office is also obtained as, in
their country, they have marketed a
number of such products successfully.
Finally the Marketing Department
prepares a detailed note for the Actuarial
Department listing out product features
they want in these three riders, mainly
focusing on which diseases / medical
treatment would be covered; what
benefit structure could be offered under
each rider etc.
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Friday, April 13: The note from
Marketing and PDC are seen by Mr.
Gokulakrishnan, Appointed Actuary, for
pricing the riders and taking them
forward. The AA has doubts about some
of the diseases listed there, as he afraid
that they are difficult to establish and
hence many false claims could emerge.
Further, morbidity rates for some
diseases are not available with the
Actuarial Department.
Saturday, April 14: The AA consults the
Chief Medical Officer (CMO) and
discusses these riders. The latter says

Reinsurance companies
help insurers to develop
very sophisticated
products. They contribute
to defining the benefits,
defining the events under
which benefits are payable
and the maximum amount
of benefit that could be
entertained

that while the incidence of heart attack
is well-defined, that of non-surgical
hospitalisation is difficult to define and
could result in many false claims. Unless
the definition of insured events are
strictly outlined and enforced, it would
not be possible to allow the policyholders
to avail the benefits they pay for.
Regarding sophisticated dental and
eye treatment, the CMO agrees that
although such insurance products are
available in countries like the US, the
issues are to be handled carefully when
they are applied to India. Some amount

of clarity emerges in the mind of AA
consequent to this discussion.
Tuesday,
April
17:
Mr. Gokulakrishnan meets with the
reinsurers who represent an insurance
company’s lender of last resort in such
instances.
The role of a reinsurance company
has to be duly recognised here.
Reinsurance companies help insurers to
develop very sophisticated products.
They contribute to defining the benefits,
defining the events under which benefits
are payable, the maximum amount of
benefit that could be entertained,
exclusions etc.
Due to their international experience
they have the necessary expertise and
also they provide the required morbidity
rates (morbidity rates are nothing but
the probability values that a given size
of population will be affected by a
particular disease in a given duration of
time, at various ages and separately for
males and females).
Nakul’s reinsurer totally agrees with
the AA about the parameters of the
proposed covers and the difficulties of
pricing the desired benefits.
Tuesday, April 24: The reinsurers get
back to the AA saying that while the
morbidity rates for the first two rider
products are available or one could arrive
at them with a reasonable degree of
confidence, the third one – advanced eye
and dental treatment - is difficult.
They admit that it is not clear how
well the morbidity rates in the US could
be modified to suit Indian conditions and
also that the implementation of this
product could be very difficult. However
they promise to help the AA in this task.
After a few days they send him details
including morbidity rates for the first
two riders.
Meanwhile the AA the has a detailed
discussion with the Investment
Department and gets an estimates of the
interest rate that he can use in pricing
the product. Furthermore, from the
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Finance Department he obtains the first
year fixed expenses, variable expenses
and renewal expenses. For arriving at
this he asks the Finance Department to
use very cautious estimate of sales
volumes projected by the Marketing
Department, because he has experienced
earlier that huge sales volume were
initially committed to by the Marketing
Department, but that final sales figures
were much lower.
Monday, April 30: The Actuarial
Department starts work on pricing of the
products using the information from the
reinsurer, the Investment, Finance and
Marketing Deparments.
In the pricing any life insurance
product, three key variables are
mortality / morbidity rates, interest
rates and expenses. Their relative
importance and weightage depends upon
the nature of the products. For example,
in the case of a savings dominated
products (say endowment, money-back
policies), interest rate assumption is
critical whereas for life cover dominated
products (say pure term, critical illness)
mortality / morbidity assumption is
critical.
Also for products, which are not
entitled for bonus all the three
assumptions must be considered
carefully as the premium rates can be
directly compared in the market. After
taking a reasonably final view on these
issues, the pricing is done by the
Actuarial Department.
After initial pricing, the Actuarial
Department carries out some important
related calculations. They include profit
generated from the product and
additional capital required to meet the
solvency margin. This department also
ensures compatibility of this product
with other products which the company
sells in the market.
They also carry out scenario analysis,
which tests whether the product will
fetch minimum profits even under
adverse conditions related to investment
returns, expenditure overrun and higher
than expected claim rates. Till a

satisfactory profit level is reached, the
pricing is changed. They also ensure that
the rider premium rates are within IRDA
permissible limits, viz., the rider
premium cannot exceed one- third of the
base product premium. However this rule
is not applicable to health rider products.
Saturday, May 5: The AA is now ready
to take the product to Mr. Sohib Lal,
Managing Director, to brief him about its
features, pricing and profitability. He
tells him that although he was asked by
the Marketing Department to develop
three riders, only two are possible. The
third one, the advanced eye and dental
treatment had to be discarded as the
reinsurer is not sure about such a product
and hence it could not be offered now.
As usual Mr. Lal tells his AA: ”Look,
this is your responsibility and I still do
not understand all these calculations.
Can you assure me this profit level from

In the pricing any life
insurance product, three
key variables are
mortality / morbidity
rates, interest rates and
expenses.

He asks the AA to dilute the
exclusions. The AA is willing, but says
that the price will have to be revised
upwards. The marketing chief is not
agreeable to this.
Regarding the second rider too he has
a problem. The premium rates are very
high!
“Other companies don’t have such
high prices and exclusions, why you are
suggesting such things. We cannot sell
this product,” he says.
Further he is very upset to note that
third rider is not going to be available
and declares that the sales figure for the
year will definitely be affected!
“We should be more innovative and
should not depend on the reinsurer
always,” he tells the AA.
The AA is used to such sweet
exchanges with the marketing chief!
Thursday, May 10: The AA and the
Marketing Chief go together to the MD
for freezing the features. The MD is
little nervous seeing both of them in his
cabin as he is aware that he has to
mediate now!

these products? Do not ask for huge
capital injection.”
The AA says, “If these sales figures
materialise, this profit is sure”.
Monday, May 7: After obtaining
concurrence from the MD, the premium
table and definitions of various benefits
including exclusions are given to
Marketing for comments. On comparing
the premium with other companies’
premium rates for similar products, Mr.
Dharm Veer Singh, Chief Marketing
Officer, dashes to the AA’s cabin in
annoyance and says that the premium
rate for “heart attack rider” is
acceptable, but the exclusions are very
tight and the field force will find it very
difficult to sell it!
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In the MD’s opinion, the AA and the
Marketing chief are part of a system of
checks and balances. And when he finds
they are in agreement, he promptly seeks
an independent opinion from the Chief
Financial Officer!
After a detailed discussion among
the MD, the AA and the Marketing chief,
it is decided to market the first rider now
and consider the other two at a later
point of time.
This is a very interesting
development. While one product
proposal could emerge as final product,
other two could not.
For one the pricing was done, but it
was found that given the definitions, the
price was felt very high. Hence the life
company felt that they might not sell
sufficient volumes. The other rider could
not be developed as acceptable basic
morbidity rates are not available and no
comfort could be obtained from the
reinsurer. In the development of products,
such abortions are common. We must

recognise that product development is a
continuous exercise. No product is
competitive / successful at all points of
time. Changing competitive position,
macro economic changes, changes in tax
advantages given to life insurance
products and changes in regulations
contribute to this dynamism.

We must recognise that
product development is
a continuous exercise.
No product is competitive
/successful at all points
of time.

Friday, May 11: After detailed
discussions, parameters like definition
of diseases and benefit structure are
finalised for the first rider. The
premiums are reworked with reference
to these final features and all related

calculations are done again. Now the
product is almost frozen.
While the Marketing Department
provides the ‘sales literature,’ which
explains to the buyer of this product
various features including benefits
payable and when benefits are not
payable with clear numerical examples
of the benefits structure. Benefit
illustration occupies an important
position in the sales literature.
The legal department provides the
policy document. In the case of a rider
product, it is also decided to which base
products this will be attached. The
Actuarial Department then examines
these documents to ensure that the
product features given in the sales
literature are not misleading and also
the terms and conditions in the policy
document are in line with the design of
the product.
Friday, May 18: The AA now prepares
the ‘file and use’ application for product
approval from IRDA. Usually approval
is obtained within 30 days.

The Actuarys Creed
Ever wondered why the actuary
occupies an important position in the
insurance industry? This is because of
the ten commandments he has to
follow.
He is expected to ensure that:
(i) the product design is
compatible with the resources available
with the company and its risk profile
(ii) the pricing of the product is
done in a prudent way so that premiums
are sufficient to generate profits for the
company and at the same time it is also
competitive. In this respect he has to
monitor regularly the profitability of
products and variability of profits, for
given premium rates
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(iii) the company has necessary
policy data which are complete in all
respects and accurate
(iv) when new products are
designed, that there is sufficient return
on capital employed by the company
(v) so far as the existing products
are concerned, that the contract design
including the premium rates produce
sufficient profitability
(vi) benefit payments to those who
withdraw their contracts during the term
do not put undue pressure on the
profitability of the company and hence
there is reasonable equity between those
who withdraw and those who continue
their contracts till the end

(vii) the company has sufficient
supervisory reserves including solvency
margin, not only at a given point of
time, but on a continuing basis
(viii) the investment of the company
is done in an optimal manner so as to
derive maximum return given the risk
profile of its liabilities
(ix) the capital of the company is
managed in a prudent manner so as to
achieve the long-term objectives of the
shareholders
(x) various risks are properly
identified and necessary steps are taken
to mitigate them in a timely fashion,
which also requires adequate attention
towards underwriting and reinsurance.
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Monday, June 18: Once approval is
received, the AA sends the final product
features to all the departments,
especially to Operations, information
technology (IT) and Accounts. Marketing
Department prepares for imparting
necessary training to the field staff for
launching this product.
They also ask the advertising agency
to prepare the sales literature with
suitable photos for advertisement. The
Operations Department prepares
underwriting rules for this product with
the consultation of the Chief Medical
Officer and the AA.
Accounts department ensures that
necessary accounting entries could be
done in the system once the product is
sold. IT takes care of all data
requirements of various departments
including MIS.
The Actuarial
Department finalises reinsurance
arrangement for this product.
The Actuarial Department also
explains to other departments their
requirement of data and other
information after the product is
launched, so that at intervals of six
months they are in a position to analyse
the reactions of field staff and examine
whether any modification is required in
this product. Necessary data for
conducting actuarial valuation is also
ensured at this stage, keeping in view
regulatory requirement.
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It is amazing to see how insurance
product development works. In the entire
gamut of the financial market, an
insurance product is the only one which
involves specialists like actuaries,
accountants, investment experts,
lawyers, doctors, advertising agencies,
medical clinics, marketing personnel, IT
personnel, underwriters, general

elaborate on his future plans and he
derives immense pleasure from sharing
all details with the press people.

The actuary has to follow
‘ten commandments’ that
ensure that insurance
products are priced to be
profitable and competitive.

Mr. Sohib Lal holds a successful
press meeting and he is confident that
this product launch will be covered well
in the newspapers next day.

administrators to man the operation
departments, etc. I cannot think of any
other parallel. This exhibits clearly the
complexity involved in designing,
marketing and follow up actions involved
in designing an insurance product.
Thursday, June 28: At this stage,
Mr. Sohib Lal, the Managing Director,
looks for a ‘muhurat’ date to launch the
product. Usually products are launched
close to a Board Meeting day so that all
board members could participate in the
launch, which is an important event for
the company.
More than the launch ceremony, the
MD usually enjoys the press meet,
because this gives him an opportunity to
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Monday July 8: New product launch!
Mr. Ramlagan is specially invited for
this function as he was one of the forces
behind introducing this product. He
feels very honoured.

As he leaves office after the hectic
day, he sees the Chief Marketing Officer
and the AA coming out of the nearby
coffee shop sharing a happy moment.
As he goes away to celebrate the
launch over a peg of Glenfiddich he
remembers the AA’s frequent remark:
“we all have a common objective – the
company’s prospects. Either we all
swim together or sink together.” Yes,”
he thinks, “we have a good team in place!

The author is Appointed Actuary with
SBI Life Insurance Company Ltd. The
views expressed here are his own.
Comments
are
welcome
at
ramalingakannan@hotmail.com.
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Dreaming the ‘Healthy India’ Dream
Aloke Gupta

- Identifying the Need Gaps in Health Insurance

Health insurance in the country is

CI insurance was first developed in
South Africa in the 1960s after it was
discovered that many people who
survived these illnesses often suffered
severe financial hardships. In real life
situations, financial assistance is more
meaningful to a person as he battles a
critical illness than when he is no more
or has been physically disabled or
mentally traumatised due to it.

mostly equated with the Mediclaim
policy of the public sector general
insurance companies. Mediclaim was
introduced in 1987 and has not seen
major structural changes except the one
in 1999, when the internal benefit sublimits were done away with.
That change ushered in major
distortion in the health insurance
market making it unprofitable for the
insurers. It also curtailed the ability and
willingness of insurers to introduce new
products – no product could simply
match the low price and wide cover that
the 1999 change rendered to the
Mediclaim policy. Insurers are still
reeling under the impact and measures
are now afoot to contain claims through
Third Party Administrators (TPAs). It
is still not clear that these efforts will
yield results on a long-term sustainable
basis.
This article attempts to look into the
existing health insurance products in the
country and seeks to identify need gaps
from customer viewpoint.
Health insurance has been a battle
of turf between life and general insurers,
with general insurers claiming it to be
their exclusive domain. However, life
insurers have come up with health
insurance products that are benefit
policies in nature and which are in the
form of riders to life covers like critical
illness or hospital cash benefit.
Critical Illness Insurance
Critical illness (CI) insurance is a
life benefit intended to provide
policyholders with a lumpsum payment
upon diagnosis of any one of the ‘covered’
critical or life threatening illnesses.
Commonly covered critical illnesses are
Heart Attack, Stroke, Cancer, and
Kidney Failure. The number of critical
illnesses covered varies from insurer to
insurer, ranging from a basic four to over
a dozen.
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It was documented by Dr. Marius
Barnard that patients and their
families who had undergone an episode
of critical illness were often
overwhelmed with debt and a reduction
in their capacity of earning the same
level of wages prior to the episode. This
led to lowering of living standards,
ensuing hardships and at times
financial ruin. The situation in India
would be no different.
It would not come as a surprise if a
study found that majority of patients

Insurers should not
market standalone CI
covers or riders as a
panacea for all healthcare
related expenses.
become aware about the need of health
insurance after they have had an
episode of expensive hospitalisation.
Post the liberalisation of the
insurance sector, life insurers have
introduced and aggressively marketed CI
riders. CI riders have met with cautious
response from the policyholders though
some life insurers claim that almost 65
percent of their policyholders have opted
for CI riders. CI riders are not always
the most optimal way of covering
hospitalisation expenses.
CI insurance is a poor substitute for
a more comprehensive health insurance
policy. CI insurance does not cover

helthcare related expenses or
hospitalisation expenses due to
accidents, infections or acute illnesses.
The coverage is more towards illnesses
caused due to a typical lifestyle. In a
country like ours, it seeks to mostly
address urban oriented lifestyle
diseases, and hence becomes a
marketing
gimmick
to
sell
mostly
to
uninformed,
unsophisticated semi-urban or rural
policyholders.
CI insurance can be effectively used
as a ‘top-up’ or supplementary cover to
a comprehensive health insurance cover.
In other words, it has to be layered over
a comprehensive health policy. Critics
of CI insurance have compared buying
a CI policy to playing the lottery rather
than managing financial risk.
Insurers
need
to
educate
policyholders about CI insurance
limitations and encourage them to use
these as supplementary covers only.
They should not market standalone CI
covers or riders as a panacea for all
medical related expenses.
Additionally, with the rise of the
retail credit culture in the society, it may
be worthwhile to link CI insurance to
mortgage redemption. At present,
mortgage redemption covers are mainly
limited to housing loans on life policies.
This needs to be extended to mortgage
redemption due to critical illness
covering housing and other mortgages
too.
There is also a wide difference in
definitions of critical illnesses from
insurer to insurer. From policyholders’
protection point of view, it is essential
that IRDA undertakes standardisation
of medical definitions across all critical
illness products from different
companies.
Various socio-economic factors
would continue to fuel growth of CI
insurance in the country. Main drivers
for growth would be
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(1) Advancement in medical technology
leading to longevity of life, and
increased probabilities of surviving
a critical illness (e.g., Cardiac
disease)
(2) Changing epidemiological profile of
the society with increased incidence
of lifestyle and chronic diseases (e.g.
cancer)
(3) Increasing awareness about
lumpiness of medical expenses in
CI situations, adversely affecting
financial status and earning
capacity, and
(4) Absence of public funded social or
health security mechanism in the
society
Similarly, Hospital Cash benefit
rider kicks-in during hospitalisation
episodes. A daily benefit amount is paid
per day of hospitalisation. The per day
benefit or policy benefit limits are
generally small and are better utilised
in deferring out-of-pocket expenses
incurred by the patient and the family,
which are not payable under health
policies.
Comprehensive Health Insurance
The Mediclaim policy of 1987
vintage qualifies to be termed as a
comprehensive health insurance policy.
It covers episodes of hospitalisation due
to almost all conditions, with few
exceptions. The policy has served the
policyholders well, though there have
been issues regarding delay in claims
settlement, lower limits of benefits and
absence of tie-ups with health providers
to render the experience of cashless
hospitalisation. Many of these issues
are being addressed now.
However, the policy as it stands is
lopsided in terms of benefit and cost/
premium as far as insurers are
concerned. This mismatch has led to
high claims and combined ratios,
becoming the proverbial albatross

around the neck of the insurers. This has
forced non-life insurers to use the lowcost-high-benefit Mediclaim policy as an
inducement to get more profitable
insurance premiums relating to fire/
property.
This cross subsidisation, unviable for
a company wishing to do only Health
insurance, has been a major factor in
preventing global specialist health
insurance companies like Aetna, Bupa
and Cigna from setting up shop in India.
Not only this but such a situation has
also left little scope or incentive for
existing players to spend time and
energy to develop new products.
Whichever company breaks the vicious
circle will lose in the short run. This
uncanny situation actually harms the
consumer even as it does little to
alleviate the woes of the health
underwriter.

From policyholders’
protection point of view,
it is essential that IRDA
undertakes standardisation
of medical definitions across
all critical illness products
from different companies.

Increase in health insurance
penetration is socio-economically
desirable in the Indian context in view
of continued reduction of public sector
healthcare expenditure and a dearth of
health security. Therefore the churning
of health insurance products that cater
to different segments of the society, both
in terms of benefits and costs/premiums,
is imminently necessary.
Premiums need to be a function of
cost of claims, largely. In our healthcare
set-up, where hospital charges are a
derivative of type of room occupancy, it
is pertinently important that premiums

be linked to type of room occupancy that
a policyholder wishes to avail of in case
of a hospitalisation episode.
Sections of policyholders that aim
to occupy ‘top-floor’ rooms in the event
of hospitalisation, need to pay
commensurate premiums, whereas,
those who feel ‘comfortable’ with their
social milieu in a general ward, levy
lower claims burden and hence should
pay lower premiums.
The existing Mediclaim policy
design encourages higher utilisations in
absence of occupancy type restrictions,
eventually bleeding the insurers. Let us
also be candid enough to appreciate that
high utilisations under a Mediclaim
policy are also health provider driven –
a supplier driven phenomenon due to
asymmetric information, so typical of
health sector.
The Product Churn
Insurance companies, like other
financial institutions constantly strive
to develop and provide product and
services to clients as per changing needs
of the times. Transforming and evolving
societies demand differing security
instruments at differing times and,
insurers have risen successfully to the
challenge by offering ever-new products.
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Development of Managed Care in the
US is an example of evolution of
insurance products in the health
insurance segment, when year to year
increasing claims made it difficult for
employers to keep up with employee
healthcare benefits.
Our healthcare system has changed
substantially over the last decade and
continues to evolve. Medical cost
inflation and rapidly changing medical
technology require the development of
strategies that make healthcare
accessible and affordable to larger
sections of society. The need of the hour
is health insurance products that
address the requirements of old age
health care, long term care, disability
income, mental care, hospital plans, etc.
Old Age Healthcare: Old age health
care is a critical need of the society, more
so in absence of a comprehensive social
security regime. Insurers restrict entry
of new policyholders at an older age to
avoid adverse selection against them.
Techniques need to be developed to
counter adverse selection while
providing this cover. Bundling pension
products with health insurance riders
can provide old age financial and
healthcare security. This needs to be
tested through a pilot. Defined
contribution health plan dovetailed with
a defined contribution pension plan may
well be the answer.
Long Term Care (LTC) : LTC
insurance plans cover physical or mental
incapacity that prohibits the insured’s
activities of daily living. Though age
lessens an individual’s ability to fully
take care of oneself, most elderly
persons require no assistance with their
activities of daily living, whereas there
are instances of many younger persons
requiring assistance.
LTC insurance not only has
relevance to the rapidly ageing
population but it also has a bearing on
middle age and younger persons
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experiencing similar exposures due to
accidents or medical conditions such as
some critical illnesses and debilitating
diseases.
Disability Income Insurance: This
seeks to provide income benefit to the
insured where physical or mental
incapacity prevents him/her from being
able to work.
A growing number of individuals at
least in urban India, are concerned
about the possibility of incurring high
medical expenses and therefore, are
seeking to maintain medical expense
insurance coverages. In fact, financial
consequences of a disability can be more
debilitating for the family of the patient
than his death itself!
Similarly, large proportions of the
wage earning population are purchasing

The need of the hour is
health insurance products
that address the
requirements of old age
health care, long term care,
disability income, mental
care and hospital plans.
group and life insurance to relieve or
mitigate their dependents of financial
hardships following upon their (wageearner’s) possible death.
However, due to absence of a
disability income product in the market,
wage-earning populations are not able
to cover the possibility of losing their
income due to disability caused by
accident or disease.
The need for disability income
insurance and LTC is increasing per se,
more so due to declining family support
as a result of disintegration of the
‘extended family’ and economic
development.

The institution of joint family, which
provided social security for centuries to
Indian families, is fast withering away.
Tragically, it is not being replaced
rapidly enough with a social security net
sufficiently wide to take in its fold all
those who are the worst affected.
Epilogue
With changing demographic profile
and epidemiological disease burden,
technological advancements in
healthcare and rise in healthcare costs,
persistent reduction in public provision
of healthcare allocations and growing
dependence of population on the private
healthcare delivery, it is expediently
necessary for government regulators and
consumer advocate groups to ensure that
a larger range of health insurance
products see the light of day.

The author is a Delhi based Health
Insurance Consultant. He can be reached
on e-mail at aloke_g@vsnl.net
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A New Way of Thinking
Dinesh Chandra Khansili

- Innovation in Product Design and Pricing by the LIC

Innovation in the life insurance market

This reflects a change in the product
pricing concepts of LIC and an interest
in introducing something new in the face
of competition.

is generally attributed to initiatives
taken by private companies. Today the
Indian life insurance market is vibrant.
Private life insurance companies have
joint venture partners from the
countries operating in the US, UK,
Germany, Canada, Australia, France
and South Africa and, naturally, the
practices of the life insurance market
of these countries are reflected in the
products being made available in our
country by these private life insurance
companies.
This is reflected in all the products,
be it individual life products, pension
products, different riders, group
products, unit linked products,
universal life products or health
products/ riders. The national life
insurer, Life Insurance Corporation of
India (LIC,) has also contributed to the
life insurance market by making it more
competitive by bringing out innovative
products.
Not long ago it had introduced a
novel product for women, Jeevan
Bharati, covering congenital diseases.
Recently it has brought out a new
product named Jeevan Saral which is
considered a unique product not only in
India but in most developed countries
also. The highlights of the product are
as follows.
In the life insurance world today,
endowment products (without profit)
promise the same sum assured on exit
due to death or maturity, usually given
in the premium table as premium per
Rs. 1000 sum assured for different ages.
But in Jeevan Saral the premium is
kept the same maturity value changes
in the premium table giving the sum
assured per Rs. 100 premium paid per
month. The maturity value depends on
the entry age and terms but death risk
coverage is the same irrespective of age.

Whereas if the life assured survives
the term of the policy shall get
guaranteed maturity sum assured,
plus loyalty additions, if any.

The attempt here has been to make
decision making simpler for customers,
especially those opting for the Salary

Some of the features like the
guaranteed surrender value (GSV), free
look period, grace period to pay the
premium,
loan,
revival of the policy
Policy Term
Age at Entry
are offered as in their
10 years 15 years 20 years 25 years existing plans.
20

11,156

19,628

30

11,053

19,300

40

10,431

17,839

50

8,442

13,444

Saving Scheme. This appears to
customer friendly for a section

Life Insurance
Corporation of India has
also contributed to the life
insurance market by
making it more
competitive by bringing
out innovative products.

28,039

36,839

27,345

35,492

However the
policy
declares
24,598
30,854 upfront what the
16,164
-- special surrender
value shall be. This is
a new feature and points to a
be
transparent
approach
since
of
discontinuance terms are made known
to the customer only at the time of
surrender.

employer-employee groups which was
absent till date in LIC.
Specimen maturity sums assured
per Rs.100 monthly premium are given
below for some of the ages and terms :
The sales literature of the product
describes the product offering higher
cover, smooth return, liquidity and
considerable flexibility. The benefit to
be payable to the nominee(s) of the life
assured on death of the life assured is
promised as 250 times the monthly
premium plus return of premiums
excluding extra/rider premium and
first year premium plus the loyalty
addition, if any.

In the case of Jeevan Saral the
special surrender value will be the sum
of (a) and (b) as under:
9a)
Discounted
value
or
accumulated value, as the case may be,
of the following:
80 per cent of maturity sum assured
if less than four years’ premiums have
been paid, 90 per cent of the maturity
sum assured, if four or more years but
less than five years’ premiums have
been paid and 100 per cent of the
maturity sum assured, if five or more
years’ premiums have been paid.
The maturity sum assured for this
purpose will be the maturity sum
assured corresponding to the term for
which premiums have been paid under
the policy. If the premiums have been
paid for a fraction of a year, the
maturity sum assured shall be worked
out by way of mathematical
interpolation.
The above amount shall be
discounted from the due date of the
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next instalment premium to the date
of surrender if the duration elapsed
from the date of commencement of the
policy to the date of surrender is less
than the term for which the premiums
have been paid.
If the duration elapsed from the
date of commencement to the date of
surrender is greater or equal to the
term for which premiums have been
paid then the above amount shall be
accumulated with interest for the
period from the due date of the first
unpaid premium to the date of
surrender.
The period for which the amount is
to be discounted or accumulated shall
be taken in complete months and
fraction of a month will be ignored. The
rate of interest to be used for
discounting or accumulating, as the
case may be, will be announced by the
Corporation at the start of every
financial year.
b) The loyalty additions, if any, as
announced while declaring the results
of the Corporation’s valuation as at
March 31, immediately preceding the
date of surrender.
The policy also offers a paid up
value:
If after at least three full years’
premiums have been paid and any
subsequent premium is not duly paid,
the policy shall not be wholly void, but
shall subsist as a paid-up policy for a
reduced sum. The benefit payable on
death/maturity under such policies
would depend on the number of years
for which premiums have been paid and
shall be the greater of:
n
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a sum that bears the same ratio to
the full maturity sum assured as
the number of premiums actually
paid shall bear to the total number
originally stipulated in the policy
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n

the surrender value as described
above assuming that the policy
has been surrendered on the date
of death / maturity, as the case
may be.

The policy carries the options to
choose the riders by making an
additional payment dependent on age/
term and health conditions of the
individualn

Accidental death and disability
benefit

n

Term Assurance benefit.

There are other benefits under the
policy and some of them constitute new
features or point to new, user-friendly
thinking. They include:
Auto Cover :
The plan offers auto cover of 12
months after the policy has been in

LIC appears to be
accepting the challenge of
competition thrown at it
after opening up of the
insurance market.

force for a period of three years or more.
This is a new dimension which was
earlier available in a different form for
the Jana Raksha Plan.
Flexible Term:
The policyholder can choose a
maximum term but can surrender at
any time without any surrender penalty
or loss. The flexible term is also a new
dimension which was not available in
their existing products.
Partial Surrenders :
The plan will allow partial
surrender from fourth year onwards
subject to certain conditions as this will
be effected by reducing the annual

premium under the policy and
corresponding reduction of maturity
and death benefit sum assured. The
surrender value corresponding to the
amount by which the annual premium
is reduced shall become payable on
surrender. Due to existence of the
flexible term and partial surrenders
the policyholder will enjoy a higher
liquidity under the plan.
Loyalty Additions:
The plan offers loyalty additions on
the condition that the minimum term
after which a policy can earn loyalty
addition will be 10 years. However,
loyalty additions will also be payable
if death occurs in the 10th year of the
policy provided that the policy is in force
at the time of death. Loyalty additions
will be subject to the Corporation’s
experience, and may be paid in case of
death, maturity and surrenders. This
is as per the existing practice of the
LIC for their maximum participating
(With Profit) policies.
Thus LIC appears to be accepting
the challenge of competition thrown at
it after opening up of the insurance
market to the private players by
bringing innovations into the market.
It will be interesting to see how the
customers react to such innovations.
The private players are expected to
follow suit and to sharpen their skills
to make the life insurance market more
competitive by offering the wide range
of the products to the customers.

The author is Deputy Director (Actuarial),
IRDA. The views expressed here are his
own. Nothing contained in this article
may be construed as an endorsement of
the product(s) of insurance companies
named by authour, IRDA or IRDA
Journal.
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A Spicy Bouquet of Benefits
Nirmala Ayyar

- New products and features from life insurers

The second week of March 2004 appeared

companies will grow to the stature of the
erstwhile insurance giants like Oriental,
Prudential, United India, New India etc,
half a century ago, companies that made
people proud to say that they belonged to
them.

to have been one of hectic activity for the
Indian insurance industry. There was the
Global Conference on Insurance in Delhi
and a Health Insurance seminar at
Chennai, helping to focus the attention of
the Indian public on the issues that
concern the public no less than the
insurance industry.
The papers have been full of reviews
of insurance products, as well as advice to
the public as to how to select the right
product from the many. To quote from one
of the articles: “The biggest benefit of
liberalisation has been to the customer,
who now has a wide choice in terms of
product range.”
Choice is the sole symbol of freedom
and it is required for its own sake. People
need to choose even if it is the same
product, but from a vendor of their choice,
for whatever reason. The reason is
irrelevant, but the act of choosing is not.
In a market economy, this freedom is
expected to push the market towards
better service to the consumer, better
value for his money, and preferably, in
respect of a financial product, better
security for his money, and maybe better
returns. That the privatisation of
insurance has catered to this vital need of
the insuring public needs to be accepted
without any qualifying condition
whatsoever.
That the generic products are common
to all is a simple truth the acceptance of
which is unavoidable. But the successful
inventors are those who have been
sensitive to the limitations facing them
and have found a solution. The limitations
are: (1) having to create and train a sales
force in the shortest possible time; (2) to
develop back office processes and train
staff to handle customers efficiently, again
in the shortest possible time, and (3) to
install software and hardware to handle
these processes and to train people to use
them in the shortest possible time.
Each one of these objectives in itself
provides a formidable challenge, and to
face all of them together and come up on
top is a tremendous achievement one
could legitimately be proud of. We can,
without hesitation, pay homage to such
achievement, and hope that these

As one scans through the many
products of the different companies, one
becomes aware of the conscious strategy
adopted in meeting the challenge of
training a sales force. There are either
limitations in number of products or
limitation in the number of features.
For instance, quite a few companies
have announced products that are limited
in choice of policy or premium paying
terms, or other options. Tata AIG’s
Nirvana Plus has a number of features,
but there is no choice with regard to the
features, which are all built in.
The choice is limited to the Sum
Assured. The attractive sales pitch says:
“First choose among three levels of cover:
Rs one lakh, Rs. two lakh and Rs. four
lakh. This amount is your sum assured.

There is a conscious
strategy adopted in meeting
the challenge of training a
sales force. There are either
limitations in number of
products or limitation in the
number of features.

Once you have done so, just sit back and
watch the guarantees come your way.”
It is very easy for the sales person to
explain this product to the prospect, even
though it offers a variety of covers.
Similarly ING Vysya and SBI have
announced products that have only
specified policy terms, the choice in many
cases being limited to four or five, and
therefore having simplified premium
tables which are easy for the novice
salesman to understand. It is a sound
beginning and helps build a strong sales
force.
Tata AIG’s Mahalife has only one
premium paying term, and another of their

strategies is to offer four or five age bands
having the same premium tables, which
fans out to individual age premium only
at the higher end. This again is a strategy,
apart from other considerations, to make
it simple for the sales force to handle. It
certainly appears to be an intelligent way
to handle a highly sensitive and vital
aspect of the business.
There are interesting variations of the
same basic benefit type too. The Waiver
of Premium benefit (WOP as it is
commonly called), gets attached to
different riders in different ways, apart
from being offered as a standalone. For
instance, ICICI offers Waiver of Premium
benefit under the Accidental Death
Benefit (ADB) rider, only in respect of
Whole Life Policies. Under other plans, it
is limited to TPD benefit offered as 10
per cent of Sum Assured as annual benefit
for ten years. It also limits waiver benefit
to the ADB premiums.
ING Vysya has an interesting
variation too. It offers WOP as an
incidental benefit under the Critical
Illness rider, towards disability arising
as a consequence of the critical illness.
Birla Sunlife offers it as a rider on rider
under ADB or CI as per option of the life
assured.
LIC used to offer WOP to the extent of
Rs. 40,000 on a single life. However, some
recent literature indicates this as reduced
to Rs.20,000. HDFC limits the
availability of this benefit to age 60, and
offers WOP as an option under its Child
protection plan, like the Premium Waiver
Benefit under LIC’s old Children’s
Deferred Assurance.
AMP Sanmar offers WOP as an
incidental benefit of TPD to the extent of
Rs.40,000, of the total instalment
premium on one life under all its plans
except its Child Protection Plan., under
which it is offered as a built in benefit for
the duration of the policy from the date of
death of the proposer, without any upper
limit on the premium. HDFC will not
consider WOP if a claim occurs during the
first 12 months of the policy.
In respect of the Accident Benefit
Rider, more or less all companies have
the same standard features with only
minor variations. ICICI limits the
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maximum on one life to Rs. 10 lakh. LIC
limits it Rs. 25 lakh on a single life. AMP
Sanmar offers ADB upto Rs. 50 lakh on
one life. The exclusions, age at entry etc
are practically the same for all companies.
That minors are more prone to accidents
and therefore should be excluded from the
purview of ADB is a dictum of the
reinsurers to which all companies have
proved compliant.
Tata AIG has the maximum exclusion
clauses among all the insurers operating
in India today. Some of the interesting
exclusions added by them are: Food
poisoning or bacterial infection; physical
handicap or mental infirmity existing at
the time of insurance application or
reinstatement of the policy; any kind of
sickness, disease or congenital anomalies;
complications of surgical procedures or
accidents occurring during surgical or
therapeutic procedures; ionising radiation
or contamination by radioactivity from
any nuclear fuel or nuclear waste;
radioactive, toxic, explosive or other
dangerous properties of equipment; any
underwater or subterranean operation or
activity; deliberate acts of policyholder,
nominee or insured; violation of the law
or resistance to arrest.
Some of these exclusions reflect
hazards arising out of a modern lifestyle.
For instance accidental deaths or
disabilities arising out of surgical
procedures/medical negligence are
certainly becoming more common
nowadays. The remedy for the affected
person should lie in civil or criminal law.
But it cannot be denied that it is an
unfortunate accident as far as the victim
is concerned.
Similarly, the law has it that a person
cannot benefit from his felony, and
therefore the nominee, the policyholder or
other beneficiary gets automatically
excluded from even basic benefit, not to
say ADB. Some of the occupational
hazards or physical or mental disabilities
would be excluded normally for the specific
person at the time of underwriting. The
general exclusions found here are perhaps
connected with the decision making
processes specific to the company.
ICICI offering Double Accident Benefit
in respect of death while travelling by
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mass surface transport is again a
reflection on the hazards of modern life.
The wording in the brochure leaves it open
to interpretation that if a person dies of
heart attack in a train or bus also the
claimant becomes eligible for the benefit.
Perhaps the detailed policy conditions
take care of this aspect.
The Critical Illness Rider is of the
greatest interest since it is expected to
bring in the long awaited health benefits.
This is an area where even the reinsurers
tread with caution, as the anti-selection
experience in other countries has been on
the high side. Here again, the general
guidelines given by the reinsurers have
been followed in the main, but the
variations are also quite interesting.
Minors are excluded, as also all existing
illnesses. The upper limit for the benefit,
a significant element in this context,
varies from company to company.

Some of the exclusions
reflect hazards arising out
of a modern lifestyle.

While AMP Sanmar offers a
maximum of Rs. 10 lakh, ING Vysya has
pegged it at Rs. 20 lakh. However, ING
Vysya offers it as accelerated benefit
rather than as Critical Illness Rider per
se, in the sense, the benefit paid reduces
the basic sum assured to that extent, and
is limited to 50 per cent of the basic
benefit. HDFC is one exception in offering
the benefit up to age 70, while all others
terminate the benefit at age 65.
It is SBI Life that offers the most
interesting variations in respect of limits.
CI cover is offered only for NRIs and their
dependants, under its Sethubandhan
Plan, and is not available as a rider under
any of its other plans. CI cover is available
to NRIs and their dependants on nonmedical basis for upto Rs. five lakh for
ages upto 35 years, and upto 45 for
Rs. three lakh. NRI lives and their
dependants other than these are subject
to satisfactory medical examination for
CI cover. Further, the CI cover is limited
to a maximum term of 10 years.

With the exception of a few, most sales
brochures offer minimum possible
information regarding the CI cover. Many
do not mention the wait period before
onset of illness from commencement of
policy, nor do they mention the wait period
from diagnosis to claim entitlement.
Everyone mentions the illnesses covered
and exclusions. Illnesses covered by all
companies without exception are: Cancer,
CABG, Myocardial infarct, Kidney failure,
Stroke and Major Organ Transplant.
Additions that are quite common are:
Paralysis, Aorta surgery, Heart valve
replacement and Coma.
Blindness is covered by ING Vysya,
Birla Sunlife, Aviva, MetLife and LIC.
Though the details are not known and
therefore it is difficult to guess at
exclusions, in our country where the
incidence of blindness due to eye diseases
are rampant, this is a valuable option
though difficult to administer. The causes
could be many including Retinal
detachment, Glaucoma, Diabetic
retinopathy, and it is reasonable to
assume that there must be many
restrictions for eligibility to the benefit.
Only LIC offers CI cover against third
degree burns. This is a bold step in a
country where death by burning is
becoming a natural phenomenon! The
problem here will be aggravated if the
claim occurs during the period of
restriction against suicide.
Birla Sunlife, Max NewYork and
Allianz Bajaj offer CI cover against
multiple sclerosis. Aviva covers not only
blindness but deafness as well. It is also
special in that it offers cover against
terminal illness, though details are not
known as to how this is determined or
administered. Only Allianz Bajaj offers
cover against Alzhiemer’s. ING Vysya,
Birla Sunlife, and Aviva offer CI cover
against benign brain tumour also. HDFC
excludes pregnancy related illnesses from
CI cover.
In the matter of the wait period from
date of risk commencement, while
common practice seems to be six months,
MetLife is an exception since its wait
period is only 90 days from issue date of
policy. Almost all companies stipulate a
survival period of 30 days from diagnosis
of stipulated condition, for eligibility to
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CI benefit, except ICICI which has pegged
it at 28 days. ICICI also offers a Major
Surgical Assistance Rider. The wait
period from commencement is six months.
Benefit expiry age is 65. Depending on
nature of surgery, 50/20/30 per cent of
Sum Assured is paid as a lumpsum. This
appears to be an attractive option though
the limitations are not known.
One interesting aspect of the riders is
the extent to which they are influenced by
the limitations of existing software. The
reason why Critical Illness or other riders
cannot be given beyond the premium
paying period is that the software system
will not permit a greater term for the rider
than that for the basic cover, especially
where the non-forfeiture system opted for
is that of automatic paid up.
While this is a fundamental safeguard
and is therefore not wrong to implement,
it does not follow that the rider should be
limited to the premium paying term. This
is due to the fact that the software should
permit separate term set ups for the basic
policy and riders and validate them
against each other as well.
As it is, it is complicating software
implementation to ensure that certain
rider premiums should not exceed set
percentages of the basic premium while
others can. To add complications
regarding term validations as well calls
for protracted effort in software
development and testing. These things can
evolve at a later stage perhaps, but for
now, others things claim priority.
In unit-linked policy software, the
natural set up is automatic premium loan
from the units available. When the
amount is not sufficient to cover one basic
cover premium, the system can provide a
term cover for the duration permitted by
the available amount. For the time being
the only two companies which have used
the automatic provision of extended term
cover (ETI), are ICICI and SBI for its Unitlinked policy.
The reason that ETI which is so
popular in South East Asia, is not popular
in India lies in the experience in India in
the days immediately following
nationalisation of life insurance. Many
people had to be informed, either on a
death claim or on maturity, that the value

of the policy had been exhausted by the
automatic premium loans (APL) and
consequent interest, and that nothing was
payable under the policies.
The fact that they were regularly kept
informed of the position did not provide
any consolation, or, recognition of the
legitimacy regarding the situation.
After having paid vast sums as
premium they expected some return, and
the failure to do so resulted in rage and
disappointment. The difficulty in
convincing people led to the rejection by
LIC of the APL as a viable non-forfeiture
option, and uniform adoption of the auto
paid up method.
This does not mean that the APL or
ETI options need to be given up, as
demonstrated by ICICI and SBI. It is
quite possible that APL method is
adopted for unit-linked policies, not as a

One interesting aspect of
the riders is the extent to
which they are influenced
by the limitations of
existing software.
matter of conscious choice, but because
that is what the software does!
With the levels of sophistication in
software now available, it should be
possible to let the policyholder choose his
non-forfeiture method and also change it
mid-term if he so desires.
A lot of thought and study needs to go
into what is good and what is viable, and
of course what proves popular in the area
of APL vs auto paid up. This is an area
that will see a lot of experimentation in
the years to come. It is also an area that
would require better training of the sales
force to adequately explain the situation
to the prospects.
One more area that will become
important, in times to come, in the context
of extended term covers, is linked to addon or top-up policies in connection with
housing loans. Increase in sum assured is
not an established practice in India.

In other countries where it is practiced
also there are hidden costs to the
policyholder of which he is not made
aware. The limits to so called increases
are defined at the outset, and the
underwriting risk assessment is inclusive
of future possible increases. In such a case,
if the policyholder does not avail of the
option to increase the risk cover, he has
paid unnecessarily for the medical
examination.
However, the common man is not
aware of it, and even well educated people
feel that it will be a very attractive feature,
if they are permitted to just add
additional risk cover at any date in the
future. Because of the popular perception,
this will also be an area where we can see
new things happening in the not distant
future.
The study does throw up interesting
possibilities as the companies will
continue to innovate by drawing
inspiration from each other. Some have
taken a bold step and structured benefits
they feel will appeal to the public. Some
have taken precautions but in such a way
that the product retains its appeal.
If experience is favourable, the
restrictions will slowly go and benefit
coverage would increase. These would be
in terms of relaxations in applicable age
group, conditions restricting payment and
the way benefits are structured. There is
a need for the parties concerned to come
together to build up a reliable database
simultaneously so that the growth in the
area is more scientific and structured,
thereby benefiting one and all.

The author retired as Head, Data Collection
and Purifcation, LIC. The views expressed
here are her own. The article seeks to explore
the variety of new products in the market
today. It is not an exhaustive list and does
not constitute a direct or indirect
recommendation by the author, IRDA or
IRDA Journal.
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heWMeve keÀes ve³es meboYe& efceues nQ~ hejbhejeiele mecegoe³e leLee heeefjJeeefjkeÀ
yebOeve keÀcepeesj nesves leLee peerJeve DeJeefOe yeæ{ves kesÀ keÀejCe Yeer Ssmee ngDee
nw~ mJeemL³e yeercee iebYeerj nw keÌ³eeWekf eÀ nce pees yeæ[s Kelejs Deheveer peerJeve
Mewueer kesÀ keÀejCe Pesue jns nQ~ peeseKf ece yeercee nceejs G®®e ÒeyebOeve kesÀ efue³es
peªjer nw keÌ³eeWekf eÀ J³eefkeÌleiele leLee mebmLee³eW Deheves DeefOekeÀejeW kesÀ Òeefle
mepeie nw Deewj ieueefle³eeW kesÀ efMekeÀe³ele efveJeejCe kesÀ efue³es cegkeÀÎcesyeepeer
keÀe meneje ues jner nw~ Deewj ³en met®eer Fmeer ÒekeÀej ®eueleer jnsieer...
Deye peyeefkeÀ yeercee GheYeeskeÌlee ve³eer DeeJeM³ekeÀleeDeeW keÀer lejHeÀ
pee jne nw~ Yeejleer³e yeerceekeÀlee& Yeer Gmes hetje keÀjves keÀer lew³eejer ceW
nw~ ³en Glheeo yeepeej DevegmebOeeve leLee ûeenkeÀ keÀer ÒeJe=efle kesÀ Devegmeej
GlheeoeW keÀer efJeMes<eleeDeeW ceW heefjJele&ve Dee jne nw~ pees Glheeo yeepeej
ceW Dee jns nQ~ DeeF&Deej[erS peve&ue kesÀ Fme DebkeÀ ceW nce SkeÀ efJenbiece
¢efä os jns nQ efkeÀ kewÀmes Glheeo keÀer ueeYe efJeMes<elee³eW DeLeJee Glheeo
keÀe ÒemlegeflekeÀjCe efkeÀme ÒekeÀej heefjJele&ve Òemlegle keÀj jne nw~

veJeesvces<e kesÀJeue leYeer vener nw peye SkeÀ ve³es peeseKf ece keÀes DeeJejCe Òeoeve
efkeÀ³ee pee³es DeLeJee efJeÊeer³e DeeJeM³ekeÀleeDeeW keÀer hetel| e keÀer pee³es~ ³en SkeÀ
mlej hej nes mekeÀlee nw~ SkeÀ meeOeejCe Glheeo kesÀ efue³es pewmes iebYeerj yeerceejer
keÀes uebyes mece³e lekeÀ DeJe%ee keÀer ie³eer nes leLee Gme hej mes Oetue nìe³eer pee³es
leLee ve³es peesMe kesÀ meeLe GmekeÀes hegve&mLeeheve efkeÀ³ee pee³es~ DeLeJee ³en SkeÀ
{bie nes mekeÀlee nw pewmes Deehe J³eeK³ee keÀjW Deewj SkeÀ Glheeo keÀes mecePee³eW
efpememes GmekeÀer efye¬eÀer mes yeeOee³eW nì pee³es leLee SkeÀ meejiee|cele efye¬eÀer keÀe
DeJemej efceues~
SkeÀ ÒekeÀej mes ³en efJe<e³e Gme efJe<e³e keÀe SkeÀ Yeeie nw efpeme hej
efheíues DebkeÀ ceW nceves ÒekeÀeMe [euee Lee - ûeenkeÀ keÀer Dehes#ee³eW~ ve³es
ªPeeve GvekeÀe efJeheCeve Yeer kebÀheveer ÒeejbYe ceW keÌ³ee keÀjleer nw hej
ÒekeÀeMe [eueles nQ Deewj Gme Òeef¬eÀ³ee ceW efpemeceW ûeenkeÀ keÀes SkeÀ mecePe
leLee DeefOeûenCe keÀer MeleX oer peeleer nw~
nce Deieues ceen Fme efJe<e³e keÀe heeríe keÀjWies~ Deieuee DebkeÀ
efJelejCe kesÀ efJekeÀuheeW hej DeeOeeefjle nesiee~ ceeve ueW efkeÀ SpeWefme³eeB
efpemeceW efveieefcele ÒekeÀej Yeer Meeefceue nw, ye´es¬esÀpe leLee yeQkeÀeFbM³eesjWme
hejbhejeiele ®ewveue nw~ nce ve³es ®ewveue peeveves keÀe Òe³eeme Òe³elve
keÀjWues~ ûeeceerCe leLee Menjer yeepeejeW kesÀ efue³es efpevekeÀe Ghe³eesie yeercee
kebÀheefve³eeB keÀj jner nQ DeLeJee efJeMes<e ªhe kesÀ DeJemej leLee ®egveewefle³eeB
nj SkeÀ kesÀ efue³es nw~ pewmee ncesMee neslee nw, nce DeehekeÀer menYeeefielee
keÀe Ëo³e mes mJeeiele keÀjles nQ~
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Yebpeve kesÀ efJeª×
meeOeejCe yeercee kebÀheefve³eeW Üeje ÒeeMegukeÀ kesÀ
yeepeej ceW ìwefjHeÀ kesÀ Yebpeve efkeÀ³es peeves keÀes jeskeÀves kesÀ
efue³es ÒeeMegukeÀ meueenkeÀej meefceefle (ìerSmeer) SkeÀ
ve³es, meKle efve³ece kesÀ meeLe meeceves Dee³eer nw efpememes
Fve DemJemLe heefjheeefì³eeW keÀes otj efkeÀ³ee pee mekesÀ~
16 HeÀjJejer keÀes ìerSmeer keÀer yees[& ceereEìie ceW Fve
efve³eceeW keÀes Debeflece ªhe efo³ee ie³ee efpemeceW yeerDeesìer
kebÀheefve³eeW kesÀ efue³es ìerSmeer keÀer yeerDeesìer efMekeÀe³eleeW
kesÀ efveheìeve kesÀ efue³e mece³eye× keÀe³e&¬eÀce yevee³ee
ie³ee~
³eefo meefceefle ³en efveCe&³e ues keÀer Yebpeve ngDee nw
lees yeerceekeÀlee& keÀes Òeerefce³ece ceW ngF& keÀceer keÀes Òeehle

keÀj hee@efuemeer keÀes "erkeÀ keÀjvee nesiee~ otmeje efJekeÀuhe
keÀevetveer ªhe mes hee@efuemeer keÀes jÎ efkeÀ³ee pee³es leLee
Òeerefce³ece keÀceer keÀes efjHebÀ[ ceW mecee³eesefpele
efkeÀ³ee pee³es~ FveceW mes SkeÀ keÀoce yeerceekeÀlee& keÀes
ìerSmeer mes mebÒes<eCe Òeehle nesves kesÀ 30 efove kesÀ Yeerlej
keÀjvee nesiee~
³eefo yeerceekeÀlee& 30 efove ceW Òeerefce³ece keÀer keÀceer
keÀes SkeÀ$e keÀj uesieer lees ìerSmeer Üeje 1000 ªhe³es
efve³ece leesæ[ves Jeeues yeerceekeÀlee& hej pegcee&vee efkeÀ³ee
pee³esiee~ ³eefo Jen Ssmee keÀjves ceW DemeceLe& neslee nw
lees pegcee&vee keÀce efue³es Òeerefce³ece kesÀ yejeyej nesiee
pees keÀce mes keÀce 1000 ªhe³es nesiee~
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yeerceekeÀlee&DeeW keÀes ÒeeMegukeÀ Yebpeve kesÀ ceeceues
efveosMekeÀ ceb[ue kesÀ mece#e jKeves neWies Deheveer Deieueer
yew"keÀ ceW leLee Gme hej Devegheeueve leLee G"e³es ie³es
keÀoceeW keÀer peevekeÀejer Devegheeueve DeefOekeÀejer Üeje
15 efoveeW kesÀ Yeerlej ìerSmeer keÀes osveer nesieer~ efpemeceW
yew"keÀ kesÀ keÀe³e&Je=le keÀer mel³eeefhele Òeefleefueefhe Yeer
Yespeveer nesieer~
Gmemes Deeies ³en Dehes#ee nw efkeÀ Jen ìerSmeer keÀes
peeB®e heæ[leeue kesÀ efue³es hee@efuemeer kesÀ veJeerkeÀjCe keÀer
Òeefleefueefhe Yespes~ ìerSmeer DeeF&Deej[erS kesÀ O³eeve ceW
efkeÀmeer yeerceekeÀlee& Üeje efve³eefcele ªhe mes ÒeeMegukeÀ
Yebpeve kesÀ ceeceues uee³esieer~

meJex³ejeW kesÀ efue³es veF& mebmLee
mejkeÀej kesÀ efveJesove kesÀ DeeOeej hej DeeF&Deej[erS
meJex³ej leLee neefve efveOee&jkeÀeW keÀer ceoo kesÀ efue³es SkeÀ
mebmLee yeveeves kesÀ efue³es Òeef¬eÀ³eeye× nw~ FvnesveW Þeer peer Jeer
jeJe, mesJeeefveJe=Êe DeO³e#e Je ÒeyebOe efveosMekeÀ, Deesejf Svìue
FbM³eesjmW e keÀcheveer efueefceìs[ keÀes Fme heefj³eespevee keÀe
meueenkeÀej efve³egkeÌle efkeÀ³ee nw~
Fme Òeef¬eÀ³ee ceW mejkeÀej Üeje ieef"le Yeb[ejer meefceefle
keÀer meueen keÀes ceeveles ng³es keÀe³e& efkeÀ³ee pee³esiee~ keÀcesìer
kesÀ ÒeefleJesove ceW cegK³e ªhe mes ³en meueen oer ie³eer nw
efkeÀ SkeÀ ve³eer mebmLee ÒeejbeYf ekeÀ ªhe mes DeeF&Deej[erS
Üeje mebÒeJee|lele keÀer pee³es pees J³eJemeeef³e³eeW Üeje
mJe-efJeÊe keÀer pee³es, pees SJeB mJe-efJeefve³eecekeÀ efvekeÀe³e
nes pees Yeejleer³e mebveoer uesKee mebmLeeve (DeeF&SmeerDeeF&)
DeLeJee Yeejleer³e kebÀheveer meef®eJe mebmLeeve keÀer lepe& hej
keÀe³e& keÀjs~
FmekeÀe keÀe³e& ceevekeÀ leLee Melex lew³eej keÀjvee,
heefj#ee³eW Dee³eesepf ele keÀjvee, efMe#eCe leLee DevegmebOeeve
keÀjles ng³es meom³eeW kesÀ efue³es SkeÀ Dee®eej mebenf lee Òemlegle
keÀjvee nesiee~

mebmLee keÀer keÀe³e&ÒeCeeueer keÀes Òel³eskeÀ leermejs Je<e&
kesÀ hetJe& hegve&evf eefjef#ele efkeÀ³ee pee³esiee~ GmekesÀ yeeo efveCe&³e
efue³ee pee³es keÀer GmekeÀe mebJewOeeefvekeÀ opee& mebmeoer³e
DeefOeefve³ece Üeje le³e efkeÀ³ee pee³es~
efJeÊe ceb$eeue³e kesÀ Debleie&le Deee|LekeÀ keÀe³e& efJeYeeie
kesÀ yeercee Keb[ leLee DeeF&Deej[erS Fme hej ®e®ee& meved
2000 mes keÀj jns nQ efkeÀ Jele&ceeve mebmLeeve keÀes JewOeeefvekeÀ
mebmLee keÀe opee& kewÀmes efo³ee pee³es~ FmekeÀe GÎsM³e Fmes
mJeb³e efJeefve³eefcele mebie"ve yeveevee nw Gve hesMesJejeW kesÀ
efue³es pees meeOeejCe yeercee GÐeesie keÀer mesJee Deheveer
DeefYe³eebe$f ekeÀ efJeefÊe³e leLee peeseKf ece ÒeyebOe kegÀMeuelee
mes keÀjles nQ~ leoghejeble meJex³ejeW keÀe mebie"ve oes YeeieeW
ceW yeBì ie³ee leLee DeeF&Deej[erS FveceW mes efkeÀmeer keÀes Yeer
ceev³elee Òeoeve keÀjves ceW Deheveer meerceeSB efoKeeF& nw~
Fmeer meboYe& ceW efomecyej 2002 ceW SkeÀ meefceefle
keÀe ie"ve v³et Fbe[f ³ee SM³eesjmW e kebÀheveer kesÀ hetJe& meerSce[er
leLee meeOeejCe yeerceekeÀlee& (meeJe&peefvekeÀ #es$e) mebie"ve
(peerhemee) kesÀ DeO³e#e Þeer kesÀ Sve Yeb[ejer keÀer DeO³e#elee
ceW efkeÀ³ee ie³ee~ Jen efJe<e³e keÀes mecePe mekesÀ leLee Deheveer

meueen mebmLeeve keÀer efpemes mebmebo kesÀ DeefOeefve³ece Üeje
ceev³elee Òeoeve keÀer pee mekesÀ~
meefceefle ceW leye kesÀ DeeF&Deej[erS kesÀ meom³e
(iewj-peerJeve) Þeer Deej meer Mecee&, vesMeveue FbM³eesjWme
kebÀheveer kesÀ efveosMekeÀ Þeer ceOeg ®e{d{e leLee Þeer peer
Yegpeyeue efveosMekeÀ (yeercee)~ meefceefle ves Deheveer efjheesì&
petve 2003 ces Òemlegle keÀer~
osMe ceW ueieYeie 12000 meJex³ej nw~ Fme hesMes
keÀe GÎsM³e DevJes<eCe ceW leìmLe efJeMes<e%elee mLeeefhele
ke1Àjvee nw leLee Gve keÀejCeeW leLee heefjCeeceeW keÀes efpevneWves
meeOeejCe yeer c ee ceW oeJes leLee meg e f J eOeehet C e&
v³ee³e mebiele yeve keÀj Gef®ele yejeyej ªhe mes ueeYe
efveOee&jCe keÀjvee nw~
GÐeesie kesÀ efJemleeefjkeÀjCe kesÀ keÀejCe hesMes ceW
hesMesJejeveeheve leLee mecesekf eÀlee ueeveer nesieer~ ceunes$ee
meefceefle ves Yeer yeercee kebÀheefve³eeW leLee GheYeeskeÌleeDeeW kesÀ
efue³es meJex³ej kesÀ hesMesJejevee leLee GÊejoe³eer nesves keÀer
yeele keÀner Leer~
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Hw$N> Vmo bmoJ H$h|Jo
ueesie pees Smeyesmìesme GÐeesie mes me®e ceW
yeerceej nes ®egkesÀ nQ leLee cepeotj pees kebÀheefve³eeW ceW pees yeæ{les ng³es peeues
ceW HeÀmeles pee jns nQ~ Jes Fblepeej keÀj jns nQ leLee Devegceeve ueiee jns
nQ efkeÀ keÀebûesme Fme Je<e& GvekesÀ keÀe³e& keÀes Debelf ece ªhe Òeoeve keÀjsieer~
Þeer je@yeì& F& Jewieueer, DeO³e#e, Decesejf keÀve FbM³eesjmW e SmeeseMf e³esme,
³etSme meervesì kesÀ Gme efyeue hej pees J³eefkeÌleiele
ogIe&ìvee cegkeÀÎceeW keÀe Kelce keÀj osiee efpevnW
Smeyesmìesme GÐeesie kesÀ keÀe³e&keÀlee&DeeW ves
oe³ej efkeÀ³ee nw~

SkeÀ ogëmJehve efyeue Smeyesmìesme ÒeYeeefJele keÀe leLee SkeÀ
meeOeejCe efyeue Smeyesmìesme ye®eeves keÀe~
1000 mes DeefOekeÀ Smeyesmìesme ÒeYeeefJeleeW keÀe
ÒeefleefveefOelJe keÀjves Jeeueer Deìexveer~

”

cesjs efue³es he³ee&JejCe keÀe ÒeÍe>> Meebefle leLee
³eg× keÀer Dehes#ee DeefOekeÀ DeMegYe nw~ nceejs efue³es
ÒeeosefMekeÀ mebIe<e& nes mekeÀles nQ efpemekesÀ efue³es yeue
Òe³eesie keÀer peªjle heæ[s~ uesefkeÀve he³ee&JejCe Jen
SkeÀ cebo Keleje nw~ cegPes DeefOekeÀ eE®elee JeweféekeÀ
®esleeJeveer keÀer nw efkeÀmeer mesvee kesÀ mebIe<e& keÀer
Dehes#ee~
Þeer nbme efyeefuekeÌme, FjekeÀ ceW Deheves keÀe³e& cegK³e
nefLe³eej efvejer#ekeÀ hej~

peerJeveMewueer kesÀ ®egveeJe ceW Òee³eë
ceesìehee SkeÀ nw~ meceepe ves OetceÏheeve
mes keÀF& ÒekeÀej efveheìe nw efpemeceW efMe#ee leLee
Devegve³e Meeefceue nw~ ceesìehes mes ueæ[vee DeYeer Gmeer ÒekeÀej
keÀe Devegve³e keÀe³e& nw efpemekesÀ efue³es meYeer oueeW mes SkeÀef$ele leLee
mebkeÀuhehetCe& Òe³eeme DeeJeM³ekeÀ nw... peye lekeÀ ceesìehes keÀe DeefYeYeeJe
efve³eb$eCe ceW Dee³esiee, GheYeeskeÌleeDeeW keÀes mebhetCe& ueeiele Jenve keÀjveer
nesieer~ SkeÀ GheYeeskeÌlee keÀer ¢efä mes Mejerj Ieve-HeÀue keÀe met®ekeÀebkeÀ
yeæ{lee nw Gmeer ÒekeÀej GmekeÀe Òeerecf e³ece Yeer~
Þeer jesveeu[ kesÀefueve,
efJeée mlej hej cetu³e efveOee&jCe kesÀ cegK³e,
mJeerme jer ueeFHeÀ Sb[ nsuLe efyepevesme ûethe~

efmelecyej 11 kesÀ yeeo Deblejjeä^e³r e
yeercee Òeerecf e³ece yeepeej, Òeerecf e³ece mes Yej ie³ee~
efpemeceW keÀesF& yeæ[er Deblejjeä^e³r e neefve vener ngF& leLee
Deblejjeä^e³r e yeepeej ceW DeefOekeÀ #ecelee yeve ie³eer~ Deepe
nce SkeÀ vejce yeepeej ceW heefj®eeueve keÀj jns nQ~
Þeer S®e Sme JeeOeJee, ®ew³ejcewve leLee ÒeyebOe efveosMekeÀ,
vesMeveue FbM³eesjmW e kebÀheveer

³egefveì eEuekeÀ hee@efuemeer keÀer meHeÀuelee
kesÀ efue³es... Deenlee& ³en nw efkeÀ hee@efuemeerOeejkeÀ keÀes
De®íer ÒekeÀej metef®ele efkeÀ³ee pee³es~ efveJesMe keÀe peesefKece
hetjer lejn mes hee@efuemeerOeejkeÀ Üeje G"e³ee peelee nw...
Deblejeä^er³e ªhe mes, Ssmeer ³eespevee yengle megjef#ele
keÀnueeleer nw leLee hetBpeer DeefOekeÌ³e jKeleer nw~ Yeejle ceW
yeepeej kesÀ Kegueves kesÀ heefjCeecemJeªhe YeefJe<³e FvneR
GlheeoeW ceW nw~
Þeer Sme yeer ceeLegj, DeO³e#e,
Yeejleer³e peerJeve yeercee efveiece
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ûeenkeÀ keÀer megveW
heg < hee ieer j er c eepeer

kegÀí Je<e& henues
SkeÀ efvepeer kebÀheveer kesÀ
oes DeefOekeÀeefj³eeW ves
cesjs keÀe³e&mLeue keÀe
oewje efkeÀ³ee~ GvneWves
keÀne Jen Yeejle ceW
ogkeÀeve ueiee jns nQ
Deewj peevevee ®eenles
nQ efkeÀ GheYeeskeÌlee
yeerceekeÀlee& mes keÌ³ee ®eenlee nw~ nceejer heefj®e®ee& kesÀ oewjeve cewveW
Gvemes keÀne Jeenve keÀer hee@euf emeer keÀes íes[æ keÀj pees JewOeeefvekeÀ ªhe
mes DeeJeM³ekeÀ nw cewves keÀesF& hee@euf emeer vener ueer nw Deewj Deeies Yeer
cewveW Ssmee keÀjves keÀe efveCe&³e efue³ee nw
peye lekeÀ keÀer yeerceekeÀlee& Üeje mesJee ceW GlkeÀ<e& ve efoKes~ oesveeW
J³eefkeÌle³eeW ves cegPes efJeéeeme efoueJee³ee efkeÀ GvekeÀer mesJee meJeexÊece
nesieer Deewj Jen Deheveer henueer hee@euf emeer cegPes ner yes®eWies Deewj cegPes
FmekesÀ efue³es keÀYeer heíleevee vener heæ[is ee~ Jen keÀYeer Jeeheme vener
ueewìs Deewj cesjer OeejCee FvekeÀer GlkeÀ<e& mesJee kesÀ mebyebOe ceW keÀYeer
yeoue ve mekeÀer~
SkeÀ J³eefkeÌleiele DevegYeJe ves cesjer Fme OeejCee keÀes hegvemLeeefhele
efkeÀ³ee~ cesjs keÀe@uece keÀes GheYeeskeÌlee heæ{les nQ Deewj Jen yeercee
kebÀheefve³eeW keÀer efMekeÀe³ele keÀjles nQ~ DeYeer peye cesjer keÀej ®eesjer
nes ie³eer cewveW mees®ee cesjs efue³es ³en J³eefkeÌleiele ªhe mes De®íe
DeJemej nw ³en peeveves keÀe efkeÀ yeercee kebÀheefve³eeB ûeenkeÀeW kesÀ meeLe
kewÀmee J³eJenej keÀjleer nQ~
cewveW pees osKee Je Gmemes Yeer yegje Lee pees cewveW megvee Lee~
meJe&ÒeLece cewveW ³en osKee efkeÀ kebÀh³etìj kesÀ Fme ³egie ceW meeJe&peefvekeÀ
#es$e yeercee kebÀheefve³eeW keÀer oes MeeKee³eW Deeheme ceW F&-cesue mes mebJeeo
vener keÀjleer nw~ efJehejerle mves cesue mes Fmemes GvnW DeJemej
efceuelee nw, osjer keÀe oeJee, efveheìeve keÀjves kesÀ efue³es Fme DeeOeej
hej keÀer DeYeer lekeÀ mebÒes<eCe Òeehle vener ngDee nw~
cesjs Jeenve keÀe yeercee efouueer ceW ngDee Lee leLee keÀej keÀer
®eesjer yeQieueesj ceW ngF~& yeQieueesj mes FvJesmìeriesìj ves Deheveer efjheesì&
Yespeer, uesekf eÀve Gmeves Jeenve keÀer cetu³e ueeiele keÀe Devegceeve vener
Yespee~ nceves yeQieueesj keÀe³ee&ue³e keÀes efueKee leLee DevegmceejkeÀ
Yeer Yespes uesekf eÀve SkeÀ ceevekeÀ GÊej cegPes meowJe efceuee peye ceQveW
oeJes kesÀ yeejs ceW hetíleeí keÀer~ cegPes ³en keÀnvee heæ[is ee efkeÀ ³en
GÊej cegPes pees Òeefleefyecye Fve kebÀheefve³eeW keÀe yeveeves hej cepeyetj
keÀjlee nw Jen 20 Je<e& henues keÀer mece³e ceMeerve keÀe nw~
cewveW ³en efveCe&³e efue³ee keÀer Fme hetjer Òeef¬eÀ³ee ceQ ceW iegmmes ceW
vener DeeTBieer ®eens FmekesÀ pees Yeer heefjCeece efvekeÀues Deewj keÀeseMf eMe

keÀªBieer meYeer yeeleW meeOeejCe leewj mes ®eues~ cesjer ³en OeejCee
yevee³es jKevee efveëmebons keÀef"ve keÀe³e& Lee~
cegPes ³eeo Deelee nw Jen iece& efove peye cewveW Dehevee mebhetCe&
keÀe³e& SkeÀ lejHeÀ íes[æ keÀj Deheves Iej mes 30 efkeÀceer keÀer ³ee$ee
yeercee kebÀheveer kesÀ keÀe³ee&ue³e lekeÀ keÀer Gme HeÀece& hej nmlee#ej
keÀjJeeves kesÀ efue³es efpemes ÒeeoseMf ekeÀ ³eelee³eele keÀe³ee&ue³e
(DeejìerDees) ceW pecee efkeÀ³ee peevee Lee~
yeercee kebÀheveer ceW heng®B eves kesÀ yeeo cegPes yelee³ee ie³ee efkeÀ
mebyebeOf ele J³eefkeÌle keÀe³ee&ue³e vener Dee³ee nw~ cegPes efkeÀmeer otmejs
efove Deevee nesiee~ efpeme lejn mes ³en keÀne ie³ee, ³en GÊej
Del³eble meeOeejCe Lee, Gme keÀe³ee&ue³e ceW ~ cewveW keÀe³ee&ue³e kesÀ
ueesieeW kesÀ Òeefle menevegYetelf e Jeeheme ues ueer~ GvekesÀ heeme ûeenkeÀ
mesJee pewmeer keÀesF& ®eerpe vener Leer Deewj GvnW FmekesÀ efue³es keÀesF&
DeHeÀmeesme vener Lee~
cewveW JeneB mes nmlee#ej Òeehle efkeÀ³es efyevee peeves mes
FbkeÀej keÀj efo³ee, leLee SkeÀ uebyee Jeeo-efJeJeeo ngDee~
Debleleë ceQveW GveceW mes SkeÀ keÀes hekeÀæ[ efue³ee efkeÀ Jen HeÀece&
hej nmlee#ej keÀjs~
uesekf eÀve Gmeves GmekeÀe yeouee efue³ee peye ceQ DeejìerDees
ie³eer lees Gvnesves yelee³ee keÀer yeercee kebÀheveer keÀe heerSSve vecyej
HeÀece& hej vener nw~ cegPes oesyeeje JeneB peevee nesiee~
otmejs DeJemej hej cewveW ³en megPeeJe efo³ee efkeÀ ûeenkeÀ mes
DeejìerDees Dee@eHf eÀme mes HeÀece& ueeves kesÀ yepee³e ³en DeefOekeÀ
De®íe nesiee efkeÀ yeercee kebÀheefve³eeB ³en HeÀece& Deheves heeme jKes~
³en nceeje keÀe³e& vener nw~ nce ûeenkeÀ keÀer ceoo keÌ³eeW keÀjW? ³en
ÒeÍe>> Gme J³eefkeÌle ves hetíe pees ceeceues keÀes osKe jne Lee~ cegPes
Deewj DeefOekeÀ ÒeceeCe yeercee kebÀheefve³eeW keÀe ûeenkeÀ kesÀ Òeefle J³eJenej
peeveves kesÀ efue³es vener ®eeefn³es~ cegPes Deble ceW pees ³eeo Dee³ee Jen
Lee DeeF&Deej[erS keÀer meueenkeÀej meefceefle ves J³eehekeÀ mece³e
leLee Gpee& yeercee OeejkeÀ kesÀ mebj#eCe kesÀ efue³es efJeefve³eceve yeveeves
kesÀ efue³es yevee³es nQ~
ceQ me®e ceW ³en peevevee ®eenleer nB efkeÀ keÌ³ee kebÀheveer Gheveer
MeeKeeDeeW mes Fve efJeefve³eceveeW kesÀ Devegheeueve kesÀ mebyebOe ceW meebeKf ³eefkeÀ
SkeÀ$e keÀjleer nw lees GmekeÀer efjheesì& keÌ³ee nw? SkeÀ oeJee efveheìeve
kesÀ efue³es Deewmele mece³e keÌ³ee nw Deewj efkeÀleves ceeceueeW ceW yeerceekeÀlee&
ves Sef®íkeÀ ªhe mes oeJes kesÀ Yegieleeve ceW osjer kesÀ efue³es y³eepe
efo³ee nw? cesjs Deheves DevegYeJe mes Deewj pees cewveW ûeenkeÀeW mes megvee
efkeÀ yeerceekeÀlee& Fve efJeefve³eecekeÀeW kesÀ MeyoMeë Lee YeeJeveelcekeÀ
ªhe mes Devegheeueve ceW DemeHeÀue nes ie³es nQ leLee GvnesveW oeJee

osjer mes osves kesÀ yeneves efJeefve³eecekeÀ ceW ner {t{B efue³es nw leLee Jen
osjer kesÀ Yegieleeve kesÀ efue³es kegÀí Yeer vener jns nQ~
³eneB kegÀí megPeeJe efJeefve³eecekeÀeW kesÀ Devegheeueve kesÀ efue³es
efo³es pee jns nQ
1. henuee leLee cenlJehetCe& DeeF&Deej[erS meYeer yeerceekeÀlee&DeeW
mes SkeÀ ceeefmekeÀ efjheesì& efJeefve³eecekeÀ kesÀ Devegheeueve ceQ
osjer kesÀ efue³es ceBiee³es~
2. DeeF&Deej[erS SkeÀ mJeleb$e DeO³e³eve Fme mebyebOe ceW
keÀjJee³es leLee Fve efJeefve³eecekeÀeW keÀes lees[æ ves JeeueeW keÀes
keÀæ[er mepee os~
3. ³en DeO³e³eve meeJe&peefvekeÀ efkeÀ³ee pee³es efpememes ûeenkeÀ
kesÀJeue Jener yeerceekeÀlee& ®egveW pees ûeenkeÀ kesÀ DeefOekeÀejeW
keÀe mecceeve keÀjles neW~
4. DeeF&Deej[erS Deewj yeerceeOeejkeÀ mebj#eCe efJeefve³eecekeÀ keÀe
hegveë efvejer#eCe keÀjvee ®eeefn³es leLee ûeenkeÀ kesÀ efJe®eejeW kesÀ
Devegmeej GmeceW J³eehle keÀefce³eeW keÀes otj efkeÀ³ee peevee ®eeefn³es~
5. efJeefve³eecekeÀ keÀer cegK³e efJeMes<eleeDeeW kesÀ mebyebOe ceW SkeÀ
mebe#f ehle veesì meYeer yeerceeOeejkeÀeW keÀes efo³ee peevee ®eeefn³es~
6. DeeF&Deej[erS SkeÀ HeÀer[yewkeÀ keÀe[& yevee³es, leLee Fmes
DeefveJee³e& keÀjs Òel³eskeÀ yeerceeOeejkeÀ keÀes Yejves kesÀ efue³es
leLee Gmes DeeF&Deej[erS keÀes Yespee pee³es~ Fme keÀe[& keÀe
GÎsM³e nes efkeÀ ûeenkeÀ mes peevekeÀejer Òeehle keÀer pee³es keÀer
kewÀmes hee@euf emeer yes®eer ie³eer, keÌ³ee GvnW efJeefYevve MeleeX leLee
efve³ece kesÀ yeejs ceW yelee ie³ee~
³en yeerceekeÀlee& keÀes hee@euf emeer yes®eles mece³e ieuele ÒekeÀej keÀer
ÒeLeeDeeW ceW pees hee@euf emeer yes®eves kesÀ efue³es Ghe³eesie nesleer nw mes
ye®esieer~ Decesejf keÀe ceW keÀF& Jeie& ÒeYeeJe ceeceues yeerceekeÀlee&DeeW
kesÀ efJeª× ³etìerheer kesÀ efue³es [eues ie³es Deewj FveceW mes kegÀí
Yeejle ceW Yeer Dehevee keÀe³e& meb®eeueve keÀjles nQ~
7. DeeF&Deej[erS keÀes oeJee efveheìeve keÀjles mece³e HeÀer[yewkeÀ
HeÀece& Yejves hej Yeer peesj osvee ®eeefn³es~ ³en DeeF&Deej[erS
keÀes he³ee&hle met®evee osiee, efpemekesÀ Devegmeej oeJes kesÀ efue³es
efue³ee ie³ee mece³e ceeuetce nesiee~ oesveeW HeÀece& SkeÀerke=Àle ªhe
ceW yeerceekeÀlee& kesÀ keÀe³e& efve<heeove keÀe cetu³eebkeÀve keÀjves ceW
ceooieej nesieW Deewj meeLe ner meeLe efJeefve³eecekeÀ kesÀ Yeer~
uesefKekeÀe GheYeeskeÌlee DeefOekeÀejer mlebYekeÀej nw leLee
DeeF&Deej[erS keÀer yeercee meueenkeÀej meefceefle keÀer meom³ee
Yeer nw~
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Deelce efvejer#eCe
ef v ece& u ee De³³ej

(ieleebkeÀ mes Deeies...)
ûeeceerCe J³eJemee³e hej peeves mes henues nceW efveJesMe mecye×
³eespevee hej ®e®ee& keÀjveer ®eeefn³es~
Deepe Yeer keÀF& ueesie nw pees ³en cenmetme keÀjles nQ efkeÀ
Yeejleer³e hetpB eer yeepeej heefjhekeÌkeÀve vener ngDee nw leLee ³en
efveJesMe mecye× ³eespevee kesÀ efue³es lew³eej vener nw~ ³eefo ³en
me®®eeF& nw, yeæ{leer ngF& DeLe&J³eJemLee ceW lees oMekeÀ ³ee oes
oMekeÀ hetJe& FmekesÀ yeejs ceW keÌ³ee keÀne pee mekeÀlee nw? ueesiees
keÀer ³ener DeefYeJe=eÊf e Yeer nw~ meesves kesÀ yeæ{les oece, pJewueme&
Üeje leerJe´ ieefle mes meesves keÀer efye¬eÀer leLee pJewuejer keÀer ogkeÀeveeW
hej Yeejer Yeer[æ SkeÀ ®ecelkeÀejer efJeMes<elee nw~
DehejeOe keÀer yeæ{leer oj kesÀ yeeJepeto ueesie Deepe Yeer
meesves keÀes megjef#ele efveJesMe mecePeles nw~ efkeÀmeer cegêe Òehe$e keÀer
Dehes#ee cegK³eleë meleb ÒeefleYetelf e IeesìeueeW kesÀ keÀejCe~ kegÀí
efove hetJe& oef#eCe Yeejle ceW íesìer ueeYe kesÀ HebÀ[ keÀe Ieesìeuee
Yeer meeceves Dee³ee leLee kegÀí heef½ece kesÀ menkeÀejer yeQkeÀeW ceW Yeer
efpemeves efyevee peeves ng³es ueesieeW mes cegêe meewoe nesvee yebo nes
ie³ee~
³eefo ueesie efveJesMe mebyeb× ³eespevee kesÀ Òeefle DeekeÀe|<ele
nes jns nQ ³en mejkeÀej kesÀ Òeefle DeekeÀe|<ele nes jns nQ~ ³en
mejkeÀej keÀer GheYeeskeÌlee iewj ye®ele efJeÊeer³e veerelf e kesÀ keÀejCe
he=LekeÀ pevemebK³ee kesÀ efue³es keÀesF& otmeje efJekeÀuhe vener ye®ee
nw~ [j mes meb®eeefuele hetpb eer yeepeej ve lees De®íe nes mekeÀlee
nw ve ner uecyes mece³e lekeÀ ®eue mekeÀlee nw~ nce ³en mecePe
mekeÀles nQ efkeÀ Fve efveJesMeeW kesÀ efue³es De®íe yeepeej nw~ ³eefo
Dev³e De®ís efJekeÀuheeW kesÀ GheueyOe nesves hej Yeer ®egves ³en
Jele&ceeve ceW ceeceuee vener nw~
efkeÀmeer keÀes ³en Yeer vener Yetuevee ®eeefn³es efkeÀ SueDeeF&meer
keÀe peerJeve yeercee yes®eves ceW SkeÀeefOekeÀej nw, FmekeÀer ÒeeflemheOee&
ncesMee Dev³e ye®ele Òehe$eeW pewmes c³et®eue HebÀ[, [ekeÀ Iej
³eespevee leLee jeä^e³r e ye®ele he$e mes ÒeYeeefJele neslee nw~ ³en
Deheves Je=no DeekeÀej ceW heng®B e ®egkeÀe nw keÌ³eeWekf eÀ ueesie ³en
cenmetme keÀjles nQ efkeÀ DeepekeÀue ³en SkeÀ De®íer leLee
megj#ee keÀe Òehe$e nw~
peerJeve hee@euf emeer ceW Dee³es nsuLe jeF&[j kesÀ yeejs ceW Yeer
mees®eW~ J³eJeneefjkeÀ ªhe mes meYeer yeerceekeÀlee& ÒeeflemheOee&lcekeÀ
ueeYe GheueyOe keÀjJee jns nQ~ efpemeceW DekeÀefmcekeÀlee
kesÀ efue³es cenBieer yeerceejer he×efle nesleer nw~ FmeceW DeefOekeÀ
efJeefJeOelee vener nw~
34
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uesekf eÀve ³eefo nceW neue kesÀ efoveeW ceW cese[f efmeve kesÀ mebyebOe ceW
ngF& Iees<eCeeDeeW hej efJeéeeme keÀjW pewmes keQÀmej kesÀ efue³es ìerkeÀekeÀjCe
DeLeJee Ëo³e keÀer mecem³eeDeeW kesÀ efue³es FbpeskeÌMeve ³en yengle
no lekeÀ mebYeJe nw efkeÀ ³en mJeemL³e ueeiele kesÀ veslee Ssmee
keÀjvee yebo keÀj oW~ Fme DeJemLee ceW nsuLe jeF[j Deheveer
efJeMes<elee keÀes Kees oWies~
keÌ³ee nce lew³eej nQ yeæ{leer ngF& nsuLe ueeiele mes oes
®eej nesves kesÀ efue³es pees ceeveefmekeÀ mJeemL³e mes mebyebeOf ele
nw~ Sueefpecesj DeLeJee heee|keÀmeve yeerceejer DeLeJee keQÀmej
³ee ye®®eeW ceW ceOegcesn kesÀ efue³es? keÌ³eeWekf eÀ ³eefo GheueyOe
mesJee³eW me®e ceW peªjle hej DeeOeeefjle nesieer~ keÌ³eeWekf eÀ oer
ie³eer mesJee³eW DeeJeM³ekeÀlee kesÀ Devegmeej nes ³en Jen #es$e
nw efpeme hej mebhetCe& DeeJeM³ekeÀlee cenmetme keÀer pee³esieer
Deeves Jeeues mece³e ceW~
uesekf eÀve ³en yengle Deemeeve leLee meblees<epevekeÀ nw~
Ëo³e leLee keQÀmej ueeiele keÀes DeeJejCe Òeoeve efkeÀ³ee
pee³es~ heef½ece keÀe DevegYeJe uebyes mece³e keÀer osKeYeeue kesÀ

peerJeve hee@efuemeer ceW Dee³es nsuLe jeF&[j
kesÀ yeejs ceW Yeer mees®eW~ J³eJeneefjkeÀ
ªhe mes meYeer yeerceekeÀlee&
ÒeeflemheOee&lcekeÀ ueeYe GheueyOe keÀjJee
jns nQ~ efpemeceW DekeÀefmcekeÀlee kesÀ efue³es
cenBieer yeerceejer he×efle nesleer nw~ FmeceW
DeefOekeÀ efJeefJeOelee vener nw~
efue³es DeefOekeÀ GlmeenpevekeÀ vener jne nw J³eJemee³e kesÀ
vepeefj³es mes~ Yeejle ceW ³en memlee efJekeÀuhe nesiee~ ³en
Yeer peye Devegheeueve keÀer DeJemLee nesieer lees ³en Dee³eg keÀe
meceeveeLe&keÀ yeve pee³esiee~ Deepe kesÀ peerJevekeÀeue ceW yeæ{eslejer
keÀer heefj¢M³e ceW FmekeÀes iebYeerj GlheefÊe keÀer mecem³eeDeeW
leLee DeKeb[ heeefjJeeefjkeÀ ³etevf eì mes pees[æ keÀj osKee peelee
nw leLee SkeÀ neefvekeÀejkeÀ J³eeheej ÒemLeehevee DeLeJee ³en
he×efle otmejs ÒekeÀej mes hee@euf emeer yes®eves lee {bie yevesieer~
keÌ³ee cetu³e yeercee GÐeesie Fme cenlJehetCe& #es$e ceW pees[æ vee
®eenlee nw?
Fme YeÏce keÀes lees[æ ves kesÀ efue³es Fme DeJeOeejCee keÀes
efJemle=le efJeÍues<eCe keÀer yeercee efJe¬eÀ³e hetjer lejn mes

DeeJeM³ekeÀlee DeeOeeefjle nw Deewj Deye lekeÀ Fve ueesieeW
keÀer DeeJeM³ekeÀleeDeeW hej hetjer vener Glejs nQ~
keÌ³ee Debelf ece efJeÍues<eCe nsleg, efkeÀmeer J³eefkeÌle keÀer J³eefkeÌleiele
eEpeoieer kesÀ Devegmeej nesiee? peuo ce=l³eg, ogIe&ìvee ce=l³eg, Oeve
DeeJeM³ekeÀleeDeeW keÀes mebj#eCe Òeehle keÀjves kesÀ efue³es Dehese#f ele
Je iewj Dehese#f ele OevejeefMe keÀer DeeJeM³ekeÀlee ceO³e peerJeve
kesÀ efue³es DeLeJee yeg{æ ehes kesÀ efue³es~ ceO³ekeÀeue kesÀ Ke®ex cese[f keÀue
Ke®e&, efMe#ee kesÀ Ke®e&, ie=n $e+Ce Deeefo nes mekeÀles nQ~ Fmemes
DeefOekeÀ keÀesF& Yeer DeeJeM³ekeÀlee heeKeb[ ner keÀnuee³esieer~
ueesie ®eeueekeÀ nQ, SueDeeF&meer Deheveer yengÒe³eespeve keÀer
hee@euf emeer pees Decesejf keÀe keÀer meeJe&Yeesecf ekeÀ hee@euf emeer kesÀ yejeyej
Leer keÀes yes®e ve hee³eer~ SueDeeF&meer kesÀ heeme 58 Glheeo
Deheveer meejefCe³eeW kesÀ Devegmeej nw uesekf eÀve pees DeefYekeÀlee&
yes®eles nQ leLee ueesie Kejeroles nQ Jen kesÀJeue kegÀí hegjeveer
Sb[escesvì hee@euf eefme³eeW lekeÀ DeLeJee mebhetCe& peerJeve yeercee hee@euf eefme³eeW
lekeÀ Deehe Fmes pees Yeer veece osvee ®eenW~
iegueeye keÀes efkeÀmeer Yeer veece mes hegkeÀeje pee³es Jen Jener
KetMeyet osiee pewmee keÀefJe ves keÀne nw ³en "erkeÀ nw efkeÀ nce
keÀceerMeve keÀe {eb®ee yeoue keÀj SpeWì keÀer yeercee yes®eves keÀer
ÒeeLeefcekeÀleeDeeW keÀes yeoue mekeÀles nQ~ nce ³en yeercee kesÀ
Kejerooej kesÀ efue³es vener keÀj mekeÀles Jen ueeiele keÀes GBieefue³eeW
hej efievelee nw ³en me®e vener nw efkeÀ efJeée Yej ceW heefjJesMe
meceeve nw~
Deewj Deye ûeeceerCe J³eJemee³e hej Deeles nQ~
DeeF&Deej[erS peve&ue keÀe Jeee|<ekeÀ efJeMes<eebkeÀ mheä keÀnlee
nw efkeÀ nce Deheves GÎsM³eeW ceW ûeeceerCe yeercee kesÀ #es$e ceW meHeÀue
vener nes mekesÀ nQ~ SueDeeF&meer keÀe uebyee Fefleneme ûeeceerCe
J³eJemee³e ceW Òe³eesie keÀjves keÀe nw leLee GmeceW Gmes meHeÀuelee
Yeer efceueer nw~ Deeies nce Fmemes meerKes ie³es meyekeÀ keÀes peeves
leLee Òe³eesie keÀjW efpememes Fme mebyebOe ceW ue#³e Òeehle ceW Deeves
Jeeueer mecem³eeDeeW keÀes mecePee pee mekesÀ~
Demeueer mecem³ee ûeeceerCe J³eJemee³e kesÀ mebyebOe ceW ³en nw
efkeÀ ûeeceerCe J³eJemee³e efkeÀmes keÀne peeS FmekeÀe JeieeakeÀjCe
kewÀmes nes~ MenjeW ceW leerJe´ieefle mes Òeieefle keÀes osKeles ng³es
Deeme-heeme kesÀ #es$eeW ceW uesyej keÀe ÒeJeeme otj-ojepe kesÀ ieeBJeeW
mes lespeer mes nes jne nw~ FmekeÀe JeieeakeÀjCe Flevee mLee³eer vener
nw efpelevee nesvee ®eeefn³es~ nceejer pevemebK³ee kesÀ DeebkeÀæ[s
hegjeves heæ[ peeles nQ peye lekeÀ keÀer GvekeÀes mebûeefnle leLee
ÒekeÀeefMele efkeÀ³ee peelee nw~ FveceW ke=Àef<e DeeOeeefjle ieeBJe kesÀ
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DeeOeej hej keÌ³ee ÒekeÀeefMele efkeÀ³ee peelee nw efpemeceW Deye
lekeÀ ÒeJeemeer uesyej leLee GÐeesie keÀer yeele vener keÀer peeleer~
SkeÀ mecem³ee #es$eeW keÀes hegveë veece osves keÀer Yeer nw~ pevemebK³ee
ceW efo³es ie³es veece Jele&ceeve ceW Òe³eesie vener nesles~ otjmLe ieeBJe
keÀer hen®eeve efheve-keÀes[ vecyej mes Yeer vener nes heeleer~
Fmeefue³es ³en DeeJeM³ekeÀ nw efkeÀ efílejer ngF& ÒeCeeueer
ûeeceerCe ÒeÍe>e> W kesÀ efue³es nes~ keÌ³ee JemleghejkeÀ nw, keÌ³ee ûeeceerCe
#es$eeW ceW ye®ele keÀes meeHeÀ keÀjves kesÀ efue³es nw ³ee ³en ûeeceerCe
#es$eeW ceW yeercee keÀe ueeYe heng®B eeves kesÀ efue³es nw? JeemleJe ceW ³en
oes Deueie Deueie ÒeÍe>> nQ~ keÌ³eeWekf eÀ oes ÒekeÀej kesÀ ueesieeW keÀes
mebyebeOf ele keÀjles nQ pees Yeejle kesÀ ieeBJe mes mebyebeOf ele nw~ keÀner
Yeer Deceerj-iejerye ceW Flevee Deblej vener nw efpelevee keÀer otjmLe
ieeBJe ceW nw~ ³ee lees Deehe peceerveoej nesles nw ³ee cepeotj~ ³eneB
kegÀí Dev³e peg[æ s ng³es hesMes Yeer nesles nQ uesekf eÀve Jen Yeer cepeotj
kesÀ meceeve ner nesles nQ~
hebpeeye leLee nefj³eeCee ceW efmLeefle Fleveer yegjer vener nw
uesekf eÀve Fme mecem³ee keÀer peæ[s Gæ[ermee, cenejeä^, DeebOe´,
kesÀjue, keÀvee&ìkeÀ, leefceuevee[g ceW nw~ Fve mLeeveeW hej [j
efoue ceW nw Deewj ³en ÒeÍe>> nw efkeÀ keÌ³ee ³es ueesie yeercee ®eenles
nQ? neB ³es ®eenles nQ~ keÌ³ee ³es FmekesÀ efue³es Yegieleeve keÀj
mekeÀles nQ? vener Þeerceeve Jes FmekeÀes os mekeÀves keÀer efmLeefle ceW
vener nQ, ³eefo nceejs heeme ûeeceerCe yeercee keÀe keÀesìe nes Yeer lees
Fve heefjefmLeefle³eeW ceW keÌ³ee Dehes#ee³eW keÀer pee mekeÀleer nw~
Fme mecem³ee keÀe SkeÀ mekeÀejelcekeÀ henuet Yeer nw p³eeoe
mes p³eeoe menkeÀkeÀejer Òe³eeme ûeeceerCe #es$eeW ceW efoKeeF& os jns
nQ~ Ssmes Òe³eeme Ssmes DeJemej hej mece=e×
f os jns nQ~ Deeies
heefjJeej keÀer Peesueer ceW yeng ³eesieoeve heefjJeej kesÀ efue³es Deelee
nw~ Keeueer neLeeW keÀes keÀce Dee³e Jeie& ceW Òeeslmeeefnle vener
efkeÀ³ee pee mekeÀlee~ otmejer lejHeÀ DeukeÀesnue keÀer uele leLee
Yeespeve keÀer oMee peerJeve keÀeue keÀes ÒeYeeefJele keÀj jner nw~
mekeÀejelcekeÀ leLee vekeÀejelcekeÀ keÀes meeLe uesles ng³es
³en efJeJeskeÀhetCe& nesiee keÀer ûeeceerCe iejerye keÀes meecetenf keÀ yeercee
GheueyOe keÀjJee³ee pee³es peyeefkeÀ J³eefkeÌleiele hee@euf eefme³eeW
keÀes Deee|LekeÀ mece=e×
f kesÀ Deejef#ele jKee pee³es~
keÀesìe efve³eleve keÀjves keÀe mebkeÀuhe Deheves meeLe ÒeeoseMf ekeÀ
efJemle=lee leLee Òeeke=ÀeflekeÀ efJeheoe ûeeceerCe DeLe&J³eJemLee oj keÀes
Meeefceue vener keÀjlee~ DeefYeveJe IeìveeDeeW ceW Meeefceue nw~ ûeeceerCe
DeLe&J³eJemLee ceW keÀef"ve hee@euf eefme³eeW keÀes efve³ee&le keÀjvee~
cenejeä^ keÀes O³eeve ceW jKeles ng³es Oeveer ®eerveer keÀer heÆer
keÀeHeÀer yeæ[s yeercee J³eJemee³e keÀes meceLe&ve keÀj mekeÀleer nw

uesekf eÀve Jen pees Devve HeÀmeueW DeeEmeef®ele #es$e ceW SkeÀ efvecve
peerJeve mlej Òeoeve keÀjleer nw~ Fmeer ÒekeÀej keÀvee&ìkeÀ Deheveer
metKeeûemle efpeueeW mes meb®eeefuele neslee nw peyeefkeÀ veieoer HeÀmeueW
Oeveer J³eJemee³eeW keÀeHeÀer leLee efpevmeeW keÀes meceLe&ve osleer nw~
peye J³eJeneefjkeÀ vener nesiee efkeÀ #es$eevegmeej keÀesìe efveOee&ejf le
efkeÀ³ee pee³es~
efHeÀj Yeer ³en mel³e nw efkeÀ Òeeke=ÀeflekeÀ efJeheoe³eW ûeeceerCe
DeLe&J³eJemLee hej yeæ[e ÒeYeeJe [eueleer nw leLee GmekeÀes meleke&Àlee
mes mecePeves keÀer peªjle nw~ yeeæ{DeLeJee DekeÀeue keÀe yegje
ÒeYeeJe HeÀmeue leLee peeveJejeW hej neslee nw~ SkeÀ Ieìvee hetjs
Je<e& keÀer Dee³e hej heeveer HesÀj mekeÀleer nw - veeefj³eue keÀer
HeÀmeue kesÀjue ceW~ ûeeceerCe J³eJemee³e pees ve³eer kebÀheefve³eeW mes
hetíe pee jne nw p³eeoe vener nw~ uesekf eÀve FmekeÀes heefjJee|lele
keÀjves keÀer peªjle nw~ ueieeleej yeoueles ng³es, ³eefo efkeÀmeer
efJeefMeä #es$e ceW Òeieefle yeleeveer nes leye~ Fve ceeceueeW ceW SkeÀ
mheälee keÀer peªjle nw Dev³eLee J³eJemee³e keÀer iegCeJeÊee ner
MekeÀ kesÀ Iesjs ceW Dee pee³esieer~
SkeÀ peªjle ³en Yeer nw efkeÀ YeÏce lees[æ e pee³es Deewj Jen
nw DeeOegevf ekeÀ lekeÀveerkeÀ keÀe Òe³eesie keÀj~ efJeosMeer meePesoejeW
ves ve kesÀJeue ve³eer lekeÀveerkeÀ oer nw Jejved lekeÀveerkeÀ kesÀ Òeefle
ve³eer DeefYeJe=eÊf e Yeer Jen DeeOegevf ekeÀlece ne[&Jes³ej Je mee@HeÌìjs³ej
Òe³eesie keÀjves kesÀ efue³es p³eeoe Kegues nw Deewj Jen FmekesÀ efue³es
ueeiele keÀer ieCevee vener keÀjles~ ³en ÒeyebOe kesÀ {bie keÀes Yeer
ÒeYeeefJele keÀjlee nw pees Yeejleer³e hebjhejeDeeW mes pecelee vener
nw~ Deewj Jen yeoue jne nw~ JemleghejkeÀ iewj J³eefkeÌleiele
ÒeyebOe lejerkesÀ ceW~ efpemekeÀe DeeOeej kesÀJeue iegCeJeÊee ceW efoKelee
nw~ FmekesÀ De®ís leLee yegjs leL³e ÒeyebOe mesecf eveej ceW yeele
keÀjves keÀer nw Deewj GvnW Fme mebyebOe ceW peeveves keÀer peªjle
vener nw~ keÌ³ee DeeOegevf ekeÀ lekeÀveerkeÀ ueesieeW keÀes yesnlej mesJee
osves ceW me#ece ngF& nw? ³en ÒeÍe>> nw keÌ³eeWekf eÀ ³ener ceunes$ee
meefceefle keÀe ceevevee Yeer Lee~
FmekeÀe GÊej Fceeveoejer mes osves kesÀ efue³es nceW mheä
nesvee ®eeefn³es efkeÀ De®íer mesJee mes nceeje keÌ³ee DeefYeÒee³e nw~
³en Sme mebkesÀle nw mejue J³eJenej DeLeJee De®íe Je
ÒeYeeJeMeeueer uesve-osve ûeenkeÀ kesÀ meeLe keÀjves kesÀ efue³es, ³en
ceeveJe DeefYeJe=eÊf e keÀe³e& keÀjves mes mebyebOe jKelee nw leLee lekeÀveerkeÀ
mes vener~ ³en keÀe³e& %eeve leLee lekeÀveerkeÀ kesÀ Òe³eesie kesÀ efue³es
meeceLe& mes Yeer mebyebeOf ele nw~ ³en hetJe& ceW Yeer lekeÀveerkeÀ kesÀ
DeefleefjkeÌle Yeer GheueyOe jne nesiee Deewj Deepe Yeer ³en

lekeÀveerkeÀ kesÀ efyevee Yeer GheueyOe nes mekeÀlee nw~ pees hetjer
lejn Fme yeele hej efveYe&j keÀjlee nw efkeÀ ûeenkeÀ kesÀ meeLe
efkeÀme ÒekeÀej keÀe J³eJenej efkeÀ³ee pee jne nw~ efkeÀmeer no
lekeÀ DeefYeuesKe leLee ³eebe$f ekeÀ ceO³eJeleea ûeenkeÀ kesÀ efue³es
De®íer mesJee kesÀ efue³es ÒeefleHeÀue Òeoeve keÀjsiee~
FmekesÀ efue³es Deemeeveer mes oes ¢efäkeÀesCe nes mekeÀles nQ~
³eefo ³en ÒeÍe>> Dee@ve-ueeFve mes mebyebOe mLeeefhele keÀjves mes nes,
osMe kesÀ otjmLe mLeeve mes lees ³en hetCe& ªhe mes {eb®eeiele
megeJf eOee³eW GheueyOe keÀjJeeves hej efveYe&j keÀjsiee~
GoenjCe kesÀ efue³es ceeve ueW nceeje meeceLe& Dee@ve ueeFve
jeefMe mLeeveebveleefjle keÀjves DeLeJee Fbìjvesì Üeje Òeerecf e³ece Deoe
keÀjves DeLeJee JesyemeeFì hej Glheeo keÀer efJeMes<eleeDeeW kesÀ yeejs ceW
ye´eGeEpeie keÀjves kesÀ efue³es~ FmekesÀ efue³es efveef½ele mecetn keÌ³ee nesiee
Deewj ³en efkeÀlevee yeæ[e nesiee? efyevee efkeÀmeer MekeÀ kesÀ Deepe mes
50 Je<e& kesÀ yeeo Yeejle kesÀ meYeer ieeBJeeW ceW Ssmee keÀjvee mebYeJe nesiee
keÌ³eeWekf eÀ Fme yeejs ceW ÒeejbYe nes ®egkeÀe nw~
SueDeeF&meer ves SkeÀ lekeÀveerkeÀ mesJee mkebÀo Dev³e osMeeW
keÀes meueen osves kesÀ efue³es ÒeejbYe keÀj oer nw keÌ³eeWekf eÀ FmekesÀ
efue³es ÒeeflemheOee&lcekeÀ ceeBie Leer pees yeercee J³eJemee³e ceW yeve
ie³eer nw~ uesekf eÀve Devegheeueve ÒeefMe#eCe efkeÀmeer Yeer lekeÀveerkeÀer
DeeOeeefjle heefj³eespevee ceW ueeiele kesÀ DeeOeej hej cenlJe
jKelee nw~ lekeÀveerkeÀ keÀer hetpee Deheves efue³es ner vener nesveer
®eeefn³es hej Gme yeele kesÀ efue³es nesveer ®eeefn³es efkeÀ keÌ³ee De®íe
keÀj mekeÀleer nw p³eeoe mes p³eeoe mebYeJe ueesieeW kesÀ efue³es~
³en Yeejle Go³e nw leLee Òeieefle keÀer jen hej Deeies ®eue
jne nw~ Òeieefle keÀes Òe®eb[ keÀjves kesÀ efue³es ÒeJeeneW hej meleke&Àlee
yejleveer nesieer pewmes SkeÀ ye®®ee efce"eF& keÀe Yeeie ®eenlee nw Jen
henues kesÀ hee" mes kegÀí meyekeÀ vener ueslee efkeÀmeer Yeer ve³eer
heefj³eespevee ceW meleke&Àlee peªjer nw Deewj efJeMes<e ªhe mes peye
³en meeJe&peefvekeÀ jeefMe nes efpemekeÀes nce Ke®e& keÀj jns nes
meejebMe ceW keÀeHeÀer kegÀí Òeehle efkeÀ³ee ie³ee nw DeuheeJeefOe ceW~
nceW Oev³eJeeo osvee nesiee meYeer mebyebeOf eleeW keÀes~ osMe leLee osMe
kesÀ yeenj uesekf eÀve keÀefJe keÀnles nQ - meesves mes henues ceerueeW
®euevee nw Deye efJe®eej yeoue ie³es nQ, SkeÀ DeeJeM³ekeÀlee nw
me®®eer Keespe keÀer De®ís meceeOeeve kesÀ efue³es~
uesKekeÀ, mesJeeefveJe=Êe cegK³e ([eìe kebÀì^eus e leLee h³etjereHf eÀkesÀMeve),
Yeejleer³e peerJeve yeercee efveiece ~
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ûeenkeÀeW keÀer DeefYeJe=efleë kebÀheefve³eeW kesÀ mece#e ®egveewefle³eeB
Deej ke= À <Cecet e | l e

DecesefjkeÀe kesÀ j#ee meef®eJe [esveeu[ jcemHewÀ[ ves
neefve vepeefj³es kesÀ mebyebOe ceW J³eeK³ee keÀjles ng³es neue
ner ceW SkeÀ ®eeefjef$ekeÀ ye³eeve efo³eeë kegÀí peeveer ngF&
peevekeÀejer nw~ ³en Jees ®eerpeW nQ pees nce peeveles nw efkeÀ
nce peeveles nQ~ nce ³en Yeer peeveles nQ efkeÀ kegÀí peevekeÀejer
nw pees nce vener peeveles nw~ GmekesÀ efue³es keÀnvee nesiee
kegÀí ®eerpeW nQ pees nce vener peeveles Deewj vener keÀnles pees nce vener peeveles nce vener peeveles~

yeercee¬eÀ³e keÀjves kesÀ efue³es cetueYetle GlÒesjkeÀ keÀejkeÀ
peerJeve yeercee kesÀ meboYe& ceW YeeJeer ¬eÀ³ekeÀlee& leerve
keÀejCeeW mes hee@efuemeer Kejerolee nw~ leerve cegK³e keÀejkeÀ
nQ efveJesMe efkeÀ³es ie³es Oeve keÀer megj#ee, SkeÀ ³ee DeefOekeÀ
keÀejCeeW mes ye®ele, leLee GheueyOe keÀj ueeYe~ ûeenkeÀ
Oeerjs-Oeerjs keÀj ueeYe kesÀ Thej keÀce DeeefÞele nes jns nQ
leLee peªjle yelee jns nQ megj#ee keÀejkeÀeW leLee Debeflece
Òe³eesie efJe<e³e Jemleg keÀer~

yeercee Kejerooejer ceW DeefOekeÀebMe ûeenkeÀ yeercee
mecePeewles kesÀ Òeefle Deheveer peevekeÀejer GhejeskeÌle ÒekeÀej
mes ÒekeÀì keÀjles nQ~ ûeenkeÀ meeOeejCeleë ³en peeveles nQ
efkeÀ hee@efuemeer DeeJejCe keÌ³ee nw? Jen ³en Yeer peeveles nQ
efkeÀ yeercee mecePeewles ceW kegÀí mheä cegêCe neslee nw pees
Jen vener peeveles nQ DeLeJee peeveves keÀer keÀesefMeMe vener
keÀjles nQ - ¬eÀ³e keÀjles mece³e~ peye efkeÀmeer oeJes kesÀ
Yegieleeve keÀer efmLeefle nesleer nw lees Jen efkeÀmeer efve<keÀ<e&
hej hengB®e peeles nQ~ ³eneB kegÀí efyevee peeves ceeceues Yeer nw
efpevekesÀ yeejs ceW Jen ÒeLece ¢efä mes hee@efuemeer Kejeroles
mece³e DeveefYe%e nesles nQ~

yeercee kebÀheefve³eeW keÀes ³en ®egveewleer nw efkeÀ Jen GlÒesjkeÀ
keÀejkeÀeW keÀer lejHeÀ legjvle O³eeve oW leLee ³eLee&ledhejkeÀ
meceeOeeve kesÀ meeLe meeceves Dee³es~ GoenjCeleë GheYeeskeÌlee
keÀe GÎsM³e hee@efuemeer uesves kesÀ heerís efpememes OevejeefMe
keÀer ye®ele keÀer pee mekesÀ Deheves ye®®eeW keÀer G®®e efMe#ee
kesÀ efue³es pees ve³es yeercee mecePeewleeW kesÀ efJe¬eÀ³e kesÀ efue³es
keÀF& Dev³e osMeeW ceW cenlJehetCe& keÀejkeÀ nw, efJeMes<e ªhe
SefMe³ee ces~ SkeÀ YeeJeer keÀe³e&keÀlee& ÒeeLeefcekeÀ ªhe mes
³en Dehes#ee keÀjlee nw efkeÀ ye®ele SkeÀ efyevee oo& keÀer
Òeef¬eÀ³ee nesieer leLee ye®ee³eer ie³eer hetpb eer hetjer lejn megjef#ele
nesieer~ ®egveewleer kesÀJeue megueYe Yegieleeve efJekeÀuhe GheueyOe
keÀjJeevee ner vener nw uesefkeÀve SkeÀ Ssmeer Òeef¬eÀ³ee Yeer
lew³eej keÀjvee nw pees megj#ee kesÀ kegÀí lejerkesÀ Deewj
ûeenkeÀ keÀes jenle Deewj Gme hej oyeeJe [euee pee³es efkeÀ
Jen Yegieleeve J³eJemLee keÀes Ssmes keÀejCe pees efoKeeF& ve
osles nes mes jenle efoueJee mekesÀ~

GheYeeskeÌlee Dehes#ee ceW heefjJele&veë
efheíues leerve Je<eeX ceW ûeenkeÀ kesÀ %eeve mlej leLee
Dehes#eeDeeW ceW yeæ[e heefjJele&ve Dee³ee nw~ HeÀesì& Üeje
efkeÀ³es ie³es DeO³e³eve kesÀ Devegmeej pees meb³egkeÌle Òe³eeme
Lee SHeÀDeeF&meermeerDeeF& leLee DeeF&Svepeer JesM³ee yeercee
kebÀheveer kesÀ ceO³e pees GheYeeskeÌlee keÀer GoejerkeÀjCe kesÀ
hetJe& leLee yeeo ceW ÒeJe=efle kesÀ mebyebOe ceW Lee ves GheYeeskeÌlee
keÀer DekeÀeb#eeDeeW ceW yeæ[s heefjJele&ve Dee³es nw~ Ssmee ueielee
nw efkeÀ ³eesi³e SkeÀªhe yeercee GheYeeskeÌlee SkeÀoce mes
heefjJee|lele nes ie³ee nw~ ³eneB lekeÀ keÀer Deee|LekeÀ #es$eeW ceW
Yeer yeæ[s heefjJele&ve GheYeeskeÌlee DeekeÀeb#eeDeeW ceW (efheíues
5 Je<eeX ceW Yeejle ceW Jeenve KejerooejeW keÀer ceveesJe=efÊe ceW
cenlJehetCe& heefjJele&ve ng³es nw) yeercee GÐeesie ves FmekeÀe
mee#³e efo³ee nw efkeÀ kegÀí DehetJe& he#e pewmes efJeefve³eecekeÀ
- efpevekeÀes yeercee ¬eÀ³e keÀjves JeeueeW keÀes Òeeslmeeefnle
keÀjves kesÀ efue³es yevee³ee ie³ee leLee kegÀMeuelee ceW yeæ[s
hewceeves hej yeoueeJe Gve ceO³eJee|le³eeW keÀer #ecelee pees
efJelejCe kesÀ keÀe³e& ceW ueieer nw~
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GheYeeskeÌlee Üeje efveJesMe keÀer ie³eer OevejeefMe keÀer
megj#ee kesÀ ¢efäkeÀesCe kesÀ keÀejkeÀ kesÀ mebyebOe ceW oes cenlJehetCe&
yeeles nQ henueer ³en efkeÀ efkeÀme ÒekeÀej yeercee mecePeewles
kesÀ efJeefYevve efJeMes<elee³eW ¬eÀ³ekeÀlee& kesÀ meeceves Òemlegle
keÀer nw (®eens Jees ³egevf eì eEuekeÀ hee@euf emeer nes DeLeJee Sb[esceWì
hee@efuemeer nes) otmeje ³en efkeÀ kewÀmes ÒeYeeJeMeeueer {bie mes
ve³es ³egie keÀer kebÀheefve³eeW keÀes mebyeesefOele efkeÀ³ee pee³es
efye¬eÀer kesÀ mece³e ve³eer kebÀheefve³eeb kesÀ Òeefle ¬eÀ³ekeÀlee&
keÀe ªPeeve osKee ie³ee nw~ (efJeMes<eleë ceneveiejeW kesÀ
yeenj leLee íesìs veiejeW ceW efpemekeÀe keÀejCe efJe%eeheve
peeue nw pees yeer leLee meer Jeie& ceW p³eeoe nw) yeerceekebÀheveer
leLee efJeefve³eecekeÀ oesveeW keÀes Fme DeefYeJe=efle ®egveewleer keÀes
DeefOekeÀ ÒeYeeJeMeeueer {bie mes uesvee ®eeefn³es~

GheYeeskeÌlee keÀe DeefYekeÀlee&DeeW mes leLee Dev³e
ceO³emLeeW mes DevegYeJe GoejerkeÀjCe hetJe& kesÀ efoveeW mes
DeefYekeÀlee&DeeW kesÀ ¢efäkeÀesCe ceW yeæ[e heefjJele&ve Dee³ee
nw~ hetJe& ceW DeefYekeÀlee& Deveewhe®eeefjkeÀ mebyebOe YeeJeer
Kejerooej mes yeveeles Les leLee DeefOekeÀebMe mebyebOe efce$eeW,
heefjJeej meom³eeW kesÀ meboYe& ceW efue³es peeles Les~ ve³es ³egie
keÀer kebÀheefve³eeB hesMesJej hej peesj osleer nw leLee meeceev³eleë
Dee¬eÀcekeÀ ¢efäkeÀesCe Deheves efJe¬eÀ³e mìeHeÀ kesÀ mebyebOe ceW
jKeleer nw~
GheYeeskeÌlee keÀer Dehes#eeDeeW leLee Fme mebyebOe ceW oes
keÀejkeÀeW keÀer Oegjer hej Ietceleer nw henuee efkeÀ keÌ³ee ûeenkeÀ
SpeWì mes me®®eeF& hetJe&keÀ meueen uesles nQ DeLeJee Jen
SkeÀ Ssmes Glheeo keÀes Deeies yeæ{e jns nQ pees GvnW
DeefOekeÀlece keÀceerMeve oj Òeoeve keÀjsiee~ kegÀue efceueekeÀj
Deepe ûeenkeÀ yeercee SpeWì mes Dehes#ee keÀjles nQ leLee
Dev³e ceO³eJee|le³eeW mes pewmes yeQkeÀeSM³eesjWme efye¬eÀer mìeHeÀ
Fl³eeefo mes efkeÀ Jen GheueyOe GlheeoeW keÀe legueveelcekeÀ
DeO³e³eve os leLee SpeWì ³en kewÀmes keÀn mekeÀlee nw efkeÀ
GmekesÀ Üeje megPee³ee ie³ee Glheeo otmejeW mes Þesÿ nw~
yeercee DeeJeM³ekeÀleeDeeW keÀer DeeJeM³ekeÀleevegmeej
efJeMeues<eCe efkeÀlevee ngDee efkeÀ ve³es ³egie keÀe efJe¬eÀ³e
mìeHeÀ ÒeefMeef#ele nw Gmes ÒemleeefJele keÀjves kesÀ efue³es
Jen YeeJeer yeercee ¬eÀ³ekeÀlee& kesÀ efue³es mebye× leLee Ghe³eesieer
nesiee~ FmekeÀe GÊej ceneveiejeW leLee íesìs MenjeW ceW
efceuelee nw~ meeOeejCe Òe®eej keÀes Oev³eJeeo osvee ®eeefn³es
ve³eer yeercee kebÀheefve³eeW keÀes efpemeceW yeercee keÀe mebjef#ele
keÀejkeÀ nw~ yeæ[s MenjeW ceW ûeenkeÀ G®®e mlej kesÀ yeercee
DeeJejCe keÀer DeeJeM³ekeÀlee Deheveer Dee³e kesÀ meboYe& ceW
keÀjves ueies nQ Deheves keÀe³e&Meerue peerJeve mes peesæ[les
ng³es~ efHeÀj Yeer ceneveiejeW kesÀ yeenj ûeenkeÀ ye®elemebyebefOele hee@efueefme³eeW kesÀ efue³es mheä ¢efä jKeles nw
leLee GmekeÀer peªjle cenmetme keÀjles nQ~ yeepeej keÀes
³en Deefve®íe Yeer nw efkeÀ J³eefkeÌle kesÀ me®®es J³eefkeÌleiele
efJeÊeer³e Òeefleÿe keÀes ÒekeÀì keÀjJee³ee pee³es pees yeercee
efJe¬eÀ³ekeÀlee& keÀer mebye× yeercee peªjle nw~
ûeenkeÀ keÀe otmeje ¢efäkeÀesCe ve³es ³egie keÀer yeercee
kebÀheefve³eeW keÀe efJe¬eÀ³e kesÀ he½eele efvejblej meleled efJe¬eÀ³e
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kesÀ yeeo mesJee nw~ YeeJeer yeercee Kejerooej FmekesÀ efue³es
Deeéemle vener nw efkeÀ Jen Gmeer DeefYekeÀlee& mes mebyebOe
jKeWies efpemeves GvnW hee@efuemeer SkeÀ DeJeefOe kesÀ efue³es
yes®eer nw~ Jen meeOeejCeleë DeefOekeÀ efveYe&j Fme yeele
hej nw efkeÀ kebÀheveer Üeje kewÀmes Je®eve mesJee kesÀ meboYe& ceW
Yejs ie³es nQ~
³en yeercee kebÀheefve³eeW kesÀ efue³es cenlJehetCe& mebosMe nw
keÌ³eeWefkeÀ yeercee ûeenkeÀ yeæ[er cee$ee ceW Ssmes ÒeyebOe keÀj jns
nQ efkeÀ GvekesÀ Òeerefce³ece meerOes FueskeÌì^e@efvekeÀ he×efle mes
DeLeJee mJe®eefuele he×efle mes GvekesÀ yeQkeÀ mes mLeeveebleefjle
nes pee³es efpemekesÀ efye¬eÀer kesÀ yeeo keÀer mesJee pees SpeWì mes
Dehesef#ele nw mes ye®ee pee mekesÀ~ ûeenkeÀ kebÀheveer mes meerOes
mesJee hej DeefOekeÀ efveYe&j nesvee ®eenlee nw~ GoenjCeleë
ûeenkeÀ ®eenles nQ efkeÀ SpeWì GvekesÀ efue³es hee@efuemeer hej
$e+Ce keÀer J³eJemLee keÀjs DeLeJee veeceebkeÀve yeoues Deeefo
yengle keÀce nesles nQ Fmeefue³es kebÀheefve³eeW keÀes FmekesÀ efue³es
lew³eej nesvee heæ[is ee efkeÀ Jes mJeb³e ceevekeÀ keÀer mesJee GheueyOe
Òel³e#e ªhe mes keÀjJee³es~
Òeerefce³ece Kejerooejer
cetu³e DeLeJee Òeerefce³ece oj pees hee@efuemeer hej nesleer
nw Jen yeercee ¬eÀ³ekeÀlee& kesÀ efue³es efveCe&³e hej Deeves keÀe
cenlJehetCe& keÀejkeÀ neslee nw~ ³en cetu³e mebJesove yeepeej
ceW pees nceeje nw DeefOekeÀ nesiee~ keÀF& peieneW hej ûeenkeÀeW
ves Deheveer DeeJeepe yeguebo keÀer nw efkeÀ ³en meeOeejCe
mebJesovee nw efkeÀ SkeÀ yeercee Glheeo peye DeefOekeÀ peefìue
nes pee³es peye GvnW yengle mes jeF[j kesÀ meeLe yeb[ue
Òeehle neslee nw ³en mebYeJe vener nw efkeÀ Jes cetu³e keÀe
efceueeve keÀj mekesÀ efJeefYevve kebÀheefve³eeW kesÀ ceO³e~
Deye ûeenkeÀ ³en Yeer hetíves ueies nQ efkeÀ ûeenkeÀ
Üeje Fbìjvesì mes Òeehle DeLeJee Dev³e ®ewveue pewmes
yeQkeÀeSM³eesjWme mes Òeehle hee@efuemeer keÀer Òeerefce³ece ojW
otmejer hee@efuemeer kesÀ meceeve keÌ³eeW nes~
kebÀheefve³eeW kesÀ heeme SkeÀ leke&À nw efkeÀ Jes ye®eer ngF&
ueeiele keÀes ûeenkeÀ kesÀ meeLe yeebì mekeWÀ~ ³en mece³e nw
peye efJeefve³eecekeÀ keÀes ûeenkeÀ keÀer Dehes#ee kesÀ Devegmeej
Deueie-Deueie Òeerefce³ece ojW jKeves keÀer hejbheje kesÀ
yeejs ceW mees®evee ®eeefn³es~ GoenjCeleë efJeosMeeW ceW ³en

Deece yeele nw efkeÀ yeQkeÀeW Üeje G®®e y³eepe oj Fbìjvesì
Òe³eesie keÀjves Jeeues ûeenkeÀeW kesÀ efue³es keÀer peeleer nw~
Fmeefue³es ³es mebYeJe nw efkeÀ yeercee ¬eÀ³ekeÀlee&DeeW keÀes
Òeerefce³ece ceW ítì oer pee³es~
pees meleke&À ªhe mes ³en efveCe&³e uesles nQ efkeÀ kebÀheveer
keÀes meerOee mebheke&À efkeÀ³ee pee³es efpememes hee@efuemeer keÀes
¬eÀ³e efkeÀ³ee pee mekesÀ (henues ³en efokeÌkeÀle G"evee keÀer
GvnW efMeef#ele efkeÀ³ee pee³es Glheeo leLee GmekeÀer
efJeMes<eleeDeeW leLee Dev³e henuegDeeW hej) leLee ³en ®egveeJe
efkeÀ³ee pee³es keÀer Gme kebÀheveer mes Òel³e#e ªhe mes mebyeb×
ngDee pee³es Deheveer mesJee DeeJeM³ekeÀleeDeeW kesÀ efue³es~
neJe&[ efyepevesme efjJ³et (pegueeF& 2002) ceW
ÒekeÀeefMele efkeÀ³es ie³es ve³es ³egie kesÀ GheYeeskeÌlee
DeefYeJe=efle³eeW kesÀ mebyebOe ceW oes DeO³e³eve ûeenkeÀ keÀer
mJeeceerYeefkeÌle keÀejkeÀ keÀes Pet"ueeles nw efpeme hej Deye
lekeÀ efJeheCeCe meeefnl³e ceW yeue efo³ee peelee Lee~
uesKekeÀ ves ³en efve<keÀ<e& efvekeÀeuee keÀer uebyes mece³e
mes pegæ[s ûeenkeÀ Gmeer Glheeo kesÀ efue³es p³eeoe osves keÀes
lew³eej vener nesles ve ner ³en ûeenkeÀ mesJee hej keÀce
ueeiele keÀìJeeles nQ~

yengle DeefOekeÀ keÀe³e& Fme #es$e ceW efkeÀ³es peeves keÀer
DeeJeM³ekeÀlee yeercee kebÀheefve³eeW Lee efJeefve³eecekeÀ Üeje nw~

oeJee mesJee kesÀ mece³e G®®e Dehes#eeSBve³es ³egie keÀer yeercee kebÀheefve³eeW keÀe SkeÀ ¢efäkeÀesCe
³en Yeer nw efkeÀ GvnW oeJee osves kesÀ efjkeÀe[& kesÀ efue³es
peevee pee³es~ ûeenkeÀ Fme yeele keÀes ueskeÀj meblegä nw efkeÀ
ye®eves keÀe ueeYe peerJeve yeercee hee@euf emeer ceW os³e nes pee³esiee
lekeÀveerkeÀer ªhe mes me#ece kebÀheefve³eeW Üeje yeercee
DeefYekeÀlee& keÀer peªjle keÀes mecePeles ng³es Jes DeYeer Yeer
efJeéeeme vener keÀjles keÀer oeJes keÀe Yegieleeve efyevee efkeÀmeer
keÀä kesÀ nes pee³esiee ®eens Jen peerJeve yeercee hee@efuemeer nes
DeLeJee meeOeejCe yeercee hee@efuemeer~ ³en DeefOekeÀ mel³e
nesiee jeF[j ueeYe pewmes veepegkeÀ yeerceejer DeLeJee
Demheleeue ueeYe keÀer efmLeefle ceW~

Deheveer hegmlekeÀ keÀeheexjsì ef¬eÀefìkeÀ ceW ceeFkeÀue
ÖeÀeref[ì leLee mìerJe eEce®e[ ves FmekeÀe JeCe&ve efkeÀ³ee nw
efkeÀ ûeenkeÀ keÀer DeeJeM³ekeÀleeDees ceW heefjJele&ve ieefle
leLee yeepeej keÀer ieefleMeeruelee ves DeefOekeÀebMe kebÀheefve³eeW
keÀer ³eesi³elee keÀes Deeies yeæ{e³ee nw peye lekeÀ kebÀheveer
SkeÀ veerefle keÀe efJekeÀeme keÀjleer nw leLee Fme veerefle keÀes
Deeies yeæ{eves kesÀ efue³es efveJesMe keÀjleer nw~ DeJemej neLe
mes efvekeÀue peeles nQ~ Demeefue³es ³en DeeJeM³ekeÀ nw efkeÀ
ve³es ³egie keÀer yeercee kebÀheefve³eeB ieefleMeerue mebmLee yeves pees
hetJee&vegceeve ve ueiee³es peeves Jeeues ûeenkeÀ keÀer ceeBie leLee
DeÒel³eeefMele yeepeej keÀejkeÀeW keÀes legjvle osKe mekeWÀ~
³en J³eehekeÀ ªhe mes Yeejleer³e yeepeej kesÀ efue³es cenlJehetCe&
nw peneB yeercee GheYeeskeÌlee leerJe´lee mes %eeve Òeehle keÀj
jns nQ~

iewj peerJeve yeercee GlheeoeW kesÀ mebyebOe ceW oeJes Yegieleeve
keÀer yeele DeefOekeÀ peefìuelee mes keÀner peeleer nw pewmes
neGme nesu[j hewkesÀpe hee@efuemeer DeLeJee cesef[keÌuesce
hee@efuemeer pees iewj peerJeve yeercee kesÀ Glheeo nQ~

uesKekeÀ mesJeeefveJe=Êe ÒebyeOe efveosMekeÀ leLee cegK³e
keÀe³e&keÀejer DeefOekeÀejer, Sme yeer DeeF& ueeFHeÀ FbM³eesjWme
kebÀheveer~
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Technology & the Indian Insurer
M. Arunachalam

Insurance companies with their voluminous
transactions, are the earliest dominant users
of modern computers and their ancestral
calculating machines the world over.
Insurance is a data-rich industry, with the
ability to generate useful information to
improve business and societal benefits.
Application of information technology (IT)
based business processes has exploded in the
global insurance market as most industries
and businesses no longer feel secure without
it. This has resulted in improved efficiencies,
cost-cutting, reduced time to market and
better understanding of customers needs. The
collaboration of technology and business
practices has produced countless new
efficiencies and identified new revenue
sources. Gone are the days when IT was a
separate entity from other functional
departments; technology has become
increasingly intertwined in the business
processes, people and organisation of insurance
companies.
Globally, insurance companies who are
early adapters of IT have found it an increasing
means to make faster and more cost effective
the processes by they create, maintain and
discharge policies. Increasing automation of
document management, workflow systems,
and Web-based technology have been
increasingly implemented.
On the transaction side, ‘electronic data
interchange’ (EDI) has created the ability to
exchange and access information from policy
records, wherever they are held. In the US,
ACORD has brought insurance-specific
standards for data interchange for life and
general insurance, and HIPAA has laid down
statutory standards for healthcare and health
insurance. For many insurers, organisations
have now changed from hierarchical to task
group-based systems, with individuals being
involved with several tasks at a time, thanks
to the power of IT.
The opening up of insurance in India and
the subsequent entry of private players into
the market have drastically changed the entire
approach to customer service. Before
privatisation, only a small number of agents
offered complete post-sales customer service.
The insurance buyer essentially found it hard
to get any policy support, especially at the time
of claim settlement.
Three years into an open market, there
has been paradigm shift in these roles. Many
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sellers approach a buyer of insurance. The
focus now is on offering a variety of products
supported by rigorous service initiatives across
the life of the product. With privatisation,
customers often gauge insurers in terms of
their products, premium rates and service.

systems are legacies running on multiple
environments, working in ‘silos.’ They have
enormous problems in maintenance and
integration. A good deal of effort is required to
maintain the system incrementally and
integrate them.

This paper discusses the problem faced by
the insurers, Global Best Practices and the
learning therefrom for the Indian insurers.

For instance, a century old New Zealand
insurer has 16 different policy administration
systems to service his 1000+ products taken
over from ten different companies. The cost
of maintaining these systems is much higher
than that involved in any new initiatives. A
company rarely dares to redesign its systems
because of the cost, risk and pain involved.
However, insurers in advanced countries:

Key Issues faced by insurers
Some of the problems faced by insurers
in general are:
Operational Issues
u Profitability – High operating cost and slow
growth
u Overcapacity
u Error rates
u Transaction delay
u Product launches – Selecting a product
with low premium, high return/coverage,
matching higher customer expectations

Indian insurers can
leapfrog to current
technologies as they are
not saddled with legacy
systems and can avoid the
difficulties that were
encountered by advanced
countries.

u Channel management
Environment Issues
u Competition
u Unforeseen issues – SARS, catastrophe,
terrorism etc.
u Strategic issues
u Using data intelligently
u Moving from paper to electronic data
creation and storage
All that are listed above also apply to India
also to a large extent. IT can certainly help
and has helped overcome many of these
hardships.
The IT scenario in global insurance
The IT scenario is not totally problem free
even in developed countries. The insurance

u Derive maximum advantage of IT to ensure
superior customer service notwithstanding
the legacies of the systems. All customerfacing systems now have a higher priority.
u Make enormous efforts to make available
any kind of information that the executives
at different levels need on regular intervals
or on an ad hoc basis, unlike in the earlier
years where insurers concentrated on
transaction processing rather than
management information.
Indian companies do not have such
difficulties; they have neither multiple systems
nor heterogeneous environments as with the
insurers in advanced countries. But a
comparison with them would indicate that
Indian insurers have a long way to traverse in
establishing efficient systems to improve
customer service, reduce paper based
processes and manual intervention, effect
better control and produce better
management information.
Indian insurers can leapfrog to current
technologies as they are not saddled with
legacy systems (except a flat file system) and
can avoid the difficulties that were
encountered by advanced countries. The best
system not only serves their current needs
but also acts as a foundation for flexible
enhancement according to market dynamics.
Are such systems in place?
The technological progress of Indian
companies could be assessed in two ways. One,
by comparing them with other service
industries and in particular with the banking
industry. The other, by examining the
technological changes in terms of global
insurers (with examples of US practices which
would apply to advanced countries also) and
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more relevantly in relation to expectations set
forth within our country.
A comparison with the banking industry
The business requirements of banks and
those of insurers are very different. Both of
them, however, render a variety of financial
services to a massive customer base. Now in
the business environment of bancassurance,
the dividing lines between banks, brokers,
insurers and other types of financial service
providers have become blurred. A comparison
between banks and insurers is logical because
both institutions, among other things, expect
at least basic functions to be conducted online
and have the objective of offering excellent
customer service.
The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has been
instrumental in getting Indian banks to take
to IT in a big way. Most of the banks in India
have made significant progress in technology
upgrade, and have achieved a state of
excellence. The technology initiatives of banks
with emphasis on customer service, ATMs in
convenient locations, online banking, direct
links to corporate customers, inter-branch
transactions for customers, and a variety of
service committments have helped them to
capture market share, increase customer
retention and lay the leadership foundation.
Technology has helped banks in several
areas. Transaction processing has been made
user-friendly and customer-oriented, with
utmost controls built in. Customers are
happier today than a few years ago. Although
a detailed review is outside the scope of this
discussion, a few noteworthy points are:
Customer-related:
u Reduced average transaction time, fast
clearance through MICR and cost
reduction using the online Real Time Gross
Settlement system (RTGS)
u Increased networked operations, SWIFT,
electronic fund transfer
u Customer account generation, timely and
on demand
u Quick processing of loan and interest
calculation with precision
u Tracking of trade finance helping importer
and exporter customers
u Alternative delivery channel for less
remunerative customers
u Joint marketing efforts with petrol bunks,
airlines etc and new services like online

bill payment
u One-stop service centre as a financial
supermarket
u Differentiating customers and segmentbased selling
u Utilising Customer Information Files (CIF)
to reach out to customers and their
associates, viewing all the dealings of a
customer in an integrated manner
u Services on the basis of ‘ability to pay’
concept
MIS-related
u Centralised pool of information available
subject to hierarchy discipline
u Ability to drill down a GL balance for
various industries
u Profitability – customer-wise, marketing
manager-wise etc
u More informed decisions in the area of
credit in terms of concentrations
u Ability to respond to new challenges like

The best customer service
is delivered through single
window processing where
all the processes are
delivered in an integrated
way and not in ‘silos.’
risk management and asset liability
management (ALM)
u Ability to download the required
information by operating units
Incidentally, it could be mentioned that
among other service industries, Railways and
airlines in India have made their operations
customer friendly. Services involving high
public interest like travel booking, bill payment
(telecom etc.) and related services have
become extremely easy and have delighted
the customers beyond expectations.
Malhotra committee’s expectations
The report of the Committee on Reforms
in the Insurance Sector headed by Mr. R. N.
Malhotra as Chairman (popularly referred to
as the Malhotra committee report) was
submitted to the Government of India in early
1993. This report indicates several expectations
that Indian insurers should aim to fulfil. It is

10 years since the report was submitted and
over three years since the IRDA was set up. It
is time to look at the developments in IT that
have occurred since then. Extracts from the
Malhotra committee report have been included
in italics.
The reforms committee dealt with
technology aspects in an exclusive chapter of
the reforms report because of its importance.
Its opening paragraph states: “If used
imaginatively and prudently, information
technology could be a valuable aid for efficient
customer service, effective management and
meaningful regulation.”
It is relevant to examine the technological
changes and operational improvements that
were brought out thereby in terms of
A. Customer service
B. Business intelligence
C. Pricing
D. Controls and fraud detection
E. Regulatory compliance and
F. Societal needs
A) Customer service
“The resultant improvement in customer
service would raise the public image of the
industry and its staff. Besides,
computerization should improve the work
environment and job satisfaction within the
industry. The spread of computer
culture…depends on the number of computer
literates…Computer handling should not
become a closed preserve of a few specialized
officials…achieve desired levels of customer’s
service.”
In the past few years, there has been
perceptible increase in PC usage amongst
employees working in customer service
because of the front office package in LIC
offices, package solutions in the public sector
general insurance offices, and PC based
operation that has been introduced by private
players. This has significantly improved the
efficiency of the functioning of the insurance
offices.
The steps that are needed to complete
insurance functions ideally require a seamless,
automated process. The following are the
instances of such automated processes:
When a change is desired in the policy
conditions, the change itself should be
underwritten, including premium calculation
and printing of endorsement schedule,
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accounting of premium, adjustment of
commission entry and so on. These should be
performed in a single stretch or in phases with
very little human interventions.
Calculation of maturity payments
including adjustment of bonus, excess/short
payments, policy loan, interest for delayed
payments, flow of reminders if advance
discharge receipts are not received in time,
cheque printing or automated credit to banks
and so on.
Every process in insurance invariably acts
with reinsurance. The processes discussed
above should automatically link with
reinsurance transactions. For example, when
a claim is booked, loan repayment accounting
is performed, and when a claim discharge is
received and entered, payment process and
recovery process from reinsurer should be
automatically triggered.
Customer service needs to be proactive in
its approach and should detect certain
scenarios that may not be good for the health
of the company and/or detrimental to the
interest of customers. A few examples based
on the practices in the US/advanced countries
are as below:
When the policyholder requests a
surrender quote, the option of loan (if
applicable) on the policy is an advisable
alternative. If the surrender quote is still
insisted on, an e-mail is triggered to the agent
for discouraging surrender. The system
should allow for this kind of beneficial
interactions.
If a policy has been allowed to lapse and
the policyholder takes another policy in its
place, the system should point out the earlier
lapse of a policy. This is not effective as of now,
unless the applicant himself faithfully
mentions it.
Regulators in the US discourage the
practice of replacing a policy from one insurer
with another, since it is often against the
interest of customers. Replacement of policies
across life insurers should go through a series
of steps supported by appropriate information
systems that have been put in place. The
customer gets complete information about the
impact of his replacement action before he
finally decides to exit, and is usually contacted
by the original agent/company. Such steps
and IT systems required in India since now
multiple insurers are competitively transacting
insurance business.
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A US company rendering insurance
services exclusively for their military personnel
declares that their members can be in the
middle of the ocean on a ship, and can meet
their financial needs in an efficient manner,
with one phone call or by going to the website.
They measure quality from their members’
point of view by indices such as: lost members,
complaints and customer satisfaction surveys.
They spend a great deal of resources on their
customer-facing processes and heavily bank
on the technology that enables those
processes.

quick to respond to the market conditions by
introducing a product ‘SARS Cover’ against
this dreaded disease for a nominal premium.
Business is driven by political and economic
conditions and/or the evolving customer
demands. Hence an insurance system should
be flexible to meet these dynamics. Also,
technology will enable a paradigm shift in
products offering, from standard, uniform
policies to ‘mass customisation’ where
insurance coverage and financial services will
be configured to meet needs of insuring
prospects.

The best customer service is delivered
through single window processing where all
the processes are delivered in an integrated
way and not in ‘silos.’ When a customer walks
in, he need not visit multiple departments to
get what he needs but gets his request
executed from a single window.

Product-related services such as rating,
underwriting, and policy administration,
should not be isolated technology projects.
Instead, these services should be byproducts
of the PLCM process.

Technology is an effective, and probably
the only, way to achieve this. How do the

In non-life insurance rule
based underwriting
systems are in extensive
use with access to a
common repository for
information on motor
vehicle, drivers, and
claims history.
technology/tools that have been used in these
processes have a bearing on customer service?
Some examples stated below would provide
an answer to this question.
1) Product Life Cycle Management
(PLCM)
In a competitive environment, the time
taken to market a product is critical. IT should
be used effectively to allow easy introduction
of new products while maintaining the existing
ones. Insurance companies spend a lot of time
in introducing a new product in the market
due to the complex structure of the product.
This results in delayed marketing loss of
business opportunity or an advantage to the
competitor.
Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome
(SARS) engulfed parts of Asia resulting in
hundreds of casualties. A few insurers were

Both life and general insurers use a large
number of actuarial systems. Among them,
asset share calculations for new products of
life insurance provide assurance that the
product will be financially sound. It simulates
the way in which the assets of a block of policies
should grow, depending on various
assumptions about future interest rates,
mortality, expenses, lapses, etc.
Actuaries can determine whether the
product will be sound, fair, and competitive
over time. Such calculations for products like
universal life, adjustable life, and variable life,
under a variety of scenarios pose challenges.
Actuaries need an IT system to perform asset
share calculations effectively. Groupware
facilitates communication among actuaries,
marketing executives, and others working on
new products though they reside in different
locations.
Are companies able to introduce new
products as and when necessary? Are the
technology systems so tuned to accommodate
new products without undue delay?
2) Illustration
Almost all companies overseas allow
printing of illustration, providing different
options, benefits and rates which the agent
hands over to the prospect. Incidentally, the
illustration system is a customer-oriented tool
for selling insurance, used by agents actively
to project the future benefits of the policy,
which he generates from his own PC or from
a centralised system.
The sales presentation can be
personalised by incorporating the household’s
demographic data, which could also be
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transmitted online from the company’s
database to the agent’s computer. Most
companies are beginning to use this in a small
way but the system has to be developed so as
to meet requirements such as automate the
process wherein once the customer accepts
the illustration, the data is automatically
transferred to the backend system.
3) Proposal Processing
Shifting into gear with the right
technology could result in greater efficiency
and simplified new business processes.
To quote an example of a company in the
US, new business under some select plans
such as term and annuity are sold through
brokers’ offices with web-based system that
handles the entire sales and back office
processing. The broker responds to the
customer/agent with a set of quotes, for a
variety of options in terms of product, term,
coverage etc.
Even before the quote is released, the
validity of agent’s license against the line of
business and appointment with the company
are verified in terms of statutory
requirements. Various quote options are
displayed and can be selected. The selected
option is sent to the mailbox of the agent in
rich text format. When the customer selects
one of the options, complete proposal data is
captured, and the whole data files flow to the
head office (HO) of the insurer for further
process.
The HO staff reviews the proposal, and in
case of any underwriting requirement, the
workflow system allows electronic interface
with the respective third parties such as
laboratories, paramedical services, inspection
and tele-interview agencies and MIB. When
the proposal requirements are complete,
underwriting is performed through the
insurer’s expert system. The whole process is
very user friendly, and is performed with
speed and accuracy. Insurance companies
install the software in broker offices
proactively.
The system is scaleable to accommodate
multiple products and multiple brokers with
minimum code changes. Agents can access
the system for all their sales activities from
anywhere. Some insurers use such a system
even for complex products as variable
annuities. This web application uses a
centralised rule engine for underwriting as
well as rating system, which are common for

the company as a whole, thus avoiding any
redundant systems.
The proposal processing also has an
application tracking facility. This captures every
step of the proposal processing as it proceeds
until the policy issuance stage. For example, if
the underwriter orders an attending
physician’s statement, the physician’s name
and address are included in the record. Many
companies use an Application Tracking
System (ATS) to facilitate inquiries.
In most cases, it is the agents who enter
data into their systems and transmit data at
end-of-day to an intermediate system in
operating offices, which validate the data
before it is submitted to an underwriting
system.
In India, the alternative distribution
channels such as bancassurance and brokers
are being stabilised. Selling through the
Internet has just started with at least one

Product-related services
such as rating,
underwriting and policy
administration should not
be isolated technology
projects.

insurer initiating the process. Such systems
as above will therefore be of value when
placed with partners such as banks and broker
offices.
4) Underwriting
The underwriting process of Indian
insurers is considerably manual although a
set of validation rules is in place. Every policy
issuance requires meticulous human
intervention, which involves long turnaround
time and tedious process. Complaints of delay
and inconvenience are often heard. There is a
need to conceive a faster policy processing and
issuance system in both life and non-life
insurance.
Most of the major global insurers use expert
systems, built in or purchased from third
parties, to assess risks and suggest possible
decisions automatically. The following
examples will indicate the scope to improve
underwriting capabilities in general.

n In the recent initiative of National Health
Service (NHS) of UK with British Telecom
(BT), a national health database of all its
citizens can be accessed electronically.
n In the US, the Medical Information
Bureau (MIB) stores all medical
information and is available (with certain
limitations) to member companies for
underwriting
n In non-life insurance rule based
underwriting systems are in extensive
use with access to a common repository
for information on motor vehicle, drivers,
and claims history. Credit history is
retrieved and credit-score based rating is
on the rise.
n Fixing loading/rebates based on past
claims experience.
n Reinsurance based on the sum assured
and retention capacity per risk.
When a proposal passes through
automated underwriting, if any health check/
documents are required, a letter is printed
automatically. When the requested
documents are received and recorded, the
system automatically initiates further
processing of the policy issuance. Rule based
underwriting (expert system) results in
automated policy issuance in more than 70
per cent of the cases.
Some proposals may require HO approvals
and they are passed on electronically through
a workflow tool. E-mail can be sent on issuance
of policy to the policyholder/ agent. Technology
plays a major role in the process discussed
above, although high-end facilities like OCR
for proposal data capture are not taken into
consideration for the moment.
Technology integrates new business
processes from the application process through
contract delivery. Insurance products
requiring sophisticated risk assessment can
be issued in much shorter timeframes due to
automated workflow. This eliminates
redundant tasks and processing time lag by
managing and tracking workflow, essentially
recognising that several people may be
working on the same case simultaneously.
All these phenomenally increase the
processing efficiency and make the job easier.
(To be continued)
The author is Advisor, Insurance, HCL
Technologies Ltd. The views expressed here
are his own.
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Report Card:GENERAL
Non-Life Industry ends year with 13 % accretion
G.V. Rao
Performance in March 2004

The four public sector players have
sprung the biggest surprise of the fiscal
by turning out an extraordinary
premium performance in March 2004.
Despite the distractions associated
with the exercise of implementing the
Special Voluntary Retirement Scheme
(SVRS,) the month of March 2004 has
turned out to be the most productive for
them. An increase in their monthly
premium by Rs. 204 crore (17 growth)
out of a total accretion for the industry
of Rs. 278 crore (20 per cent) in March
2004 is clearly a major feat.
New India Assurance that had low
growth rate trends as late as even up to
the end of February 2004 (it was 0.06
per cent) has recorded a growth in
premium in March 2004 of Rs. 105 crore

(25 per cent), followed by National
Insurance with Rs. 70 crore (20 per cent),
Oriental Insurance with Rs. 16 crore
(seven per cent) and United India with
Rs. 13 crore (six per cent). Public sector
companies have clocked a growth of 75
per cent for the month of March 2004.
The two companies that need to be
watched in the next few months are New
India Assurance and National
Insurance for the scorching pace of
growth they have generated in March
2004. Will they maintain the
momentum? Has SVRS been a shot in
the arm for them to rediscover their
capabilities and potential? These are
questions that will be answered in time.
The private sector companies for the
first time appear to have lost a little bit
of their sheen in growth terms.
The growth in their premium was about

Rs. 78 crore (49 per cent growth). Tata
AIG has surprisingly shown a fall in
premium Rs. 10 crore and Reliance
Rs. seven crore. ICICI Lombard, Bajaj
Allianz, IFFCO-Tokio and HDFC
Chubb are the other players that have
done well in the month as they did in
the past.
By any reckoning the performance
of the two sectors in March 2004 has
belied the usual public expectations
that their relative earlier performances
had generated—that the private
players always outstripped the
accretions of the public players on a
regular basis. The public sector
companies have bounced back in March
2004 showing a surprising capacity to
upset the averages. With private sector
companies assuring improved market

Gross Direct Premium (within India) Provisional - Financial Year 2003 - 04
(Rs. in lakhs)

Insurer

Premium 2002-03

Royal Sundaram

2,899.94

25,801.76

Tata-AIG

3,025.70

35,476.39

4,056.19

24,087.42

2.20

1.69

47.28

694.66

16,123.96

1,434.02

18,501.70

1.00

1.30

-12.85

IFFCO-Tokio

4,063.36

32,529.73

2,426.47

21,332.91

2.02

1.50

52.49

ICICI Lombard

5,044.05

50,672.18

2,390.13

21,522.10

3.14

1.51

135.44

Bajaj Allianz

5,003.43

47,630.86

3,016.45

28,928.45

2.96

2.03

64.65

HDFC Chubb

1,617.72

11,166.78

341.49

943.98

0.69

0.07

1082.95

Cholamandalam

1,364.87

9,668.31

668.16

1,477.79

0.60

0.10

554.24

52,806.00

4,02,832.00

42,287.00

3,92,124.00

24.99

27.50

2.73

1,579.54

2003-04

Growth%
Year on
Year

2003-04

New India

March 04

Market share Market share
2003-04
2002-03

March 04

Reliance General

18,177.28

1.60

1.27

41.95

National

37,091.00

3,41,700.00

30,172.00

2,86,358.00

21.20

20.08

19.33

United India

26,668.00

3,06,817.00

25,262.00

2,96,807.00

19.04

20.81

3.37

Oriental

24,786.48

2,86,907.75

23,251.24

2,78,289.43

17.80

19.52

3.10

5,170.70

44,512.90

5,500.91

37,465.11

2.76

2.63

18.81

23,713.72

2,29,069.97

15,912.44

1,34,971.63

14.21

9.46

69.72

ECGC
PRIVATE TOTAL
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Premium 2003-04

PUBLIC TOTAL

1,46,522.18 13,82,769.65

1,26,473.15 12,91,043.54

85.79

90.54

7.10

GRAND TOTAL

1,70,235.90 16,11,839.62

1,42,385.59 14,26,015.17

100.00

100.00

13.03
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the
next
fiscal.

AIG Rs. 115 crore and IFFCO-Tokio
Rs. 112 crore.

Is
a
growth rate
of
seven
per
cent
satisfactory
for
the
public sector
against the
industry
Nov
Dec
Jan
Feb March
average of
13 per cent?
Even this
growth rate
of seven per cent has been made possible
due to the performance of National
Insurance that recorded a growth rate
of 20 per cent with an accretion of Rs.
550 crore out of the total accretion of
Rs. 850 crore for all the four public
players. Will National Insurance be able
to sustain the momentum it has so far
generated in the next fiscal? Is it now
the turn of the other three public players
to opt vigorously for the growth strategy?

Comment on the performance in
2003-04:
2003-04 has been an interesting
year for the private players with their
market share rising to15 per cent
against the eight per cent or so in the
previous year. Despite their low capital
base and inadequate infrastructure,
the private players have demonstrated
they are a powerful and vigorous
competitive force to reckon with. They
are likely to intensify the competitive
pressures in 2004-05. They are currently
on a roll.

There have been several industry
initiatives external to the performance
of the players; viz. the Universal Health
Insurance scheme announced by the
Government, a spate of bancassurance
tie-ups, corporate agency arrangements,
the boom in the sale of auto sector all
have contributed to the growth in
business. What new initiatives are in
the offing for 2004-05?

On all this will depend which way
the will market move in 2004-05 and
how it will make a difference to the
public.

Premium 2003-04: Private Sector
2,50,000
2,00,000

.,
.c

1,50,000

-"'

.!!!

.5

IP.

1,00,000
50,000

April

May

June

July

Aug

Sept

Oct

discipline, 2004-05 promises to be an
interesting year for the public players.
Though the private players have
slipped up a bit in March 2004, it is too
early to call it a trend.
Performance 2003-04
The industry has recorded a
premium of Rs. 16,120 crore with an
accretion of Rs. 1,860 crore (13 per cent
growth) in the fiscal 2003-04. The share
of the four public sector companies is
Rs. 13,380 crore with an accretion of
Rs. 850 crore (seven per cent growth).
The private companies have contributed
Rs. 2,300 crore with an accretion of
Rs. 940 crore (70 per cent growth).
ECGC’s contribution has been Rs. 445
crore with an accretion of Rs. 70 crore
(19 per cent).
Out of the increase of about Rs. 850
crore shown by the public players,
National Insurance alone has
contributed Rs. 550 crore, New India
Rs. 107 crore, United India Rs. 100 crore
and Oriental Rs. 86 crore. New India
has, in one month in March 2004,
recorded an increase of Rs. 105 crore,
almost their entire annual accretion,
except for Rs. two crore.
The growth trend of the public sector
companies continues to be uneven. And
in the absence of information on which
portfolios have contributed to the
increases, it is difficult to highlight their
specific business strategies and forecast
the future trends of business
development in the Indian market for

Despite
their
impressive
performance in March 2004, the public
players need to do a lot more to get
out of the defensive mode that seem to
have enveloped them till now. For
this, they have to recast their
organisational structure, revamp their
HRD practices, and deliberately become
market and customer savvy.

The author is retired CMD, The Oriental
The private companies’ performance
Insurance Company.
has been remarkable. ICICI Lombard
h
a
s
maintained
Premium 2003-04: Public Sector
its
top
16,00,000
position
14,00,000
throughout
12,00,000
the
year
with
an .c., 10,00,000
-"'
accretion of .!!! 8,00,000
.5
Rs.
293 IP. 6,00,000
crore. Bajaj
4,00,000
Allianz has
2,00,000
recorded an
0
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accretion of
Rs.
188
crore, Tata
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SBI, LIC GET TOGETHER FOR INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING
In a recent meeting held between
State Bank of India (SBI) and Life
Insurance Corporation (LIC), the latter
has agreed to provide cheap finance to
infrastructure projects during their
construction period, it is reported.
To start with, LIC will pick up power
projects where the SBI and other public
sector banks have extended finance,
banking sources are reported saying.

earlier, what hindered matters was getting
finance at below market rates.

be provided by the LIC when the banks
move out.

But LIC, which has offered cheaper
finance, has also asked comfort in
the form of a guarantee from
banks which, in turn, are averse to
taking long-term exposure to
infrastructure projects without any
viable exit route.

Sources said that once an
infrastructure
project
starts,
the return on investment will be very
lucrative.

Upon the completion of the project,
banks will exit so as to avoid asset-liability
mismatches in their books and the life
insurance major will replace them by
taking the full exposure on itself.

This guarantee will help the
LIC to cut down the risk exposure on
projects. Sources said this is to
compensate for the cheaper finance that
the LIC will be providing for the initial
five-year period till the project is
commissioned.

Although this scheme — called
takeout financing — has been discussed

However, once the project starts,
the full risk exposure and capital will

INDIA TO BE 2ND HOTTEST
FDI SPOT: UN SURVEY
India is set to be world’s second hottest
destination for foreign direct investment
after China in the next four years, according
to a UN-sponsored survey.
According to news reports the survey
points to the US having fallen to the third
spot, while Thailand ranks fourth, followed
by Poland and the Czech Republic (with
equal points), Mexico and Malaysia (equal
points) and the United Kingdom, Singapore
and South Korea (ranked equal).
These results are based on a joint survey
conducted by the UNCTAD in Geneva and
by Corporate Location Magazine in London.
More than four out of five international
location experts from around the world
believe that FDI inflows are about to take
off again, following three years of continuous
decline in global FDI.
The survey, which polled 87 investment
analysts worldwide, gave no figures for
investment flows, but said volumes were
seen improving after three poor years
between 2001 and 2003.
For India and China, major FDIs are
expected in the manufacturing sector.
Prospects for motor vehicles and other
transport equipment, machinery and
equipment, chemicals and, to a lesser extent,
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electrical and electronic products, publishing
and media service are brighter.
In the services sector, banking and
insurance, business services, tourism,
transport, computer-related services, retail
and wholesale trade will take the lead in
attracting FDI in the years to come, experts
said in response to the survey questions.
Asia-Pacific garners the most optimism
of all regions in terms of its future FDI
prospects.
The survey findings predict that the most
likely options for business expansion
overseas are evenly divided between
mergers and acquisitions (41 per cent) and
greenfield investments (37 per cent). Other
modes of international business expansion
such as licensing and strategic alliances were
mentioned by only 22 per cent of the
respondents.
Despite the fact that the outsourcing of
white collar jobs has become a major issue in
many countries and dominates international
business headlines, the respondents still see
the bulk of relocation occurring in lower
value-added corporate functions.
Processing activities, logistics and supply
functions are the most frequently mentioned
corporate functions likely to relocate abroad.

Infrastructure financing has been a
significant foray for both SBI and LIC as
the Government, in its mini-Budget, had
asked both banks and financial
institutions to participate in project
financing in a big way for using
the abundant liquidity in the financial
system.
It has also proposed setting up
of a Rs 50,000 crore core fund to finance
infrastructure projects.

MULTIMEDIA AD
CAMPAIGN FOR NEW
PENSION SCHEME
LIKELY
The Government, it is reported,
has decided to launch a multimedia
campaign to create an awareness
about the new pension scheme.
It is in talks with the Confederation
of Indian Industry (CII) and
various other non-governmental
organisations for the campaign which
will be launched in the year-end, it is
reported.
The amount to be spent on the
campaign is yet to be decided. It is
likely to be finalised at the time of
regular Budget for financial year
2004-05.
The Government, it is reported,
has decided to put in about Rs. 70
crore as its contribution for the new
scheme in the first year. At present,
it will be operational only for the new
Central Government employees.

NEWS BRIEFS

LIC board adopts Deloitte report
Newspaper reports say that an
equity offering by the Life Insurance
Corporation of India (LIC) is in the
offing.
Reports also say that in a move
that would spark off a massive recast
of the Indian insurance giant, including
corporatisation and a large dose of
recapitalisation by the Government in
the run-up to a subsequent public
offering, the LIC board of directors has
adopted the restructuring report
prepared by its consultants, Deloitte
Touche Tomahatsu India.
The
LIC
Chairman,
Mr S.B. Mathur, has been quoted
confirming that the corporation has
adopted the restructuring report of the
consultants virtually in toto.
Mr. Mathur confirmed that among
its major proposals was the
corporatisation of the entity with an

eye towards accessing the capital
market to meet its future requirements.

order to create a level playing field
with other private sector players.

“The Government might not be
willing to continuously recapitalise LIC.
The additional capital may have to come
from other shareholders.”

Should the Government work
towards this, the corporation would
have to ensure that is has the paid-up
capital and meets the solvency
margins to back its operations that
captures over 90 per cent of the Indian
life insurance market.

After corporatisation and before the
IPO, LIC might have to seek
recapitalisation from the Government
to make the pricing of its shares
attractive for public participation,
reports say.
The recapitalisation would be
required to dilute the earnings per
share, since the paid-up capital of Rs.
five crore that the corporation operates
with currently would result in abnormal
pricing of its shares during a public float.
The other major suggestion in the
consultants’ report is that the sole
public sector insurer in the country
should not have the advantage of the
backing of Government guarantee in

INDIAN INSURERS TAKE ADVANTAGE OF
LOW GLOBAL INSURANCE RATES
Air India has reportedly secured an
insurance cover for its 33 aircraft fleet for
around 20 per cent less than the $11.6
million premium paid last year.
A few months ago, Reliance Industries
had bought its Rs 40,000 crore risk policy
for Rs 142 crore, about 10 per cent less than
last year’s annual premium of Rs 156 crore.
Air India and Reliance are among the
several Indian companies which sought
insurance cover overseas to reap the
benefits of a softened global insurance
market.
The cost of acquiring covers overseas
has fallen by 15 to 20 per cent. Indian
companies can seek insure overseas if
domestic insurance firms cannot cover
them.
Domestic insurance firms need a
greater ability to cover new businesses. So
they too buy reinsurance overseas — and
are getting lower premiums now. National
Insurance Companyhas also reportedly
finalised its reinsurance programme at a
15 to20 per cent lower rate.

“The international insurance market had
jacked up premiums after September 11.
With no major international losses and excess
capacity in the international market, we are
today operating in a soft market,” National
Insurance Company Chairman and
Managing Director Mr. H. S. Wadhwa has
been quoted saying.
Over 40 per cent of National Insurance’s
portfolio has been reinsured with the
General Insurance Corporation of India
(GIC).
The fall in global insurance premiums
won’t benefit corporates that seek cover in
the Indian market, because 65 to 70 per cent
of Indian insurance business continues to
be under the tariff regime — premiums are
fixed by the Tariff Advisory Committee
(TAC), and do not change in line with global
trends.
So though most domestic insurers have
been able to secure cheaper reinsurance
covers, the benefit will not be passed on to
all corporates.

LIC is already set to meet the
solvency margins by March 31, 2004
by providing for an amount in excess
of Rs. 10,000 crore to back up
operations since its inception.
“In the insurance business, the
paid-up capital requirement is a
dynamic concept,” Mr Mathur is
reported saying, pointing out that
some of the new private players have
already hiked their capital to much
above the mandatory minimum level
despite handling much less business
than LIC.

Visva-Bharati files
Rs. 2.39 crore insurance claim
Visva-Bharati authorities filed an
insurance claim of over Rs 2.39 crore for the
theft in March of Gurudev Rabindranath
Tagore’s Nobel Prize medal and memorabilia,
university Vice-chancellor Mr. Sujit Basu is
quoted saying.
News agency reports quote him saying
to newspersons after an emergency meeting
of the Visva-Bharati Karma Sabha convened
to take stock of the situation following the
theft, “We have filed an insurance claim of
2,39,70,000. The total insurance coverage for
the museum is Rs 3,59,13,402”.

NEW INDIA TO OPEN NEW
ZEALAND BRANCH
New India Assurance, the largest
domestic general insurance company is
opening a new branch in New Zealand
and winding up 20 of its nationwide
branches following the exit of some 1100
officers due to VRS, it is reported.
On the total premium income in 0304, the company will be collecting over Rs
4,000 crore from the domestic market and
Rs 800 crore from the overseas operations.
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SWISS RE REPORTS NET
INCOME OF CHF 1.7 BILLION
Swiss Re’s net income increased to
CHF 1.7 billion in 2003. It also posted
increase in premiums to CHF 30.7
billion. Property and casualty business
was especially strong with premiums
up 25 per cent in original currencies and
a combined ratio of 98.4 per cent.

Return on investments increased to
5.1 per cent, from 4.7 per cent in 2002
which was heavily affected by
impairment charges on equity securities.
Swiss Re continued its strategy of
concentrating capital on its core
reinsurance business and has further
reduced its exposure to equity markets
in 2003.

John Coomber, Swiss Re’s Chief
Executive Officer said in a press release
that “Swiss Re’s 2003 results reflect
good performance from all three
business groups. Property and casualty
lines in particular developed positively
reflecting favourable market conditions.
We expect further improvements across
the Group in 2004.”

Swiss Re’s Property & Casualty
Business Group increased premium
income by 16 per cent to CHF 17.4
billion. In original currencies premiums
grew by 25 per cent, attributable to
higher premium rates and organic
growth. Earnings grew to CHF 1.8 billion
(including capital gains of CHF 0.4
billion), reflecting a six percentage point
improvement in the combined ratio to
98.4 per cent.

Particular progress was made in
non-life
reinsurance
where
underwriting profitability improved
significantly, said the press release.
Overall net premiums increased six per
cent, or 16 per cent at constant foreign

Swiss Re’s Life & Health Business
Group maintained its earnings record
with a return on operating revenues of
8.7 per cent or CHF 1.2 billion. Premium
growth was flat in original currencies (-9
per cent in Swiss Francs) reflecting the

JAP
AN POST SEES
JAPAN
INTERNATIONAL
BUSINESS AS
CORNERSTONE

Chairman of shipping company Mitsui
O.S.K. Lines Ltd., is reported saying.

Japan Post aims to beef up its
international business to survive
intensifying global competition ahead
of its planned privatisation beginning
in 2007, according to Mr. Masaharu
Ikuta, President of the Japan
government-owned entity.

It has been a year since Japan Post
was born as a public corporation after
taking over the governmental Postal
Services Agency’s mail delivery, postal
savings and “kampo” life insurance
services.

Fees from selling government bonds
and providing settlement services stood
at 80.4 billion yen for fiscal 2003, while
it cost four trillion yen to maintain the
nationwide post office network. Even if
Japan Post boosts its lineup of financial
products, the expected revenues would
show an increase of only 300 billion yen
at most, Mr. Ikuta said.

Japan Post is also the country’s
biggest financial entity, with its postal
savings and insurance policies standing
at about 350 trillion yen. As a result, it
has been criticised for hampering the
private insurance and banking sectors.

“It is true that the postal network is
a precious treasury of the people,” Mr.
Ikuta said. “But it is also a fact that the
revenues we can obtain from sales of
financial products is too small to run
the postal network.”

“Our international business is
small right now. But we are trying to
establish the business as an
important cornerstone in the future,”
Mr. Ikuta, the 69-year-old former
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exchange rates, to CHF 30.7 billion.
Operating efficiency improved across all
business groups in 2003 and cost
initiatives will further benefit 2004 and
beyond, it added.

continued run-off in some health lines,
declining interest rates and the first
effects of Swiss Re’s repricing actions.
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Of Japan Post’s 2 trillion yen in sales
in postal services, 1.7 per cent comes
from the overseas parcel business. But
Japan Post expects the global market
to grow 1.9 times from the 4.9 trillion
yen in 2002 to 9.2 trillion yen in 2012.
Notably, the delivery business
within Asia is expected to grow 3.1
times in that period.

The company’s Board of Directors
will recommend a dividend of CHF 1.10
per share (up from CHF 1.00 per share
for 2002) at the Annual General Meeting
on 14 May 2004.
At the Annual General Meeting
Swiss Re will propose Kaspar Villiger
for election to the Board of Directors.
Kaspar Villiger is a former President of
the Swiss Confederation and Federal
Councillor of Switzerland.
Swiss Re is one of the world’s leading
reinsurers operating through more than
70 offices in over 30 countries. It is based
in Zurich, Switzerland.
Mr. Ikuta is opposed to separating
the savings and insurance operations
from the postal system after its
privatization, and running its post office
network solely by selling a variety of
financial products, such as investment
trusts. This idea, put forward by some
experts, would not provide enough
money, he said.

NEWS BRIEFS

IASB ISSUES STANDARD ON INSURANCE CONTRACTS
The International Accounting
Standards Board (IASB) recently issued
International Financial Reporting
Standard 4 Insurance Contracts (IFRS 4).
The publication of this IFRS provides, for
the first time, guidance on accounting for
insurance contracts, and marks the first
step in the IASB’s project to achieve the
convergence of widely varying insurance
industry accounting practices around the
world.
In developing IFRS 4, the IASB
balanced the urgent need for an
international standard on accounting for
insurance contracts with the recognition
that developing a global consensus on a
rigorous and comprehensive approach
would require extensive consultation

beyond the time frame available. In
particular, consultation on a completely
new international approach could not be
completed in time to meet the starting date
of 2005 set by the European Union and
other jurisdictions. In that light, IFRS 4
completes only the first phase of the IASB’s
insurance project. It is aimed at introducing
improved disclosures for insurance
contracts, and modest improvements to
recognition and measurement practices,
without requiring extensive changes that
might need to be reversed when the IASB
completes the second phase of this project.
In the second phase, the IASB will
address broader conceptual and practical
issues related to insurance accounting. These
will be the subject of IASB deliberations and

SWISS RE WARNS

ABOUT OBESITY

The increasing prevalence of obesity
is too significant for the life insurance
industry to ignore, according to a Swiss Re
study. The report analyses the impact of
obesity on mortality trends, and identifies
the implications of this escalating global
epidemic on the pricing and underwriting
of life insurance products.

With links to cardiovascular disease,
hypertension, diabetes and many types of
cancer, obesity is now a major public health
concern world wide. Recent estimates put
the prevalence of obesity in the developed
world at around 10 per cent to 20 per cent
for men and 10 per cent to 25 per cent for
women. In the United States and United
Kingdom, obesity has increased two to
threefold in the last 20 years and other
developed countries show similar patterns
of increase.
Obesity is not, however, confined to
these countries. In the developing world,
the prevalence of obesity is around 5 per
cent and is expected to rise in the future.

The problem is particularly acute
amongst the younger generation, where the
overweight child population is on the rise.
In the United States, the number and
prevalence of obese children aged six to 11
has doubled over the past two decades.

Life insurers must address the growing
epidemic The rising levels of obesity run
counter to the overall decline in mortality
rates seen in most developed nations in
recent decades. Mortality improvements
have been driven by progress in medical
treatment, a reduction in heart disease and
declining tobacco use. It is highly probable,
according to the study, that mortality
improvements could have been greater if
obesity levels had remained stable.
Looking ahead, the life insurance
industry must tackle issues associated with
increases in obesity by ensuring that the
related risks are accurately assessed and
rated, and that consumers are charged an
appropriate premium to reflect the risk they
present. This will present challenges for

consultations with interested parties that
will resume in the second quarter of 2004.
The IASB’s next step will be the
establishment of an international working
party of about fifteen members. The
working party will be composed of experts
active in the insurance industry and the
accounting profession, representatives of
the appropriate regulatory and supervisory
authorities, and investment analysts.
Although the completion of any long-term
solution for insurance contracts may take
several years to complete, the IASB is
willing to revise IFRS 4 in the short term in
the light of any immediate solutions arising
from the working party’s discussions.
Further details of the insurance working
party will be announced shortly.

underwriters and actuaries in an
increasingly competitive environment. For
existing life insurance cover, the
detrimental effect of increasing obesity is
expected to be offset by continued overall
mortality improvements.
Obesity must be tackled by society at
large The increasing prevalence of obesity
has financial implications for consumers
of life insurance products and society as a
whole.
Ronald Klein, Global Head of Pricing
at Swiss Re’s Life & Health Business
Group, explained: “Obesity usually stems
from a lifestyle choice. Society has dealt
with smoking through a variety of
measures including education and
persuasion. Confronting obesity is now an
equally pressing task, calling for a
combined and determined effort from all
parties. Governments, the medical
profession, food manufacturers and
consumers - particularly parents - need to
be alert to this emerging risk and to play a
role in confronting it.
“Unless the prevalence of obesity is
brought under control, consumers will
bear the ultimate cost. As consumers’ Body
Mass Index goes up, so too will their
premiums,” he warned.
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KEEPING COUNT

The Balancing ‘Act’
P. S. Prabhakar

In

the earlier
parts of this
series, we have
seen the various
aspects of ‘pure
revenue’ items
appearing in the
general insurer’s
financials. In this
part, what will be
discussed are the
items appearing in the Balance Sheets,
which are essentially ‘capital’ in nature.
The financials of any enterprise
always consist of three important
segments – (a) Profit & Loss account for a
period, which is the statement from which
we can know the operational results of
the enterprise; (b) Balance Sheet as on a
date, which details what the enterprise
owns (assets), what it owes (liabilities)
and consequently what it is worth (owners’
funds); and (c) Cash Flow Statement,
which spells out how physical funds have
flowed in and out.
A fundamental postulate of
accounting theory is the delineation
between Capital and Revenue items.
However, in practice, there can be
situations of overlap between these two,
resulting in the Profit or Loss as shown
not being what it actually is and the
Balance Sheet items worth being different
from what they appear as. And the extent
of this practical overlapping is what
normally puts the ‘true and fair view’
certification of the auditors under strain.

For instance, every company will show
both in Current Assets and Current
Liabilities, the balances with “other
persons/entities carrying on insurance
business.” Insurance, being a global
business by nature, is all about spread of
risks far and wide and hence every insurer
parts with certain a shares of his premium
with other insurers, by way of co-insurance
(where the preference of the customer
plays a role) as well as by reinsurance,

A fairly good portion of
(coinsurance and
reinsurance accounts) are
not only unreconciled but
also irreconcilable.
both at home and abroad. Reciprocally,
he also accepts risks ceded to him. The
wider the spread, the better it is for all.

Insurance companies’ Balance Sheets
look innocuous, at the first glance, with
the figures dovetailed from the various
schedules attached. (Staid items like
Shareholders’ Funds, Reserves and
Surplus, Fixed assets etc. do not need any
detailed dissertation.)

However, such transactions between
insurers (and reinsurers) mostly take
place by way of correspondence and
accounting entries only. While the Balance
Sheet items refer to the ‘net’ balances as
on a date, the corresponding effect should
have gone to the revenue. There are
always some transactions pending
accounting
for
want
of
full information and especially when
the number of transactions is huge,
there can be
understandable
differences
in Head
United
balances between
entities having Due from
337.75
such transactions. other insurers

When we come to Current Assets and
Current Liabilities, it will become

If periodical
other insurers
reconciliations For 2002-03

With this brief intro, let us see some
of the components of the Balance Sheet,
those which are less noticed and much less
analysed, with specific reference to the
published Balance Sheets of insurance
companies.
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necessary to put the schedules concerned
under the magnifying glass, to understand
what the individual balances could
broadly contain within them. In the
absence of availability of any further
break-up of the balances in the form of
sub-schedules, it is indeed difficult to
fathom what could have been parked
under the hazy sub-headlines.
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192.72

take place and such pending items are
accounted for in the way they should be,
then there will be some excuse in hiding
behind the concepts such as going concern
and consistency.
But, in reality, such reconciliations
never happen and balances are always
allowed to mount, with differences ever
swelling, resulting in massive sums that
should have found their rightful places in
the revenue accounts and in the P&L
accounts of the insurance companies being
held captive in ‘Capital’ accounts. (For
instance, a claim settled by company A
on behalf of company B is debited to
company B without charging it off to
Revenue and because full details are not
made available, even the company B does
not account it as claim).
Though, every insurance company has
such transactions with hundreds of their
counterparts across the globe and such
problems are not unique to our country or
our insurers alone, certainly it is no excuse
that “Due to / Due from Insurers”
continues to be a perpetual legacy. The
financials of the PSU insurers for 200203 in these accounts show the following
figures and a fairly good portion of them
are not only unreconciled but also
irreconcilable.
Forgetting the reinsurers abroad, the
PSU companies cannot even claim that
the balances among the four of them are
reconciled and differences identified for
accounting. (It has to be acknowledged
that in certain regions, sincere attempts
are made to have inter-company
accountants’ meetings to thrash out coinsurance accounting issues). So, it is
anybody’s guess that how much of the
‘revenue’ is in such ‘capital’ accounts and
consequently why the operational results
shown are not what they actually are.
Rs. in crores

New National Oriental Total
India
705.56
277.83
187.76 1,508.91
602.86

127.44

91.42

1,014.44
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The statutory auditors, however,
seemed to have ‘reconciled’ to this malady
and are reporting this nonchalantly year
after year. As many of the readers of the
financials do not realise the impact, no
serious questions are asked from any
quarter.
There is another item called as
Agents’ balances, both in Current Assets
and in Current Liabilities. There is no
official sanction in the Insurance Act or
from IRDA that insurance companies can
have running balances with agents. In fact,
no agent is authorised to collect any money
on behalf of the company. At best, there
can be one month’s commission dues that
may stand as credit balances. Or there
could be continuing aberrations of what
has long since been prohibited viz.,
balances under Agents’ bank guarantees.
But the actual extents of such
balances (shown below) defy such
perceptions. Whether these balances are
what they are really supposed to be or
whether the head of account is a
convenient parking place for several pararevenue items, pending (for how long?)
accounting as revenue etc. are but kept
closely guarded secrets.
Head

Agents’
Balances (Dr)
Agents’
Balances (Cr)

United

1.61
19.00

Earlier, we discussed the unreconciled
balances in ‘inter-company accounts’
shown under ‘Amounts due to / due from
other insurance companies.’ Even this,
perhaps, we can understand to some
extent as there has to be necessarily
involvement from the other companies for
such reconciliation attempts.

A long form audit report
like in the case of banks,
can be introduced by
IRDA to make it
obligatory on the part of
the auditors to report on
several such issues.
-----

~

However, in the matter of such nonreconciliation of balances, charity does not
begin at home. There are always
transactions of (a) claims settled - mostly
Marine Cargo and Motor Third Party (TP)
claims - by one office of the company on
behalf of the other and (b) expenses
incurred on behalf of another office. There
are eternal issues
Rs. in crores
of
nonNew National Oriental Total
reconciliation
India
between offices of
59.56
1.54 (netted)
62.71 the
same
company and at
28.39
22.20
20.05
89.65 any point of time,
significant

amounts stand wrongly ‘capitalised’ in
these accounts, commonly called Inter
Office Accounts. (There are a few other
issues in the Balance Sheets about which
we shall see in the next issue.)
In view of the sheer size of the balance
sheets of the PSU companies, these items,
though normally coming under intense
scrutiny of the statutory auditors, do not
get commented on adversely and, as
already mentioned, auditors are quite
nonchalant about them.
It is, of course, the earnest belief of
the author that the new generation
regulations on accounting and financial
reporting, as they evolve further in
the days to come, will address such
issues also.
A long form audit report like in the
case of banks, can be introduced by IRDA
to make it obligatory on the part of the
auditors to report on several such issues.
The industry, both in the public and
private sectors, which manages large
portions of public funds, will have to be
kept on toes always in terms of accounting
and, consequently, accountability.

The author, who used to work with the
nationalised general insurance industry,
is a practicing Chartered Accountant.
In this series he discusses the process of
analysing the balance sheet of a general
insurance company.
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GOOD
AND BAD
We welcome your experiences.
Tell us about the good and the bad you have gone through and your suggestions. Your insights are
valuable to the industry. Help us see where we are going.

Send your articles to: Editor, IRDA Journal, Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority,
Parisrama Bhavanam, III Floor, 5-9-58/B, Basheer Bagh, Hyderabad 500 004 or e-mail us at irdajournal@irdaonline.org
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ROUND UP

INAUGURATION
The new conference hall of the National Insurance
Academy (NIA), Pune was inaugurated on March 11,
2004. The Academy has launched a two year MBA
course for Indian and international students from the
forthcoming academic year.
L to R: Dr. K. C. Mishra, Director, NIA, Mr. S. B. Mathur, Chairman,
LIC and Mr. R. K. Vashistha, MD, LIC at the function where
Mr. C. S. Rao, Chairman, IRDA, cuts the ribbon to inaugurate the
new conference hall of the NIA.

FAIR!
The Federation of Afro-Asian Insurers and Reinsurers
(FAIR) and NIA, Pune, held a seminar on “Risk
Management and Loss Prevention” on March 12 and 13
at the latter’s campus at Pune.
L to R: Mr. L. P. Mehta, Editor, Asia Insurance Post, Dr. K. C. Mishra,
Director, NIA, Dr. Ezzat Abdel Bary, Secretary General, FAIR,
Mr. J. R. Joshi, Ex-Member, Governing Board, NIA, Mr. P. C. Ghosh,
Chairman, GIC and Mr. H. Ansari, Chair Professor (General Insurance),
NIA look on as Mr. T. K. Bannerjee, Member (Life),
IRDA lights the lamp to inaugurate the seminar.
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People who are truly sick
from asbestos and the workers at
companies caught in the everexpanding litigation web all are
waiting and hoping that Congress
finishes their job this year.

“

Mr.Robert E. Vagley, President of the American
Insurance Association on a bill in the US Senate
that would end personal injury lawsuits filed by
victims of asbestos instead of compensating them
from a $ 124 billion trust fund supported by the
asbestos and insurance industries

A nightmare bill for asbestos victims,
and a simple bail-out bill for the
asbestos industry.

An attorney who has represented more
than 1,000 asbestos victims commenting
on the same bill.

”

To me the question of the
environment is more ominous than
that of peace and war. We will have
regional conflicts and use of force,
but world conflicts I do not believe will
happen any longer. But the environment,
that is a creeping danger. I’m more worried
about global warming than I am of any
major military conflict.

Mr. Hans Blix, following his assignment
as chief weapons inspector in Iraq

--

Obesity usually stems from a
lifestyle choice. Society has dealt
with smoking through a variety of
measures including education and
persuasion. Confronting obesity is now
an equally pressing task, calling for a
combined and determined effort from all
parties... Unless the prevalence of
obesity is brought under control,
consumers will bear the ultimate cost. As
consumers’ Body Mass Index goes up,
so too will their premiums.

Mr. Ronald Klein, Global Head of
Pricing at Swiss Re’s Life &
Health Business Group

The international insurance market had
jacked up premiums after September 11.
With no major international losses and
excess capacity in the international
market, we are today operating in a soft
market.

Mr. H. S. Wadhwa,
Chairman and Managing Director,
National Insurance Company

...for a unit-linked policy to be
successful, the pre-requisite is that the
policyholder is well-informed. The risk on
investment is entirely borne by the
investor...Internationally, such plans are
considered very safe and capital intensive.
With markets opening up in India, the
future lies in these products.

Mr. S. B. Mathur,
Chairman, LIC

RNI No: APBIL/2002/9589

Events

3 - 5 May, 2004
Venue: Pune
Financial Derivatives by National Insurance Academy (NIA),
Pune
10 - 15 May, 2004
Venue: Pune
Agricultural Insurance by NIA
17 - 18 May, 2004
Venue: Pune
Cyber Laws by NIA
17 - 22 May, 2004
Venue: Pune
Prevention of Insurance Frauds by NIA
24 - 29 May, 2004
Venue: Pune
Regulations & Frauds in Insurance Sector by NIA
27 -28 May, 2004
Venue: Hong Kong
5th Conference on Alternative Risk Transfers in
Asia with Captives Workshop

6 - 8 June 2004
Venue: Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
LOMA Strategic Issues Conference
6 - 9 June 2004
Venue: Bermuda
World Insurance Forum 2004
7 - 12 June 2004
Venue: Pune
Health Care Management by NIA
14 - 15 June, 2004
Venue: Taipei
Construction & Engineering Insurance Conference
16 - 19 June 2004
Venue: Taipei
IFRIMA, FAPARMO & RMST International Risk &
Insurance Management Conference

